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ABSTRACT
This study evaluated the POINTE Program, a manualized behavioral intervention
designed for use by dance instructors to improve student dance performance using behavioral
coaching procedures. This study consisted of three phases. Phase 1 was a formative evaluation
of the POINTE Program, which assessed the technical adequacy of the manual. Feedback from
3 experts in Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) and 4 dance instructors were used to improve the
manual content in this phase. Overall, the experts and instructors viewed the POINTE Program
as providing accurate information on the basic ABA backgrounds and suggesting behavioral
coaching procedures appropriate for use in a training context to address the needs of dance
students although certain terms and procedures needed clarification, and minimizing ABA terms
and creating videos were required based on their feedback before conducting Phase 2 evaluation.
In Phase 2, the feasibility of the POINTE Program was examined with 4 instructors and their 4
students using a multiple-baseline design and structured individual interviews. The results
indicated the dance instructors could assess their target student’s skills, select and implement a
coaching procedure with fidelity, and monitor student progress without much difficulty. They
suggested the provision of consultation in the form of performance feedback, addition of session
scripts, and clarification over certain aspects of the coaching procedures following their use of
the program. In the final phase, the potential efficacy of the refined POINTE Program was
examined using a multiple-baseline design with 4 instructors and their 4 students, which
demonstrated that dance instructors could successfully implement behavioral coaching

vi

procedures with a minimal feedback support through the use of POINTE Program components,
demonstrating the feasibility and potential efficacy of the use of the POINTE Program by dance
instructors to enhance student dance performance.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

Significance of Problem
Individuals who have good dance technique can easily find a teaching position at a local
studio even if they lack a college degree or pedagogical knowledge (Warburton, 2008; RussellBowie, 2013). The National Standards for Arts Education has stressed the quality of dance
training similarly to other subjects taught in educational settings (NAEP: Bonbright, &
McGreevy-Nichols, 1997). Several states have even attempted to raise funds to improve dance
education in their schools (Mattingly, 2006). Despite this, many individuals who teach dance in
school settings or private studios might not be well equipped with the effective behavioral
coaching methods. Connell (2009) found that 53% of the dance instructors in his survey
expressed that they “needed to know more about teaching dance.” Similarly, dance training in
private studios can range greatly in form from one studio to the next (Kerr-Berry, 2007). This is
due to the instructors differing educational backgrounds, teaching styles, and theoretical
frameworks which direct their classes (Mainwaring & Krasnow, 2010).
It is estimated that as high as 90% of those who work as professional dancers will be
instructors at some point with potentially little to no pedagogical knowledge behind their dance
training (Warburton, 2008; Rogoski 2007). Despite the large proportion of professional dancers
who become dance instructors at some point in their lifetime with vast performing arts
experience, many dancers can be unprepared for how to teach dance effectively without using
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coercive methods. In a survey with dance instructors, about half reported they were not prepared
when they started teaching, and of those who obtained undergraduate degrees in dance, 71%
obtained a degree in dance performance while only 15% obtained a degree in dance education
(Risner, 2012). This could indicate that dancers who obtain performance degrees can dance
well, but do not necessarily have knowledge and skills to teach effectively using behavioral
coaching. This has been supported through a survey of 242 principal dancers, which found that
dancers thought their teachers lacked the knowledge of how to teach their students more often
than lacking knowledge of dance technique (Warburton, 2008).
This absence of pedagogical knowledge of a dance instructor can lead to varying dance
training for students, as well as lesser confidence on behalf of teachers who have not been
trained how to teach (Chedzoy & Burden, 2007). Inadequate training can have lifelong effects
on a dancer’s career (Chua, 2014). A paucity of teaching knowledge can present many
challenges for dance instructors and their students. For example, instructors can have a deficit of
understanding in areas such as child development, which can be problematic when coaching
young children in a sport, which is physical in nature (Green, 2010). Many dancers have
developed lifelong chronic injuries due to participating in dance class with an instructor who
lacked knowledge of anatomy and instructed them to push past the pain in training (Mainwaring
& Krasnow, 2010; Robson, Book, & Wilmerding, 2002). Research indicates that athletes are
conditioned to rationalize and minimize the occurrence of their own injuries; they place selfblame on their body rather than attributing the detrimental consequences of continuing to dance
with an injury to the instructions they received from their teacher (Papaefstathiou, Rhind, &
Brackenridge, 2012).
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Other challenges presented by a dance instructor with a shortfall of teaching knowledge
and behavioral coaching skills can include possibilities of a decrease in motivation among
students and attrition of student attendance in dance class, indicating that instructors should learn
how to maintain students’ interest during lessons (Rogoski, 2007). Teacher behavior has been a
reason cited for students terminating their dance education (Walker, Nordin-Bates, & Redding,
2010, 2012). This is unfortunate considering the physical and psychological benefits of dance, a
sport that is both creative and athletic in nature (Quin, Frazer, & Redding, 2007). Instructors’
overly critical teaching styles have led students to engage in behaviors associated with
perfectionism, which ultimately results in student burnout over time (Hall & Hill, 2012).
Considering that even student dancers with the best physical talent can have their potential career
altered by ineffective instruction, it is critical for dance instructors to improve their practices to
effectively teach children and youth many technical elements of dance early on using effective
coaching procedures for the dancers to be successful (Goodhew, 2008).
Barriers to Effective Training in Dance
There are many barriers to effective training in dance including time and financial cost of
a dance teacher obtaining higher education (Hayes, 2012), a field with a history of teaching using
coercion and authoritarian procedures (Lakes, 2005), limited access to studies on behavioral
coaching procedures that use positive reinforcement-based training with dancers (Nemecek &
Chatfield, 2007), and limited access to training (Walker et al., 2012).
Time and financial cost of education in dance instruction. The dance education
literature indicates that there is a positive correlation between dancers who obtain higher
education and an increase in their teaching confidence (Koff & Mistry, 2012). However, it can
be difficult for dancers to obtain this education. Acquiring a Bachelors of Fine Arts Degree
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(BFA) in Dance is time consuming with programs ranging from three to four years and
expensive due to the addition of classes in technique, choreography, and dance studies (Risner,
2010). This leads some dancers to decide to pursue the lesser financial route of obtaining a
dance certificate without a college degree (Rivers, 2014). These certificate programs are still
costly with an average cost of $10,000 per year and range in length from a few months up to
three years (Rivers, 2014). This is especially challenging because individuals who teach dance
report low pay as a challenge for obtaining more training (Risner, 2012).
Anderson and Risner (2012) found that only 15% of dance instructors going through
undergraduate programs took classes on the topic of dance education. Of the dance instructors
they surveyed, 85% did not complete teacher preparation programs. For instructors obtaining a
Liberal Arts degree such as a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science, the coursework only
minimally includes dance pedagogy. Individuals can add dance pedagogy as an elective if they
wish to learn more on teaching methods; however, depending on the program of study, it is not
always required (Anderson & Risner, 2012).
When examining the dance population, Anderson and Risner (2012) found there were
only three types of undergraduate programs for dance students, which were liberal arts programs,
BFA/professional programs, and dance education programs. Of these programs, 42% were
liberal arts programs, 46% were BFA/professional programs, and only 12% were dance
education programs. It was fairly divided between individuals who attended liberal arts
programs and BFA/professional programs. However, only 5% of dance instructors attended
dance education programs. This leads to an insufficient number of instructors trained to teach
dance, but who are still drawn to the profession due to their background in performance, and
knowledge of dance technique.
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Even for those dance instructors who are knowledgeable in appropriate teaching methods,
continuing education courses are encouraged, and the instructor can benefit by collaborating with
other dance instructors to learn how they teach (Cohen & Posey, 2011). However, financial
barriers exist with this option as well. Continuing education courses can range from $390-4,000
for a workshop or an intensive program (Hayes, 2002). Despite the value of these courses,
studio owners likely do not have the finances set aside to fund this opportunity for their staff
(Hayes, 2012).
Coercive training methods. Research on the effectiveness of applying behavioral
coaching teaching methods to dance is rare (Van Rossum, 2004). Dance instructors have their
own teaching identity based on their individual values and beliefs as well as their knowledge
gained, what training they have participated in, and ways they contribute to the teaching and
learning of their students (Dragon, 2015). This identity is what leads them to make their own
pedagogic choices (Dragon, 2015). Although their training methods can be effective for most
students, historically, many of their methods (especially in a Western culture) can involve
punishment, with a lack of praise or specific feedback (Lakes, 2005; Van Rossum, 2004).
Dance instructors often report that they were trained by individuals who used coercive
training methods with them such as picking on them in class or being overly critical and
demanding of their students (Papaefstathiou, Rhind, & Brackenridge, 2012). Despite these
reports of their own training being unpleasant, the dance instructors frequently use the same
training methods with their own students, rationalizing the coercive training experiences as ones
that were necessary to “make them a better dancer” (Papaefstathiou et al., 2012). Robson, Book,
and Wilmerding (2002), who identified psychological stressors of dance instructors, noted that
39% of the dance instructors in their study reported that they felt they were unjustly criticized in
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their own training and did not change their methods of instruction for their own students. The
researchers also noted that these instructors were also more likely to possess chronic dance
related injuries. Instructors might continue to use these methods because they believe they have
historically been effective in producing talented dancers and do not want to be considered
disrespectful to their elders by attempting newer training methods (Lakes, 2005). Interestingly,
research has demonstrated that coercive training methods have detrimental impacts on a dancer’s
self-confidence and can influence their ability to perform well (Hamilton, 1997). However,
dancers who were humiliated by their teachers in class were more likely to demonstrate
symptoms of stage fright such as fear and anxiety in future performances, as well as a
development of chronic injuries (Hamilton, 1997).
Other lasting psychological impact of training using coercive techniques without positive
reinforcement for dancers can include the development of eating disorders, perfectionism, and
problems in their careers (Staden, Myburgh, & Poggenpoel, 2009). This coercive and
authoritarian training style is common among western culture in the training of dancers from a
young age (Lakes, 2005). Experts in the field of dance have emphasized that whereas dance
instruction should be individualized (Hays, 2002), many instructors are too focused on
succeeding at competitions rather than focusing on the overall performance improvements of
their students (Carman, 2008). This can lead to military type teaching practices where they
frequently point out mistakes and encourage students to continue dancing despite issues such as
physical pain (Hamilton, 1997). Dance training methods need to evolve or be modified to be
based on positive reinforcement, considering the detrimental effects of authoritarian methods on
a dancer’s career and self-confidence (Hamilton, 1997) and the benefits of training that revolves
around positive reinforcement of correct elements of performance.
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Research demonstrates that behavior specific feedback including praise is paramount for
student learning (e.g., Clynes & Raftery, 2008; Lam, Wachter, Globas, Karnath, & Luft, 2013;
Saraf, Bayya, Weedon, Minkoff, & Fisher, 2014) and for improvement of an individual’s current
levels of performance (e.g., Daniels, 2000; Rathel, Drasgow, Brown, & Marshall, 2014). Thus, it
is recommended that dance instructors fuse the art of how to dance with knowledge of the
science of effective teaching (Warburton, 2008).
Research indicates that dance instruction based on positive reinforcement and specific
feedback can be more effective than standard methods currently used in studios for many
students (e.g., Mainwaring & Krasnow 2010; Quinn, Miltenberger, & Fogel, 2015; Quinn,
Miltenberger, James, & Abreu, 2015). Furthermore, dance research has identified the need for
studies on teaching instructors how to give positive feedback more often and more effectively
(Van Rossum, 2004). Interestingly, both dance instructors and dance students acknowledge that
the two most important qualities of an ideal dance teacher are their quality of training and ability
to provide positive feedback to their students (Van Rossum, 2004). However, according to Van
Rossum, dance instructors perceive themselves to be much more positive and student orientated
than they actually are reported by the students. Quinn, Miltenberger, Abreu, and Narozanick
(2015c) found similar results in a social validity survey conducted on public posting intervention.
In the survey, they asked an instructor if she believed that the use of the intervention increased
praise to her students. The instructor answered: “no, because I always praise my students.”
However, all four student participants answered ‘yes’ when they were asked whether their dance
instructor had increased praise to them as a result of the intervention, and said they felt that their
instructor was proud of them, where she previously was not before.
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Quinn, Greenberg, Miltenberger, and Narozanick (2015e) conducted a descriptive study,
which analyzed dance instructor training methods across multiple sites and instructors. The
authors found teachers within studios across different geographical distances, backgrounds, and
styles of dance, primarily conducted their classes in a relatively similar manner. The studios
were randomly selected by availability with the criteria of at least half of the class being
comprised of dancers who were members of a competition team. The study did not discriminate
on the type of dance taught. The observed classes included ballet, tap, jazz, contemporary,
modern, and hip hop, with the majority of the classes being ballet or jazz.
The authors reported that although frequent specific verbal corrective feedback such as
“turn your leg out more” was provided to dancers, minimal specific verbal praise such as “the
extension of the legs during your leap was much better!” had occurred. When praise occurred, it
tended to be general verbal praise such as “yes!” or gestures such as clapping and head nodding
during and following performance. This implies that whereas dance instructors are well versed
in providing specific verbal corrections, specific verbal praise is rarely if ever given. Therefore,
it is not surprising that in research studies behavioral coaching procedures, which focus on the
use of specific verbal feedback and praise, produce such significant impact on the dancers they
train, given that the dancers are not likely to receive this form of feedback frequently in their
typical training (e.g., Quinn et al., 2015a; 2015b; 2015c).
Limited access to studies on behavioral coaching in dance. In spite of the training
needs of dance instructors, few coaching procedures are described in the applied behavior
analysis (ABA) literature as applied to dance training. This is surprising considering that the
psychology of sports performance is an often-studied topic area (Hayes, 2002). Nemececk and
Chatfield (2007) mentioned that although there were many publications regarding dance teaching
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and technique, very few of these studies involved experimental manipulation of variables and
measuring an outcome. In fact, only ten experimental research articles were conducted in the
areas of dance training between 1983 and 2003 (Nemececk & Chatfield, 2007).
In the ABA literature, there are a multitude of behavioral coaching procedures that have
demonstrated success with sports players, even though investigating these procedures as they
apply to dance is in its infancy. Throughout time, the term behavioral coaching has been used
inconsistently in and outside the field of ABA (Seniuk, Witts, Williams, & Ghezzi, 2013).
Sports literature uses the term to describe various intervention strategies being used to enhance
athletic performance, whereas organizational behavior management literature uses the term to
describe approaches to training management personnel and staff (Seniuk, Witts, Williams, &
Ghezzi, 2013). When there are multiple interpretations of definitions and procedures, the
technological dimension is lost (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, 1968). Thus, for consistency, we use the
term, behavioral coaching in our discussion of the sports literature.
Studies in ABA and sports psychology have demonstrated behavioral coaching to be
effective in improving the athletic performance in such areas as football, gymnastics, tennis, and
classical ballet (Allison & Ayllon, 1980; Fitterling & Ayllon, 1983; Stokes, Luiselli, & Reed,
2010). For example, Allison and Ayllon (1980) set out to further the literature on methods for
skill acquisition that were based on operant conditioning and focused on the use of positive
reinforcement for correct behaviors in developing complex sports skills in football, gymnastics,
and tennis. Their coaching method was a combination of the following components: (a)
programmatic use of verbal instructions and feedback, (b) positive and negative reinforcement,
(c) positive practice, and (d) time out. They used a reversal design for football and a multiplebaseline across behaviors design for gymnastics and tennis. To allow for better generalization,
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the authors included both male and female players ranging in age from 11 to 35 year old. With
the use of their behavioral coaching package, football players’ correct blocking performance
increased on average by 46.3%, gymnasts' performances increased on average 49.9% across
three skills, and tennis players by an average of 51% across three types of strokes. The success
of the behavioral coaching package suggested that the behavioral technologies could be
additional strategies for the acquisition of athletic skills within the natural environment (Allison
& Ayllon, 1980).
Stokes, Luiselli, Reed, and Fleming (2010) evaluated behavioral coaching techniques to
improve offensive line pass-blocking skills with high school varsity football players. This study
used a multiple-baseline design across participants to demonstrate the impact of using descriptive
feedback with and without video feedback and teaching with acoustical guidance (TAG) on the
players’ target skills during practice drills and games. The authors found video feedback and
TAG to be the most effective procedures. Fitterling and Ayllon (1983) used behavioral coaching
to enhance the acquisition of correct ballet skills within a ballet class. The authors compared
behavioral coaching to the ballet instructor’s typical teaching method using a combination design
consisting of multiple-baselines across subjects and multiple-baselines design across four-ballet
skills. The behavioral coaching package that they used consisted of feedback, modeling, verbal
instruction, and physical guidance. The study demonstrated a substantial difference between the
two teaching methods. Students improved 75% more when trained utilizing behavioral coaching
over typical teaching methods. Hence, these results indicated behavioral coaching methods
could be used to modify behaviors that are artistic and creative in nature such as dance.
Another behavioral coaching method used in the literature to improve performance in
college football and high school soccer is publicly posting feedback with goal setting (Ward &
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Carnes, 2002; Brobst & Ward, 2002). Ward and Carnes (2002) showed a 29% mean increase in
performance across three football skills in five collegiate football players. Each participant
improved from below 80% performance to at least a 90% performance level in both practices
and games. This demonstrated generalization across settings. Brobst and Ward (2002)
examined the use of the combination of oral feedback with public posting and goal setting for
female high school soccer players using a multiple-baseline design across skills. They found
players met the goal of 90% correct performance for many of the practices with limited
generalization to game performance. The limited generalization might have been due to the
difference of format between scrimmages and games (Brobst & Ward, 2002).
Yet, as of 2010, there was no integrated theoretical or evidence-based model for teaching
dance that encompassed theories and principles from a broad range of disciplines (Mainwaring,
& Krasnow, 2010). Training methods that had been evaluated on dancer performance prior to
2010 included augmented feedback (Clarkson, James, Watkins, & Foley, 1986), repeated
practice (Puretz, 1983), auditory stimuli (Pollatou, Hatzitaki, & Karadimou, 2003),
manipulations of the contextual training environment (Radell, Adame, & Cole, 2003), and
metaphorical verbal instruction (Sawada & Ishii, 2002). Although Fitterling and Ayllon (1983)
used behavioral coaching procedures with students in a ballet class, the use of a behavioral
coaching procedure is relatively a new research area in dance.
To date, very few studies have evaluated the behavioral coaching procedures with dance
students. Those that have been evaluated with dance students include auditory feedback (Quinn,
Miltenberger, & Fogel, 2015a; Quinn, Miltenberger, James, & Abreu, 2015b), public posting
(Quinn, Miltenberger, Abreu, & Narozanick, 2015), and video modeling with video feedback
(Quinn, Narozanick, Miltenberger, & Greenberg, 2015). Due to this paucity of research, it is
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unrealistic for one to assume a dance instructor would have access to the behavioral coaching
literature. Moreover, it is unreasonable to expect a dance instructor to understand the scientific
jargon of the field of ABA. Even if they could understand it, it would be unreasonable to expect
them to feel confident in implementing a behavioral coaching procedure following the reading of
a scholarly article without any guidance or assistance.
Limited access to training on behavioral coaching. If a dance instructor did hear about
behavioral coaching procedures through literature and wanted to learn more, the only options
currently available are to attend training to become certified in behavioral coaching procedures
or hire a behavior analyst. However, these options can be quite costly for a studio. For instance,
the basic cost to become certified in TAGTeach, a behavioral coaching procedure that is used in
various sports and school settings, is $299 plus $9.99 for articles, $10.00 for online videos,
$75.00 for a Level 1 certification, and $100 per hour if the assistance of a behavioral analyst is
needed (TAGteach International). Access to a behavior analyst to consult with a studio to train
instructors in these procedures would not only be difficult to obtain, but costly as well.
Participating in a research study might be the only way for an instructor to learn about behavioral
coaching currently, but even this option is time consuming and rarely presented due to issues of
conducting experimentally controlled studies in an environment as complex and busy as a dance
studio in a community setting.
Barriers to Research and Dissemination of Behavioral Coaching in Dance
Despite the knowledge that exists on the benefits of positive reinforcement-based
behavioral coaching, to date, few studies have evaluated the effects of behavioral coaching on
dancer performance in natural settings. Nemececk and Chatfield (2007) pointed out that
experimental research was difficult to conduct in a dance studio due to such barriers as finances,
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time required, the context of dance training, and the complexity of assessment and data
collection. In order for research to be conducted in a dance studio, an experimenter must devote
their time and resources as well as the studio’s resources to doing so. For example, meetings
must be conducted prior, throughout, and following completion of the research with those
individuals who supervise studio activities. Participants are asked to engage in behaviors that are
physically fatiguing, such as repeating a movement over and over again for purposes of training
and assessments, in addition to their standard class expectations. Students might have to be
pulled out of class, arrive to class late, or leave class early to participate in research activities.
In addition, the context of a dance studio makes it difficult to collect data. In general,
there is rarely a time during open studio hours when rooms are empty, as this would cause loss of
money for the studio unable to utilize the space. Frequently, training and assessments must
occur in the corner of a room being used, and distractions are many (e.g., parents and students
peering in, music drifting in from other rooms). Finally, data collection and scoring of
movements are complex and time consuming (Quinn et al., 2015b). Due to all these barriers of
conducting an experimentally-controlled research study, disseminating the findings of these
studies to train dance instructors is even more imperative.
Oftentimes, instructors are not being introduced to research-based, effective coaching
procedures. There is no evidence-based model that provides a user-friendly method of training
dance instructors to use behavioral coaching procedures for their students (Mainwaring &
Krasnow, 2010). This is problematic because unless dance instructors have the skills to assess
student current performance levels and develop an instructional plan utilizing effective coaching
procedures, the most effective coaching will not occur (Debenham & Lee, 2005). Without the
dissemination and training of dance instructors in behavioral coaching procedures, authoritarian
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and coercive styles of dance training prominent in western culture will continue and potentially
still inflict harmful effects on their dancers in the future.

Need for Intervention Packages
Despite the presence of literature on behavioral coaching in dance, currently, there are no
intervention packages that address the diverse needs of dance students. Intervention packages
can have benefit over a single intervention procedure considering that there is no single
universally effective procedure for all students (e.g., Cobiac, Vos, & Barendregt, 2009; Cooper
et al., 1995; Richman et al.; 1997). Addressing individuals’ needs in typical dance settings is
more likely to involve a combination of procedures, and packaging intervention procedures
would greatly benefit instructors and students (Smith, 2013). Intervention packages can help
identify a sequence of skills to teach and select intervention procedures that match the needs of
an individual by providing specific assessment methods (Smith, 2013). Embry and Biglan
(2008) suggested that some intervention procedures such as timeout, praise notes, and selfmonitoring could be incorporated into intervention packages, which would facilitate the
intervention implementers to select procedures based on individual needs.
As discussed earlier, Allison and Ayllon (1980) used a behavioral coaching package to
teach complex sports skills in football, gymnastics, and tennis players, which included
programmatic use of verbal instructions and feedback, positive and negative reinforcement,
positive practice, and time out. Luiselli et al. (2013) also used a behavioral coaching package.
They used a combination of goal setting, performance feedback, positive reinforcement, and
video modeling to improve sprint times of individuals with intellectual and developmental
disabilities. Not only did the individuals’ sprint time shorten in intervention conditions, their
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sprint times decreased at their competition, showing generalization to conditions outside of
training.
Researchers recognize the importance of assessment and data based decision-making in
dance, which is exemplified by a study using a behavioral coaching procedure with assessment
of dancer’s turnouts, which measured degrees of rotation to increase turnout (Pata, Welsh,
Bailey, & Range, 2014). Another study has also demonstrated that decisions regarding
advancement of ballet students to pointe training can be made through assessment of functional
criteria (results on a variety of physical tests such as balance), rather than just advancing a
student to pointe training based on their chronological age (Richardson, Liederbach, & Sandow,
2010). Practices such as these, which use functional criteria to determine a student’s level of
advancement and an adjustment to training, can help prevent sports-related injuries associated
with premature advancement of a student to pointe training before their anatomy is adequately
prepared (Pata et al., 2014). Therefore, integration of procedures into packages that provide
methods for assessing individuals’ current skill performance levels may be crucial for creating
the best practices to enhance the outcomes of the behavioral interventions (Smith, 2013).
Intervention packages can not only improve treatment outcomes, but also can minimize costs,
and therefore, increase the acceptability of the treatment by consumers (Johnston, 1996).
Need for Manualized Behavioral Interventions
There has been a growing interest in developing and testing manualized interventions in
behavior, education, psychology, and health. It is suggested that manualized interventions may
improve the quality of practices, particularly for teachers with limited training backgrounds as
manuals provide specific instructions, examples, and materials (Kern, Evans, & Lewis, 2011),
and that the availability and use of treatment manuals may help improve the translation of
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evidence-based practices by practitioners (Brose, McEwen, Michie, West, & Chew, 2015).
Manuals standardize interventions, providing step-by-step instructions, particularly for
implementing intervention packages by giving implementers latitude to tailor the packages to
individual cases (Smith, 2013). Smith stressed that interventions with manuals are central to
evidence-based practices because they provide the standardization needed to replicate the
intervention procedures.
Many intervention manuals have been developed and tested, which provide specific
guidelines for their implementations and which have been used as a basis for training the
professionals to work with children and adults needing behavioral and psychological services
(Carroll, 1998; Haernes et al., 2009; Kratochwill, Elliot, Loitz, Sladeczek, & Carlson, 2003;
Loman & Horner, 2014). Manuals have been used for a variety of populations such as educators
(Edington, 1991; Hale, 1990; Lewis & Bear, 2009), therapists (Ball et al., 2002; Hassiotis et al.,
2012), counselors (Feller & Daly, 1992), behavioral consultants (Sheridan, 1992), and parents
(Johnson et al., 2007; O’Reilly, 2005) and students (Echterling, Cowan, Evans, Staton, &
McKee, 2007). Wylie (2012) indicated that teaching manuals could be used to train instructors
on how to teach a particular subject area, and they are informative and accessible. Recent studies
on cognitive therapy indicated that counselors learned and maintained adequate skill levels and
confidence to implement the Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) with their patients following
training from a manual (Morgenstern, Morgan, McCrady, Keller, & Carroll, 2001) or a web
based training centered around a treatment manual (Weingardt, Villafrance, & Levin, 2006).
Dachman, Alessi, Vrazo, Fuqua, and Kerr (1986) found that manuals were a costeffective way to train and increase parenting skills of fathers when used alone. However, when
they evaluated a manual on infant care with first time fathers, they found that in order for the
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fathers to reach performance criteria, for which they had outlined, they needed to be further
trained on procedures in person (Dachman et al., 1986). Sholomskas et al. (2005) also found that
a training manual alone was not sufficient in training clinicians to conduct CBT unless it was
combined with training involving supervision. Similar results were found by Young, Boris,
Thomson, Martin, and Yu (2012) in that the most effective training for two of five parents in
their study to conduct discrete trial training with their children involved the use of a manual
combined with elements of behavioral skills training (role playing and feedback), plus a self
instructional video. However, the majority of the participants in their study did demonstrate
proficiency with use of the procedure following the use of the manual alone condition.
Other studies have found that the use of a training manual alone is sufficient to achieve
training outcomes. Giebenhain and O’Dell (1984) found a manual, which trained parents on
behavioral procedures such as desensitization, reinforcement, and verbal self-control, was
effective in reducing children’s fear of the dark. This manual included criteria the parents had to
meet before they were permitted to move on to other parts of the manual. Many other studies
have found that parents can be trained through the use of a manual for how to respond to
problematic child behavior effectively and that the parents found participating in the manualized
training more enjoyable compared to typical methods of training (Research Units on Pediatric
Psychopharmacology Autism Network, 2007). Miltenberger and Fuqua (1985) evaluated a
training manual for the acquisition of interviewing skills in behavior analysis of undergraduate
students. They compared two training techniques, one with a written training manual, and one
with modeling, rehearsal, and feedback in conjunction with the manual. The authors found both
procedures were equally effective. Although there is no denying the value of direct, in-person
training, manuals can be more cost effective than in-person trainings and preferred by consumers
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when compared with in-person workshop trainings (Neef, Parish, Egel, & Sloan, 1986).
However, developing an effective and acceptable intervention in a manualized format that
practitioners without specialized expertise could implement is challenging.
A Model for Manualized Behavioral Intervention Development
Developing a manualized intervention requires an iterative process to produce a manual
that can be used by practitioners to implement the intervention as intended by the developer, in
which the science guides the practice, and information from the practitioner guides the science
(Kern et al., 2011). It is suggested that a manual provide a blueprint for how to use procedures
rather than tell a person exactly how to do something with little to no opportunity for deviation
(Caroll & Nuro, 2006). Some manuals are criticized by being too rigid with rules in regards to
implementation and leaving little freedom for the user to create something themselves with the
knowledge they gain from reading about the procedures (Carter & Horner, 2009).
Carroll and Nuro (2006) described a stage model for manual development for
psychotherapy manuals, which outlines the steps of how a manual should be created and tested in
a multi-phase process. They identified that just because a manual was created, it did not mean it
would actually be used in practice unless the development was ongoing and dedicated to testing
the manual’s feasibility in training clinicians and evaluating clinical outcomes of the treatment
proposed in the manual. The three stages Carroll and Nuro recommend involve: (a) feasibility
and pilot testing (Stage 1), (b) efficacy trials (Stage 2), and (c) effectiveness trials (Stage 3).
Stage 1 of manual development involves initial manual writing, development of the training
program and fidelity measure, and initial evaluation of its feasibility and efficacy. Carroll and
Nuro suggest that the stage 1 manual covers the overview, description, and theoretical
justification of the treatment as well as the goals of the treatment and specification of the
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treatment’s defining characteristics. They also suggest that overall structure of the treatment
such as duration, format (group vs. individual), intensity (number of sessions), and session
format be included in the manual.
Stage 2 of manual development involves testing the efficacy of the manualized treatment
that has shown promise in earlier studies. Carroll and Nuro suggest that a stage 2 manual should
include guidelines for troubleshooting and standards for therapist selection, training, and
supervision, and should be sufficiently comprehensive to serve as the basis of a larger
randomized controlled trial. Stage 3 of manual development involves testing the treatment
effectiveness in different settings and different populations where the manual is used by
clinicians of greater diversity than those who typically deliver treatment in controlled efficacy
trials. Carroll and Nuro suggest that stage 3 manuals provide guidelines and examples regarding
how to adapt the treatment to meet the needs of a particular individual.
Kern et al. (2011) also described a multi-phase, 5-step approach to developing a
comprehensive behavioral intervention package for use by school personnel to address
behavioral challenges of secondary age students with social, emotional, and behavioral problems.
The phases were as follows: (a) Phase 1 (initial intervention development), (b) Phase 2
(preparation for implementation), (c) Phase 3 (implementation, feedback, and revision), (d)
Phase 4 (data-based refinement), and (e) Phase 5 (further refinement with divergent sample). In
Phase 1, the researchers identified core issues faced by the population of students with social,
emotional and behavioral problems and developed a conceptual framework before the
development of the intervention package. The authors then identified evidence-based
interventions that would address the focused intervention areas such as enhancing school and
teacher capacity, building child competence, and improving social, emotional, and academic
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skills. They utilized the previously developed interventions with empirical evidence and
identified interventions through review of literature and their preliminary research. Input from
practitioners in high schools was also obtained through observing classrooms and group or
individual mental health sessions, asking questions, and soliciting information to gather
information about current practices, interventions that were viewed as effective, and problems
that were viewed as difficult to adequately address. The authors also obtained input from local
stakeholders by establishing a community development team.
In Phase 2, the researchers conducted tests to determine feasibility of the evidence-based
interventions from Phase 1. This was conducted through an assessment of need of the
intervention, resource mapping (identifying needs based on the contextual population and type of
services currently in place), and collecting data from manual readers on whether they found the
interventions described feasible or acceptable. They used input from these individuals to refine
or remove certain interventions from the manual. Phase 3 involved assessing how much training
was necessary on procedures described in the manual in order for the implementer to use the
procedures with integrity. They conducted brief training sessions, used fidelity checklists, and
provided implementers feedback over intervention procedures. They asked questions about the
implementer’s understanding of the procedures through checklist forms as well as interviews
with open-ended questions to determine how much additional training and performance feedback
would be required for fidelity of implementation of intervention.
Phase 4 conducted refinements to interventions based on the data from school personnel
implementing the procedures from the manual. The manual developers used feedback from the
teachers of the behaviors they found most difficult to target as reasons for inclusion of
interventions, which addressed the problem behaviors. Weekly meetings also occurred between
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collaborating staff at different sites. Changes to the manual were made throughout this phase
based upon the feedback they received. Phase 5 was a replication of the manualized intervention
with a population outside of the original one tested to provide further positive changes to the
manual. Assessments occurred followed by use of the intervention procedures outlined in the
manual, with further assessments of treatment fidelity and social validity assessments on behalf
of those implementing the intervention.
Mhurch et al. (2014) used expert and user inputs, which were obtained through
questionnaires, to assess feasibility and acceptability of a mobile health weight management
program. Through feedback from the users, they identified strengths and weaknesses of their
program and made adequate changes before disseminating the program to the public. In
addition, they collected data on how the participants’ engagement with the program dropped off
over time. This information was also useful for them to determine the point at which the
program became less engaging to a user and to make necessary adjustments. A multitude of
studies have tested the feasibility and potential outcomes of manualized interventions during
their development and following their production (e.g., Gan, Gargaro, Kreutzer, Boschen, &
Wright, 2010; Luker et al., 2015; Sturt, Taylor, Docherty, Dale, & Louise, 2006). Testing a
manual can be done through a variety of methods such as assessing treatment integrity of an
individual’s use of the manual or procedures in the manual, testing the efficacy of interventions
provided within the manual, and assessing the client satisfaction and readability of content.
Before a manual is produced and disseminated to the general public, the population for
which it is targeted should evaluate it in the area of readability; the reading level of the manual
should be “somewhat below” the target population to benefit a greater range of audience
members (Andrasik & Murphy, 1977), although it is recommended that the manual still reflect
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the scientific training of the individual who wrote it (Bernal & North, 1978). Behavioral
manuals should always remain conceptually systematic and true to the science, but also cater to
expanding populations (Dunlap & Kincaid, 2001). Dunlap and Kincaid emphasized the
importance of evaluating whether an individual could learn the manual topic simply by reading
the content and completing activities in the manual or if further training would be necessary.
Researchers have suggested the need for information-based manuals to be written in a more
behavioral manner that involves opportunities for role-play and feedback (Peterson, 1984).
Furthermore, it would be helpful for each chapter to have specific criteria and outcomes that
must be accomplished before moving on to the next chapter (Peterson, 1984).
The POINTE Program
Due to the necessity and feasibility of implementing research-based behavioral coaching
procedures by dance instructors, Quinn, Blair, and Miltenberger (2015) developed a manualized
intervention package designed for use by dance instructors who have no training or experience in
coaching dance students with behavioral techniques to improve dance performance, and
subsequently decrease the use of authoritarian or coercive coaching methods. The manual guides
them through the assessment, intervention selection and implementation, monitoring, and
evaluation process of using behavioral coaching procedures that have experimentally been
validated for their use with competition dancers. The authors defined competitive dancers as
“non-recreational” dancers who met one or more of the following criteria: participated in outside
competitions in front of judges, auditioned for roles in performances, or performed in public
shows such as recitals. The manual is titled the POINTE Program, which stands for POsitive
INTerventions to Enhance the Performance of Dancers.
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Theoretical foundations of the POINTE Program. The behavioral coaching
procedures included in the POINTE Program are based on the wealth of applied research taken
from the core ABA principles such as reinforcement, behavior specific feedback, modeling, and
shaping (e.g., Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007; Miltenberger, 2016). The POINTE Program was
developed following a series of experiments in ABA techniques to dance training. The researchbased behavioral coaching procedures included in the POINTE Program are: (a) auditory
feedback (Quinn, et al., 2015), (b) peer auditory feedback (Quinn, et al., 2015), (c) public posting
(Quinn, et. al., 2017), and (d) video modeling and video feedback (Quinn, et al., 2015).
Quinn et al. (2015a) evaluated auditory feedback as a training procedure with dancers and
found improvements in four dancers’ movements in some form of a turn, kick, and leap. They
trained dance instructors how to conduct the procedures with their dancers. Each movement was
task analyzed into a 10- to 20-item checklist with observable and measurable steps. The students
were told that they would be asked to complete each step in the checklist (making up the
components of a chain of a complex dance movement). If they performed the movement
correctly, they immediately heard a click from a handheld clicker. They were told that the sound
from the clicker meant that they had performed the step correctly. If they did not perform the
movement correctly, they were asked to simply try again. After three tries the instructor broke
down and modeled the movement for the student providing further clarification, or adapted the
“tag point” the student was asked to do into something that she was physically capable of doing.
This process was repeated sequentially through the checklist, and attempts of the dance
movements (entire chain of behaviors) were filmed at the end of every session for later scoring.
This procedure focused on positive reinforcement of correct elements of performance through
immediate, behavior specific feedback. This differs from the typical feedback a dance instructor
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provides which is usually focused on incorrect aspects of performance, or can be convoluted or
delivered in a non-neutral manner depending on the mood of the dance instructor (Quinn,
Greenberg, Miltenberger, & Narozanick, 2015e).
The peer auditory feedback study (Quinn et al., 2015b), replicated the Quinn et al.
(2015a) study, but in a peer-training format with teenagers. The study attempted to determine if
similar results would be achieved when peers were the trainers with the participants’ dance
movements. In addition, the study evaluated if the peers who provided the auditory feedback
improved in the same dance movements as their partners simply from providing feedback.
Quinn et al. (2015b) showed that students who received auditory feedback from peers improved
their dance movements. In addition, it was found that students who provided auditory feedback
to their partner improved as a result of doing so, although not to the extent of the participant who
received the auditory feedback. Some of these improvements depended on the complexity of the
movement the peers were targeting (i.e., more noticeable improvements occurred in less complex
movements such as a back catch scorpion kick/needle, instead of a double grabbing leg around
turn). Also it was noted that the students who had been dancing the longest (in terms of years)
were more likely to improve just from providing feedback to their partner.
Quinn et al. (2015c) evaluated the effects of public posting via graphical and written
feedback on the performance of two to three dance movements for four dancers on a competition
team at a studio. During intervention, the students’ scores were posted via easy to read graphs in
a public location at the entrance of the studio. In addition, the students had access to their
scoring sheets each week, which showed them which parts of the task analysis were scored as
correct and incorrect. The students had the opportunity to earn a bright gold star posted next to
their graph if they met the criteria of achieving their best score yet, or maintaining a score at a
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level of 90% or higher. All four students’ targeted dance moves improved with the intervention.
It was noted, anecdotally and through social validity surveys, that praise between the instructors
and students increased, and the students enjoyed the intervention and some even stated that the
use of the public posting and star increased their confidence by showing their improvements and
results of hard work to others. Some limitations of this study were that the criteria for the star
were not data-based from the students’ baseline performance and that the intervention was a
packaged intervention involving public posting with written feedback. Therefore, the POINTE
Program authors recommend to the instructors that the criteria for a star or other additional
reinforcer be based on baseline performance, and provide guidance to do so.
POINTE Program components. The POINTE Program consists of seven chapters and
covers topics such as an introduction to ABA, general behavioral coaching procedures, auditory
feedback, peer-provided auditory feedback, public posting, and video modeling and video
feedback. Each chapter is devoted to a different behavioral coaching procedure and begins with
background information including variations of the procedures. Next, the dance instructor is
taught how to use each coaching procedure through step-by-step instructions and models through
an assessment to select target skills, develop goals, select and implement a research-based
behavioral coaching procedure, and monitor the implementation procedure and student progress.
The dance instructor is taught how to collect baseline data, graph data, make data-based
decisions, create a task analysis with operational definitions, troubleshoot for errors, and conduct
evaluations of the intervention following implementation. The instructor is given a quiz over
materials covered in the chapter, and finally provided sample materials and forms so that she can
use the manual confidently herself with minimal training.
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Current Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the technical adequacy and evaluate the
feasibility and potential efficacy of the manualized POINTE Program in training dance
instructors to select and implement behavioral coaching techniques with their student dancers.
The primary goal was to test the feasibility of the POINTE Program and refine the manual. The
exploratory goal was to examine the potential outcomes of using the manualized intervention
package for dance students. This study used a variety of research methodologies including expert
panel review, structured individual interview, and single case experimental research design to
achieve the goals. The specific objectives were to: (a) examine whether the POINTE Program
would be technically adequate in the areas of accuracy, appropriateness, relevance, and
usefulness of intervention content, (b) examine the potential for successful use of the manual by
dance instructors, and (c) pilot test the final refined POINTE Program to examine the potential
efficacy of using the manualized intervention in improving dancer performance. Refinements to
the manual based on the results of each phase were conducted prior to moving on to later stages
of experimentation.
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CHAPTER TWO
General Method

This study was completed in three phases. In Phase 1, a formative evaluation of the
POINTE Program was conducted to assess the technical adequacy of the manualized
intervention. This was conducted using two different groups of individuals: (a) three experts
within the field of ABA and (b) four dance instructors. In Phase 2, the feasibility of the POINTE
Program was tested with four dance instructors each working with one student with three
behaviors (dance movements) or with three students with one behavior each, in a multiple
baseline design to examine the potential for successful use of the manual by dance instructors.
In Phase 3, the use of the refined manualized POINTE Program was pilot-tested in community
dance studios to evaluate the potential efficacy of the using the POINTE Program with four
dance instructors and four students at four different dance studios. Research designs and
methods were selected based on the questions posed. Expert review and structured individual
interviews were employed to evaluate and refine the preliminary POINTE Program manual.
Direct observations were conducted to evaluate the process and the initial outcome of the
manualized intervention. Figures 1-3 summarize the study aims and measures used in each
phase.
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Formative Evaluation
•

Purpose:
Assessed the technical adequacy of the manualized POINTE Program in
the areas of accuracy, appropriateness, relevance, and usefulness of the
intervention content.

•

Specific aims:
§ Examined whether the content of each of the intervention components
included in the POINTE Program accurately introduced the basic
ABA principles and suggested effective interventions
§ Examined whether the content of each intervention component was
appropriate to address the needs of the students learning dance
§ Examined whether the intervention was relevant to the context of the
dance studio
§ Identified whether dance instructors could use the manual

•

Measures:
§ Content evaluation by experts and dance instructors, and interviews
with instructors were conducted to assess:
- Accuracy
- Appropriateness
- Relevance
- Usefulness

Phase 1
Figure 1. Summary of the study procedures and measures employed in Phase 1.
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Feasibility Study
• Purpose:
Examined the potential for successful use of the manualized POINTE
Program by dance instructors.
• Specific aims:
§ Identified how and to the extent to which dance instructors used the
manual and took advantage of the resources included in the manual
§ Examined the initial impact of the use of the manualized POINTE
Program on student dance performance
§ Identified the participating dance instructors’ perceptions of the
usefulness, value, and relevance of the process of designing and
implementing a suggested intervention
§ Identified strengths and weaknesses of the manual and recommendations
for improving the quality of the manual
• Measures
§ Direct observations, rating scale, and interviews with instructors used to
assess:
- Fidelity of the POINTE Program components
- Fidelity of intervention implementation
- Student dance performance
- Acceptability, practicability, and ease of use for dance instructors
training their students

Phase 2

Figure 2. Summary of the study procedures and measures employed in Phase 2.
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Pilot testing
• Purpose:
Pilot tested the final revised manual of the POINTE program for the purpose
of examining the potential efficacy of the manual.
• Specific aims:
§ Assessed how dance instructors used the manual to train students who are
in need of improving dance performance
§ Assessed whether the implementation of the interventions by instructors
resulted in positive outcomes for target students
§ Assessed how satisfied the instructors were with the process and outcome
of using the manual
• Measures:
§ Direct observations and rating scales used to assess:
- Fidelity of the POINTE Program components
- Fidelity of intervention implementation
- Impact on student dance performance
- Satisfaction and acceptability of the process and outcome of using
the manualized POINTE Program

Phase 3
Figure 3. Summary of the study procedures and measures employed in Phase 3.
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CHAPTER THREE
Phase 1: Formative Evaluation of The Pointe Program
The purpose of Phase 1 was to conduct a formative evaluation of the POINTE Program to
assess the technical adequacy of the manual with experts in the field of ABA and dance
instructors. The feedback from the expert and instructor reviewers was used to validate and
refine the content and materials contained in the POINTE Program manual. The focus was to
build consensus on specific suggestions for modification of the manualized intervention package.
Specific aims of Phase 1 were to examine the content of the POINTE Program components in the
areas of accuracy, appropriateness, and relevance and to examine the usefulness of the POINTE
Program manual by dance instructors. Phase 1 addressed the following research questions:
(a) Does the content of the manualized POINTE Program accurately introduce basic
ABA principles and suggest effective and accurate behavioral coaching procedures?
(b) To what extent is the content of the POINTE Program appropriate to address the
needs of students learning dance?
(c)

Is the POINTE Program relevant to the context of dance studios; and

(d) To what extent can the manualized POINTE Program be used by dance instructors?
Participants
Expert review group. Three experts in the field of ABA, who had extensive background
in research and training professionals on behavioral coaching, were invited to review the first
version of the POINTE Program manual and provide feedback on the content areas. Inclusion
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criteria for expert review participants included individuals who: (a) had a minimum of a master’s
degree in ABA or other related field (e.g., psychology, behavioral science, education), (b) had at
least one research study, published in a scholarly peer reviewed journal, of assessing an
intervention to improve skill performance of individuals with varying needs, (c) had expertise in
providing training to professionals on behavioral coaching, (d) possessed a board certification in
behavior analysis, and d) consented to sign an intellectual property agreement to protect the
information in the manual from being used or distributed prior to its publication. Written
informed consent from all individuals in the expert review committee was obtained prior to
participation in the review
Expert Reviewer 1. Expert Reviewer 1 possessed a doctorate degree in ABA and was an
Assistant Professor of an ABA Program at a university. This reviewer had over ten years of
experience in student supervision and training, and consultation. His research interests included
testing ABA methods to enhance appropriate environmental behavior, behavioral principles in
laboratories, and different assessment methods. He also had an interest in using ABA in sports
realms due to his interest and work in the global dissemination of behavior analysis. In addition,
this reviewer had published a scholarly article on graphing single-subject designs, which was a
section included in Chapter 2 of the POINTE program.
Expert Reviewer 2. Expert Reviewer 2 possessed a master’s degree and over a decade of
college teaching experience in multiple topics of ABA and worked as an Assistant Professor at a
University. This reviewer had published four articles in scholarly journals on the application of
ABA to different sports and fitness areas, among her other behavioral publications. Two of these
publications were on behavioral coaching procedures that were presented in the POINTE
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Program. Her research interests included disseminating ABA, and finding real world solutions
for problems in the community using ABA techniques.
Expert Reviewer 3: Expert Reviewer 3 possessed a master’s degree in ABA and was an
instructor at a University, with experience teaching multiple ABA courses. She had published a
research article in an ABA journal on one of the coaching procedures presented in the POINTE
Program as applied to athletes, and also had attended workshops and trainings on other
behavioral coaching procedures included in the POINTE Program.
Dance instructor review group. Four local dance instructors (two experienced
instructors and two novice instructors) also participated in the study and filled out an evaluative
form assessing content areas of the manual and participated in structured individual interviews.
Criteria for experienced instructors included: (a) owned a dance studio or acted as a supervisory
role in the running of a dance studio (e.g., manager or assistant manager) for at least 5 years, (b)
currently served or have served as a professional dance instructor for at least 10 years, (c) have
no prior experience with implementing a behavioral coaching procedure, (d) were between the
ages of 30 and 70, and (e) consented to sign an intellectual property agreement. A professional
dance instructor was defined as a dance instructor receiving payment for teaching dance.
Exclusion criteria for experienced instructors included if the instructor (a) did not possess a high
school diploma or (b) did not believe her students would benefit from behavioral coaching (i.e.,
the students are recreational non-competitive dancers or do not audition or perform in recitals).
Novice instructors met the following criteria: (a) had taught dance classes professionally
for a minimum of one year, but no more than five years, (b) had no prior experience with
implementing a behavioral coaching procedure, (c) were between the ages of 18 and 35 years
old, and (d) consented to sign an intellectual property agreement. Exclusion criteria for novice
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instructors included if the instructor a) did not possess a high school diploma or b) did not
believe her students would benefit from behavioral coaching (i.e., the students are recreational
non-competitive dancers or do not audition or perform in recitals). Consent from all individuals
in the dance instructor review group was obtained prior to distribution of the manual.
Experienced instructors. Experienced Instructor 1 (P1) was 53 years old who had owned
a dance studio over 30 years. Primarily a ballet dancer, she had studied with prominent
conservatories such as the Joffrey ballet. She had not grown up as a “competition dancer,”
although once she opened her studio she had to “move with the times”, subsequently, her studio
had a competition team and participated in them frequently (multiple times yearly) when the
study began. Experienced Instructor 2 (P2) was a 50-year-old dance studio owner of 30 years
and had been teaching for 42 years. She had participated in the world of competition dance with
her students for 10 to15 years. As a teacher since 19 years old, she never participated in any
competition herself, but had an extensive teaching background, as well as experience training
other dance instructors to teach in her studio.
Novice instructors. Novice Instructor 1 (P3) was a 30-year-old ballet, tap, lyrical, and
jazz teacher with four years of teaching experience, and had been dancing since the age of 13.
She had participated in competition dance and was also assisting with coaching members of the
studio competition team where she taught when the study began. In addition, she took dance
classes in college, including training in modern dance and choreography while working toward
an associate degree in the arts. She has not yet completed her degree. Novice Instructor 2 (P4)
was a 30-year-old instructor with three years of experience, teaching children of all ages for
ballet and pointe. She was an instructor of students who participated in the competition team at
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the studio. In addition, she was a fitness instructor for adults of a ballet-based workout for over
four years and a certified yoga instructor.
Recruitment and Informed Consent Process
The principal investigator (PI) recruited expert reviewers via emails. (see email script in
Appendix A used for recruitment of the reviewers). The PI used purposive sampling to recruit
experts who met the inclusion criteria. The emails provided details of the study and reasons why
the experts were selected for the purpose of manual review with instructions for how to contact
the principal investigator if they were interested in participating. The purposive sampling
technique was employed to ensure the participants met important dimensions and possessed
specific experience or knowledge relative to the purpose of the study. The PI recruited
experienced dance instructors from among participants in a previous study conducted by the
research team (Quinn et al., 2017) where data were collected on behavioral teaching methods of
dance instructors at 12 studios.
Once the potential expert and instructor participants were identified, the study
coordinator sent them an invitation email that described the purpose of the study, the POINTE
Program background, and participant roles and responsibilities. Once the potential participants
responded to the email with an interest to participate in the study, the study coordinator met with
each participant at the time and location of the participant’s choosing to describe the study and
obtain consent forms. The study coordinator sat down with the potential participant and reviewed
each aspect of the study and informed consent process. The study coordinator then provided
them an opportunity to ask questions after each section and as well as at the end of the meeting.
The study coordinator informed them they had two weeks to decide whether they wanted to
participate in the study and they did not have to decide at that moment. The intellectual property
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agreement was distributed and reviewed with the participants in the same way as the informed
consent documents at the same meeting prior to distribution of the manual.
Data Collection
In this phase, the POINTE Program components were validated, using data from two
POINTE Program evaluation forms (one for experts and one for dance instructors) and structured
individual interviews with the instructors. The POINTE Program Content Evaluation Form for
Experts (Appendix B) included nine content areas with 58 items with 5-point rating scales and
was used to gather input from experts. The evaluation form was designed to assess the
manualized POINTE Program in the following dimensions: (a) accuracy of the basic ABA
principles provided in the manual, (b) provision of research-based behavioral coaching
procedures, (c) accuracy of each coaching procedure, (d) provision of practical tools that dance
instructors can use to coach students, and (e) suggestions for changes and improvement of the
content. The POINTE Program Content Evaluation Form for Dance Instructors (Appendix C)
included 10 items with 5-point rating scales and open-ended questions designed to evaluate the
following dimensions: (a) relevance of the POINTE Program content to the needs of dance
students, (b) clarity of content, (c) acceptability of content, (d) ease of use, (e) adequacy of
information and tools, and (f) suggestions for changes and improvements of the manual content.
In addition, the dance instructor review group participated in in-depth individual
interviews, which were conducted by the PI using an interview questionnaire (Appendix D). The
interview questionnaire included questions on the instructors’ reaction to the manual and their
understanding of the ABA background and terms used, and lastly if they found the information
valuable. The interview asked questions about how effective the instructors believed the
behavioral coaching procedures would be for improving student dance performance and if they
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thought they could use the coaching procedures correctly as an instructor. In addition, questions
addressed specific behavioral coaching procedures to determine which procedures the instructors
liked or disliked and why. Questions also addressed the instructors’ perceived confidence in
using the procedures, and asked what additional materials or information they would like to be
included in the manual if applicable. They were asked if the resources of their studio would
support them implementing the research-based behavioral coaching procedures or would lead
them to select one procedure over another and if there would be any barriers to implementing the
procedure. Finally, participants were asked if they found the manual easy to read and if they had
any additional feedback or suggestions about the content. The interviews were audio-recorded
and transcribed verbatim. Key qualitative information gathered using the evaluation forms
included: the appropriateness of the POINTE Program for use by dance instructors to coach
students in dance studios, if the tools provided in the manual were practical, and changes and
improvement of the POINTE Program content they would like to see. These interview questions
were developed with the assistance of a qualitative researcher, who had extensive experience in
qualitative research in children’s mental health to ensure they met the criteria for appropriate
assessment of qualitative data from responses.
Design and Procedures
Design. The study used a mixed method design (qualitative and quantitative) to validate
the POINTE Program. Qualitative research is characterized by using multiple methods and is
useful for exploratory research or theory development (Creswell, 2003; Denzin & Lincoln,
1998), which was appropriate for the development of a manual, which has never been used, and
for content analysis of the material which was present within the manual (Brantlinger et al.,
2005). Qualitative data (e.g., responses to open-ended questions of the evaluation questionnaires
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and feedback from individual interviews) were analyzed qualitatively. Quantitative data (e.g.,
rating scales of the evaluation questionnaires) were analyzed descriptively.
Reviews by experts and instructors. The PI sent the POINTE Program manual to
experts and dance instructors for review one month before the due date of the evaluative form
with a list of email instructions (Appendix E). The instructions informed the participants of the
forms included in the manual and directions for completing the forms. Instructors were asked
not to skip any pages, complete all assessments, and review all forms included in the manual. In
addition they should fill out an evaluation form while reading the manual to ensure the most
relevant and immediate perceptions and opinions. Finally, they were asked to be as honest as
possible, and return all forms within a month. Two weeks before the due date, the PI prompted
the instructors to send their reviews, and again one week before the due date. They were thanked
for their participation and told that the researcher would be happy to help or answer any
questions to assist them with their reviews.
Individual interviews with instructors. Prior to participation in the individual
interviews, the PI verbally instructed participants of the interview procedures. The interviews
focused on identifying the instructor’s reactions to the manual including strengths and
weaknesses they had identified and suggestions to remedy this. Current practices and resources
for coaching dance students were discussed to identify the manual’s fit with incorporation into
current coaching methods. To encourage full participation in the interview, the interviews were
conduced during times and at locations that were convenient for each participant. Each interview
was recorded so that it may be transcribed and all interviews were transcribed verbatim. The
interview began with an introduction of the PI and a brief background of why the manual was
created (see script in Appendix F). During the interview, the PI asked a question and waited for
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the participant’s responses. If responses were not provided or strayed from the question, the PI
prompted appropriate responses with note prompts on the interview forms of potential responses.
For example, when asked about their initial reaction when reading the manual, if no response
was provided, the PI might say, “Were you excited, or overwhelmed with the information?”
Often, the PI would summarize the participant’s responses and state the summary back to them
for which the instructor would either provide a verbal confirmation “yes”, or they would clarify
the statement if it were not accurate. Each interview was scheduled to last approximately 60
min, but was ended earlier if all questions were fully addressed. All interviews were audio
recorded for later transcription and analysis. Interview times ranged from 48 min to 112 min.
The mean interview time was 70 min.
Data Analysis
Quantitative data were documented through a descriptive analysis of rating scale
responses (mean and range) for each content area in the survey for both review groups in
response to the evaluative forms. Qualitative data from open-ended questions and interviews
were analyzed using qualitative data analysis procedures (Crabtree & Miller, 1996). Written
feedback from the evaluation forms and transcripts of interviews were coded using a coding form
finding common themes in responses, which included the categories of the manual content areas.
Data analysis occurred at two levels: one at the individual group level and the other by
integrating data from both groups. Emerging patterns and themes were identified and assigned
categories. A coding manual was used to assist with the development and categorization of codes
(Saldana, 2013).
The PI, along with a trained research assistant independently coded the qualitative data to
assess inter-rater reliability of the codes. Then, the research assistant met with the PI and
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reviewed, confirmed, and summarized the analyzed data. Analyzed data from each research staff
were compared and discussed in the process of summarizing the qualitative analysis results.
Another member on the research team reviewed the summarized data and assisted with
categorizing major themes. Additionally, a member check by the participants was conducted to
validate the analyzed interview data by sending the summaries of finding to the participants and
asking them to confirm whether what they mentioned or discussed during interview was
accurately summarized. We instructed the participants to request that research staff edit anything
that was not accurately summarized and asked if there was any information they would like to
add. All instructors replied to the member checks and reported that their summaries were
accurate.
Results
Accuracy of the ABA principles and suggested coaching procedures. The first
research question was whether the content of the POINTE Program accurately introduced basic
ABA principles and suggested effective and accurate behavioral coaching procedures. For this
research question, we first reviewed data from each of the POINTE Program Content Evaluation
Form for Experts and for Instructors, which are presented in Table 1 and Figure 4, and Table 3,
respectively. As presented in Table 1, the overall mean ratings by experts on the introduction
section that provided the ABA backgrounds, basic ABA principles, and general behavioral
coaching procedure ranged from neutral to strongly agree across the evaluation areas and
reviewers. The total mean ratings on the introduction of the ABA backgrounds and basic
principles ranged from 2.3-4.0 (M = 3.9) across items and reviewers, indicating that the expert
reviewers moderately agreed that overall, the manualized POINTE Program provided the ABA
backgrounds and principles accurately.
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The mean ratings on the general behavioral coaching procedures, which were presented
in the second chapter, ranged from 3.0-4.7 across items and reviewers, except one item that
received 2.3 and asked about the importance and need for including a quiz. The reviewers
strongly agreed that the general behavioral coaching procedures, such as assessment, goal
setting, intervention selection and implementation, progress monitoring, and evaluation should
be included in the manual as well as the sample forms and recourse materials. In addition, the
overall mean ratings on each of the behavioral coaching procedures, which were described in the
subsequent chapters, ranged from 3.7-4.0 across reviewers and procedures, indicating that the
POINTE Program provides effective and accurate behavioral coaching procedures that are
practical for use by dance instructors. All items received a mean rating of 3.3-4.7, except one
item on the importance and need for including the quiz, which was rated as 2.7 for all of the
coaching procedures across reviewers. Compared to Reviewers 2 and 3, Reviewer 1 provided
somewhat low ratings across evaluation areas. However, all of the reviewers provided high
ratings (a mean above 4 out of 5) for the peer auditory feedback and public posting procedures
among the suggested behavioral coaching procedures, indicating that the reviewers viewed these
coaching procedures as the most effective and practical.
The written comments (responses to open-ended questions) provided by the expert
reviewers (Table 2) indicated that the reviewers appreciated the purpose of the POINTE program
manual, and believed it could be an appropriate resource for dance instructors to use given
changes and edits. However, Reviewers 1 and 2 found the introduction section to include too
many ABA terms and jargons and provide general background information that is not directly
related to the fields of sports or dance. Reviewers 2 and 3 commented that although the first two
chapters provide accurate information on basic ABA principles and general behavioral coaching
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procedures, they are generally too lengthy and need to be shortened. In addition, all three
reviewers pointed out that depending on the coaching procedures, there should be more clear
description of the terms. They also suggested making the procedures more practical to use with
not too many steps. They thought this would be helpful to instructors considering that the
manual was not designed for research purposes.
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Table 1.
Experts’ ratings on items of the POINTE Program Content Evaluation Form.

Auditory Feedback

General Behavioral Coaching
Procedures

Introduction

Items
1. The background of ABA was accurate.
2. The background of ABA was important and needed to be
included.
3. The applications of behavior analysis principles to sports
training were accurate.
4. The applications of behavior analysis principles to sports
training were important and needed to be included.
5. How to use the manual was accurate.
6. How to get the most from the manual use was important and
needed to be included.
7. How to use the manual was important and needed to be
included.
8. How to get the most from the manual use was accurate.
9. The simple definitions of scientific terms referenced in the
manual were accurate.
10. The simple definitions of scientific terms referenced in the
manual were important and needed to be included.
11. The quiz adequately assessed the information presented in
chapter 1.
12. The quiz was important and needed to be included.
Mean
1. The information of assessment, goal setting, intervention
implementation, progress monitoring, and evaluation were
accurate.
2. The information of assessment, goal setting, intervention
implementation, progress monitoring, and evaluation
needed to be included.
3. The quiz adequately assessed the information in chapter 2.
4. The quiz was important and needed to be included.
5. The sample forms and resources were accurate.
6. The sample forms and resources needed to be included.
Mean
1. The background and description of how to use auditory
feedback were accurate.
2. The background and description of auditory feedback were
important and needed to be included.
3. The quiz adequately assessed the information in chapter 3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The quiz was important and needed to be included.
The sample forms and resources were accurate.
The sample forms and resources needed to be included.
The frequently asked questions were relevant and needed to
be included.
8. The comments from dance instructors and students were
relevant and needed to be included.
Mean
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Expert
1
2

Expert 2

Expert 3

Mean

5

5

4

2

2

5

3

4

5

5

4.7

4

5

5

4.7

5

5

4

4.8

4

5

5

4.7

2

5

5

3.7

3

5

4

4

2

5

5

4

1

3

5

3

1

4

5

4

3

2

4

2.3

2.6
5

4.3
5

4.8
4

3.9
4.7

5

3

5

4.3

1
1
2
5

4
2
5
4

4
4
4
5

3
2.3
3.7
4.7

3.2
2.5

3.8
4

4.3
4

3.8
3.5

3

5

5

4.3

1

5

5

3.7

1
5
4

2
4
5
5

5
4
4
5

2.7
4.3
3.3
4.7

2

4

5

3.7

2.6

4.3

4.6

3.8

Relevance of
Content

Video Modeling and Video Feedback

Public Posting

Peer Provided Auditory Feedback

Items

Expert
1
3

Expert 2

Expert 3

Mean

4

4

3.7

4

4

5

4.3

-

5

5

5

4. The quiz was important and needed to be included.

1

2

5

2.7

5. The sample forms and resources were accurate.

3

4

4

3.7

6. The sample forms and resources needed to be included.

3

5

5

4.3

7. The frequently asked questions were relevant and needed to
be included.
8. The comments from dance students were relevant and
needed to be included.
Mean
1. The background, variations, and description of how to use
public posting were accurate.
2. The background, variations, and description of how to use
public posting were important and needed to be included.
3. The quiz adequately assessed the information in chapter 5.

4

5

5

4.7

1

4

5

3.3

2.5
5

4.1
4

4.8
5

4
4.7

5

5

5

5

1

5

5

3.7

4. The quiz was important and needed to be included.

1

2

5

2.7

5. The sample forms and resources were accurate.

4

4

4

4

6. The sample forms and resources needed to be included.

4

5

5

4.5

7. The frequently asked questions were relevant and needed to
be included.
8. The comments from dance instructors and students were
relevant and needed to be included.
Mean
1. The background, variations, and description of how to use
video modeling and video feedback were accurate.
2. The background, variations, and description of how to use
video modeling and video feedback were important and
needed to be included.
3. The quiz adequately assessed the information in chapter 6.

5

5

5

5

1

4

5

3.3

3.3
3

4.3
4

4.9
3

4
3.3

4

5

4

4.3

1

5

4

3.3

4. The quiz was important and needed to be included.

1

2

5

2.7

5. The sample forms and resources were accurate.

4

4

4

4

6. The sample forms and resources needed to be included.

4

5

5

4.7

7. The frequently asked questions were relevant and needed to
be included.
8. The comments from dance instructors and students were
relevant and needed to be included.
Mean

4

5

4

4.3

1

4

5

3.3

3

4.3

4.3

3.7

5

3

4

4

5

3

4

4

1. The background and description of how to use peer
provided auditory feedback were accurate.
2. The background and description of peer provided auditory
feedback were important and needed to be included.
3. The quiz adequately assessed the information in chapter 4.

1. The manual will help dance instructors understand and
implement behavioral coaching with their students.
Mean
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Quality of Content

Usefulness of
Content

Items

Expert 1

Expert 2

Expert 3

Mean

1. The manual is user friendly.
2. The manual will help dance instructors teach their students.
3. The interventions (behavioral coaching procedures) can
easily be modified for dancers with different backgrounds.

4

3

4

3.7

4
4

3
3

4
5

3.7
4

4. Dance instructors can use this manual efficiently to train
their dancers.

4

3

4

3.7

Mean

4

3

4.3

3.8

1. The manual will improve the overall quality of dance
training.
2. The manual can support dance instructors working with
dancers within competitive environments.
3. The manual will have an impact on the quality of dance
training as far as increasing positive reinforcement between
the dance instructor and the student, and decrease typical
training methods that may include punishment (e.g.,
yelling, coercive statements, et cetera).

5

3

4

4

5

3

5

4.3

3

3

4

3.3

Mean

4.3

3

4.3

3.9
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4.3

3
1= Strongly Disagree

5= Strongly Agree

1

0
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Figure 4. Mean ratings on each evaluation category by reviewer and overall mean ratings.

Table 2.

Expert Reviewer 1

Expert Reviewer 2

•

•

•

• Background gets in the way
of the manual’s purpose
• Found the background to be
more distracting than helpful
• Some definitions were right
and others weren’t quite right
• Too many terms are used to
coach dance instructors

• Steps for Designing
Feedback was too researchbased and not practical
• Auditory feedback
background was sparse

•
•
•
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Instructors might have difficulty understanding how to
conduct evaluations and graph data
Need to explain why a student might regress on
previously mastered skills when learning a new skill as
this information might help instructors be more patient
Making the procedures less stringent would be
necessary so that instructors can use them with only one
data collector
The importance of consistent implementation and
removing the posting when it is not being used should
be discussed to maintain the value of the procedure
Noted that past studies on video modeling and video
feedback (e.g., Boyer et al, 2009) did not provide praise
and corrective feedback.
Instructors may not have to add much verbal feedback
during video modeling and video feedback to see
results in their dancers

• Accurate but needs to be shortened to be the bare
minimum that the dance instructor needs to know
• Make the history more meaningful to the dance world
• Written well, concise
• Only explain history of ABA as it relates to sports and
dance
• Should avoid using research terms, such as IOA and
variables,
• Should clarify the difference between reinforcement,
reinforcing, and reinforce if using these terms
• It might be helpful to describe terms as they are
introduced

Written comments provided by expert reviewers.
Category
Accuracy of the Basic ABA
Principles
Provision of Research-Based Behavioral
Coaching Procedures

Expert Reviewer 3

• Accurate but Chapter 2 needs to be
shortened; suggested:
Breaking it up such as
Part A: Measurement
Part B: Teaching
techniques/Intervention
Part C: Graphing Progress
Part D: Social Validity

•

•

•
•

Adding limitations of peer auditory
feedback would be helpful for
instructors to decide if it is right for
them or not.
Need discussion of how clicking for an
incorrect behavior could be due to
wanting to please a friend, rather than a
lack of training of the procedure
Scoring in real time could be an option
for data collection
Mention self-monitoring as an
intervention or add to the public
posting chapter

Category

Accuracy of Coaching Procedures
Provision of Practical Tools

Expert Reviewer 2

Expert Reviewer 3

• Auditory Feedback: stated it was straightforward and
• Need to define video modeling and
accurate but asked for additional information about
video feedback as suggested in the
modeling the skill before asking the student to attempt.
literature (e.g. Boyer et al., 2009).
• The procedure is very similar to TAGteach
• Make the distinction of video feedback
from expert video modeling with (self)
• Need to point out that off-point errors in the auditory
video feedback as a comparison
feedback procedure should be ignored.
package
• Simplifying the video modeling and
video feedback chapter would be
helpful by adjusting the terminology
uses. Overall, the terminology exchange
is confusing: video modeling
(consistent), video modeling with video
feedback (inconsistent), video feedback
(inconsistent).

Expert Reviewer 1
• Accurate, but consider using
different examples and
different background stories

• Providing online training manual with video examples
and activities to go along with quizzes would be
helpful.
• Examples of task analysis are an excellent addition
• Loved the Intervention Decision Matrix and Dance
Intervention Selection forms.

• Photos and examples of case studies
would be helpful.

• Enjoyed the use of the gold
star for public posting but
suggested adding a “danger”
section.
• Pictures were helpful.
• Did not believe a dance
instructor would find this
manual appealing and want to
use, although thought it was a
strong foundation.
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Category

Suggestions for Change and Improvement of the Content

•
•
•
•

Expert Reviewer 1

Expert Reviewer 2

Provide other subject areas
• Less technical language
that ABA has been used
• Use examples that are relevant to dance instructors
Move the background to the
when introducing behavioral strategies
end of the manual
• Only discuss history of procedures after the
Comments from dance
participants have already contacted reinforcement
instructors should be on the
from using them (i.e., clicker training)
front cover
• In Chapter 2, do not intersperse content on what to do
Tell stories all throughout
and what not to do
the manual to set up why you • Focus on one thing at a time (i.e., defining and
need to use each intervention
creating the checklist, and then measuring with the
checklist).
• Rather than changing the task analysis and going back
and re-scoring all videos, just instruct the dance
teachers to add a phase line in the graph indicating that
the task analysis was changed.
• Provide a case example that walks an individual
through the process of goal setting to assist with
generalization
• Move Selection of Intervention Procedures Form,
monitoring of intervention implementation, and staff
training information to the end of the manual
• Provide actual steps for how to build relationships
• Create a supplemental CD/DVD to go with the manual
to teach how to graph and only teach them to create an
AB design graph rather than a multiple baseline
• Provide case examples to walk the instructor through
every procedure
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Expert Reviewer 3

• Separate evaluations for each
intervention rather than showing all of
the evaluation information for each
intervention in Chapter 2.
• Make the format standard/flip so the
instructor can easily refer to it.
• Create a table of contents
• Provide a colorful illustration on the
front cover of an instructor using a
portion of the manual. (e.g., a graph on
the wall while practicing a skill such as
auditory feedback or video modeling)
• Create a website with a username,
password, account, where the
instructor can see a dance movement
put into a task analysis while using
freeze frames to show how each
movement step corresponds to the task
analysis and scoring
• Bold graphing terms such as “stable”,
“variable”, “trends” and correspond the
bold terms to labeling on the sample
graph.
• Provide a pre-made graph template
• Each page should have a reference to
the chapter topic
• Have a video of the instructor using the
procedure with text examples at the
bottom of the video
• Keep format consistent in the order of
all chapters

Responses provided by instructors during interviews were analyzed to examine how the
instructors perceived the information on the basic ABA principles and the general behavioral
coaching procedures. All of the experienced and novice instructors mentioned that the manual
provided useful, important, and interesting information on ABA history (both Experienced
Instructors and Novice Instructor 1, P3) and included valuable teaching resources and materials
(P1 and P3) and they liked learning history, terms, and principles of ABA that could be used for
dancers or leaning about data analysis methods. However, P1 expressed that some of the terms
were difficult to understand (e.g., behavioral excess, behavioral deficit, treatment integrity), and
two instructors (P2 and P3) felt that they would need additional assistance with graphing. It is
interesting to note that the expert ABA reviewers suggested removing excess ABA terminology
and assessment methods because they did not find them practical, whereas all of the dance
instructors reported enjoying learning about ABA and all reported that they found the quizzes
helpful and important in their learning outcomes.
Addressing the needs of students learning dance. To examine the extent to which the
content of the POINTE Program would be appropriate to address the needs of students learning
dance (Research Question 2), we reviewed ratings on the content evaluation forms provided by
the experts (see Table 1), the experts’ written comments (see Table 2), the dance instructors’
ratings on the content evaluation form (see Table 3), and data from interviews with instructors
(see Table 4). The ABA experts rated the quality of content of the POINTE Program
components with an overall mean rating of 3.9 (range: 3-5). Overall, the reviewers agreed that
the manual would improve the overall quality of dance training (M = 4; range: 3-5) and that it
would increase positive interaction between the instructor and the student (M = 3.3; range: 3-5).
The dance instructors’ ratings indicated that the POINTE Program manual provided them with
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new ideas and concepts that would help them with training their dance students (M = 4.8; range:
4-5) and that the behavioral coaching procedures could be used with different dance movements
(M = 4.8; range: 4-5) and within more than one genre of dance (M = 4.8; range: 4-5). They did
not rate as highly that the interventions would be acceptable for other children (M = 3.3; range:
3-4), indicating that they found the manual to address the needs of students learning dance in
many genres and dance movements; however, this would only apply to particular students.
Interviews with the instructors provided additional insight and perceptions on the
manualized POINTE Program. Experienced Instructor 1 (P1) stated that she anticipated
improvement in dancers if an instructor were to use these procedures. She viewed the
acceptability of video modeling and video feedback by students to be high; however, believed
that the right coaching procedures should be selected based on individual students’ needs.
Expert Instructor 2 (P2) commented that public posting would be most beneficial to students by
improving their performance considering that students like to show their successful progress to
others (“They really care what people think”). She also mentioned that video modeling and
video feedback would help dance students who just “aren’t getting it”; however, using any of the
coaching procedures would require time for someone to score videos.
Novice Instructor 1 (P3) expected to see improvement in the students from using the
behavioral coaching procedures and stated that the competition team members would enjoy
seeing their progress graphed through visual data and likely show it off to others. However, she
had differing feelings about the behavioral coaching procedures presented in the manual. She
liked the public posting intervention and thought that it would be fun for the students and would
make them try harder, but did not like the auditory feedback procedure and thought her students
would not like it. Novice Instructor 2 (P4) found the information in the manual to be useful for a
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variety of students. She believed all of the suggested behavioral coaching procedures would be
effective in enhancing dancer performance, particularly, for competitive teenage dancers and
students who openly accept constructive feedback. She also thought students would most enjoy
participating in public posting, but did not think younger students would enjoy participating in
this coaching procedure if they had reached their maximum performance level and might not
understand the representation of their data on the graph.
All of the instructors found different areas of the manual to be relevant to teaching dance,
with their most favorite aspects of the general coaching procedures being the assessment and
breakdown of a dance movement into a detailed task analysis. Each instructor enjoyed learning
about different interventions, with the overall favorite being public posting. Every coaching
procedure was listed by at least one instructor as an ideal intervention that they would want to try
with their students: auditory feedback (P1 and P2), peer auditory feedback (P1, P2, and P3),
public posting (P1, P2, P3), and video modeling and video feedback (P1 and P2).
Relevance to the context of dance studios. To examine whether the POINTE Program
is relevant to the context of dance studios (Research Question 3), we reviewed ratings on the
evaluation forms provided by both expert and instructor groups and the instructor interview data,
which helped with answering the research question. The ABA experts responded with a mean of
4 (range: 3-5) in the area of content relevance that the manual would help dance instructors
understand and implement behavioral coaching with their students (see Table 1). According to
ratings on the evaluation form, two dance instructors (P2 and P3) did not find that the
interventions presented in the POINTE manual fit with their typical dance class curriculum
(mean: 2.5, range 1-4), whereas the other two instructors (P1 and P4) found them to fit with their
curriculum, indicating that some changes to the coaching procedures, or clarity as to how and
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when they should be used might increase the levels of relevance of the manualized POINTE
Program to the context of dance studios. During the interviews, the instructors provided their
additional perception about how the coaching procedures suggested in the POINTE Program
could easily be applied into their studios. As presented in the category of the feasibility and
potential impact of Table 4, we found that the expert dance instructors who were studio owners
(P1 and P2) provided more positive comments on the feasibility of incorporating the procedures
within their dance training than the novice dance instructors. Some of this may have had to do
with the supervisory role of the individuals at the studio. For example, the expert instructors
mentioned that the instructors or studio owners would likely use the POINTE Program without
difficulty, and could easily integrate the suggested assessment procedures in the studio (P1) and
that they had already been using the assessment procedures to some degrees, and the procedures
could be incorporated into their instructional practices (P2).
On the other hand, the novice instructors stated that using the behavioral coaching
procedures would be too much work and too time consuming and that they would need support
or help from the studio director or other staff to implement the assessment and intervention
process (P3 and P4). Conversely, they mentioned that “studio directors would find it exciting”,
and she “would definitely use it for the competition team if owned a studio” (P3), and that
someone could open a studio dedicated to using the POINTE Program (P4).
Usability of the POINTE Program by dance instructors. To examine the extent to
which the manualized POINTE Program can be used by dance instructors (Research Question 4),
we reviewed the rating scales and interview data. Overall, the ABA experts’ ratings on the
usefulness of the POINTE Program content was moderately high (M = 3.8; range: 3.7-4.0),
indicating that they agreed that the manual was user friendly and would help dance instructors
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teach their students, and that the behavioral coaching procedures could easily be modified for
dancers with different background, and instructors could use the manual efficiently to train
students.
The dance instructors rated the ease of using the coaching procedures included in the
POINTE Program with a mean of 3.5, ranging from 2 to 4. Three out of the 4 instructors rated
the ease of use at a “4” with a novice instructor (P3) providing a rating of 2. Overall, the
instructors stated that they understood how to use the behavioral coaching procedures presented
in the POINTE Program manual after reading it (M = 4; range: 3-5). Two instructors strongly
agreed (5.0) that they would recommend the POINTE Program manual to other dance
instructors. According to her interview, P1 was excited to try the procedures in her class after
reviewing the manual and had already been implementing some of the behavior coaching
techniques within her teaching. Her favorite interventions were auditory feedback and public
posting. She stated that she loved using the clicker training with her students and could really
see the improvement in their performance and their behavior in class. P2 found the coaching
procedures to be feasible depending on the type of dancer and the class setting. She thought the
video modeling and video feedback would be the most feasible and easily implemented
intervention because her dancers already liked to videotape themselves dancing. The procedures
or aspects that she did not find as feasible were using auditory feedback in a group setting and
editing videos when using video modeling and video feedback.
P3 also mentioned the video modeling and video feedback procedures would be most
feasible to use for her students. However, she believed that she could implement all of the
suggested behavioral coaching procedures with confidence, although she would need more
clarification about selecting a procedure for specific students.
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Table 3.
Instructors’ ratings on items of the POINTE Program Content Evaluation Form.
Items

Experienced Experienced
Novice
Instructor 1 Instructor 2 Instructor 1

Novice
Instructor 2

Mean

1. The POINTE Program manual provided
me with new ideas and concepts that will
help me with my dance students.

5

5

4

5

4.8

2. The interventions (behavioral coaching
procedures) presented in the POINTE
Program manual seem like they would
be easy to use.

4

4

2

4

3.5

3. The interventions presented in the
POINTE Program manual seem like
they would fit with my typical dance
class curriculum.
4. I understand how to use the behavioral
coaching procedures presented in the
POINTE Program manual after reading
it.

4

1

2

3

2.5

4

4

3

5

4

5. The POINTE Program manual was
organized in a way that made it easy for
me to locate interventions.

4

4

4

5

4.3

6. The format of the POINTE Program
manual (e.g., look, size, etc.) helped me
understand how to use them.
7. I would recommend the POINTE
Program manual to other dance
instructors.
8. The interventions presented in the
POINTE Program could be used with
other children in my class.

-

3

4

5

4

5

4

3

5

4.3

4

3

3

3

3.3

5

5

4

5

4.8

10. The interventions presented the POINTE
Program could be used in more than one
genre of dance.

5

5

4

5

4.8

Mean

4.4

3.8

3.3

4.5

3.9

9. The interventions presented the POINTE
Program could be used in more than one
dance movement.
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P4 thought using the coaching procedures, particularly, using the auditory feedback
would be cost effective, and the procedures could be applied to many contexts in her life, as a
dance instructor, her work as a fitness instructor, and even her personal day-to-day life with her
relationships with her husband and children. Overall the instructors said that the POINTE
Program manual provided useful strategies that could be applied to teaching dancing and
included valuable teaching resources and materials that would interest dance instructors.
Suggestions for improvement. We reviewed data from all sources to identify the
reviewers’ suggestions for improvement of the manualized POINTE Program. Expert reviewers’
and dance instructors indicated that too much technical and research jargon was used in the
manual and that more practical and less research focused procedures would be beneficial to
instructors. They suggested that the resource materials be moved to the end of the manual as an
optional component. Both expert and instructor groups provided suggestions for capturing the
attention of the reader such as providing videos and additional software tutorials to enhance
usability, background stories at the beginning of each chapter, and more user friendly forms
which were not so research oriented. The instructors (P1, P2, and P3) suggested that the
following additional materials be added to the manual: videos or DVD, interactive quizzes,
photos the task analysis and photos throughout the text, a task analysis dictionary, a durable hard
copy format, and a website. P2 also suggested that Chapters 1 and 2 be revised to make them
less complicated. P3 provided the following suggestions: incorporate ABA terms throughout the
text rather than all at the beginning, provide more simple data collection and graphing methods,
and revise the auditory feedback terminology to include less discussion of a clicker.
P4 provided perceived weaknesses of the manual and suggestions for improvement. Her
perceived weaknesses of the manual were: (a) lack of information to help instructors understand
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coaching procedures and (b) insufficient guidance on how to create graphs. She also questioned
whether it would be feasible to use these interventions in a typical class setting. Her suggestions
for improvement included the addition of supplemental materials such as videos showing what a
sample session would look like, clarifying components of interventions (e.g., session length and
ideal participants), and providing consulting services to instructors when they initially use the
interventions. Instructor P4 stated that the manual was easy to read and user friendly and that
she thoroughly enjoyed reading it although wanted more clarification on small items such as the
preferred classroom type for each intervention (i.e., private or group setting), and how long each
teaching procedure should be used before they would expect to see results or decide to use a
different intervention. She also had practical questions about how it would be used in a studio,
wondering whether students would have a folder and access to their results or whether this would
be kept private.
Modification of the Manual
The results of Phase 1 led to making necessary changes to the manual, addressing the
feedback from both groups (expert reviewers and dance instructors), prior to the initiation of
Phase 2. Any content of each component that increased the accuracy and practicability of the
POINTE Program were revised. The revised content areas included the following. Chapter 1
was condensed to remove the history of ABA, which was not relevant for a dance instructor to
know in implementing the suggested behavioral coaching procedures. For example, the seven
dimensions of ABA discussion were removed from Chapter 1. This and other sections of the
history were moved to the end of the manual to serve as an optional component for instructors
who wished to learn more about ABA. One of the novice instructors (P4) stated that she loved
this information and it was her favorite part of the manual. Therefore, we did not remove it
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entirely, although the majority of the feedback from the ABA experts and dance instructors
indicated that information on the basic ABA principles was not necessary, and it did not serve
our ultimate purpose of training dance instructors to use ABA in their dance coaching. ABA was
explained in just a few pages in every day language using simple concepts. Also teaching
graphing for multiple baseline designs was removed and just explained in term of A-B designs.
In addition, in the introductions of ABA, only dance or performing arts examples were used to
cater to the audience of dance instructors, rather than using other examples from every day life.
Terms that pertained to research and were not necessary for dance instructors to know to
implement behavioral coaching were removed or added in an optional glossary at the conclusion
of the manual. These terms included interobserver agreement, independent variable, and
dependent variable. Additional descriptions and scenarios were added to enhance potential
“buy-in” of dance instructors when reading the manual. For example, each chapter was revised
to begin with a specific problematic scenario that a dance instructor might face followed by the
focused behavioral coaching procedure, and at the conclusion of the chapter, the scenario was
revisited as to how the dance instructor could use the specific behavioral coaching method from
the POINTE manual to mitigate the situation where the dance student was not improving from
typical forms of coaching. More information was added about how the intervention would fit
into a typical dance class setting.
Specifically, more feedback was added to the auditory feedback chapter to enhance buyin of readers including explaining why immediate auditory feedback is better to use than a visual
feedback, and why it can be more effective in a dance studio environment (i.e., immediate signal
that can be employed in a noisy dance studio). All animal examples were removed to lessen the
likelihood that dance instructors would associate auditory feedback with animal training and find
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it degrading. To further remove this association, the term “clicker” was removed, and the term
“POINTEr” was used in the manual to refer to the handheld auditory stimulus.
Chapter 2 was also revised to move some of the assessment methods to the back of the
manual so that they were not presented all within the chapter. Non-necessary components (e.g.
intervention selection forms, intervention matrix) to understanding interventions right away were
moved to a later chapter. It was considered that if we moved these to follow the explanation of
the coaching procedure, then the reader would be less confused. For example, the Selection of
Intervention Form was moved to the back of the manual so the readers could learn about how to
select an coaching procedure after already reading about all of the coaching procedures rather
than prior. In addition, more charts and matrices were created to assist the readers with
understanding concepts previously presented in chapter 2.
In order to make the manual more practical for use by dance instructors, additional
materials were added for Phase 2 of the research including videos of short sessions using each
intervention, and a short introduction video, which told the dance instructor how to use the
manual, and who to contact for additional questions. Final additional miscellaneous edits prior
to Phase 2 included providing a distinction between video modeling, video feedback, and video
modeling plus video feedback, adjusting the readability of the vocabulary and syntax so that an
instructor with high school education would understand the content, and also providing
instructors with more information on the importance of specific feedback in training and
elaborating on specific strategies for building relationships with their dancers to enhance rapport
prior to using the suggested coaching procedures.
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Table 4.
Instructor responses during interview.
Strengths of the Manual

Weaknesses of the
Manual

Suggestions for
Improvement

• Unclear Procedures or • Reorganization
• Beneficial to Instructor Training
- Instead of introducing
Components
- Could enhance the current instructor
all of the behavioral
- Would need additional
training practice “by adding (new)
assistance with graphing terms in Chapter 1,
procedures” to training. (P1)
(“It was overwhelming.”) introduce the terms
- Manual is positive. (“It is written very
throughout the chapters
positive, if someone took this to heart they (P2); (“I needed more
clarification on graphs.”) (“Teach definitions as
would be a better dance teacher from
you go along”; “the
(P4)
reading it.”) (P4)
information all up front
- Certain terms were
was too
difficult to understand
overwhelming.”) (P1);
and required rereading
(“A glossary would be
sections multiple times
beneficial and
(“Behavioral excess,
simplified for readers.”)
behavioral deficit, and
(P2); (“Mention terms
treatment integrity were
throughout the manual
confusing.”) (P2)
and have a little asterisk
- Need more explanation
at the bottom with a
of what clicker training
glossary.”) (P3)
looked like. (P4)
- Not clear how to use
• Additional Materials
side-by-side video in
- Add videos (“I would
video modeling and
watch videos if they
video feedback. (P4)
were included) (P1)
- Not clear age groups for (“Videos make it easier
each intervention. (P4)
for instructors to
- Need clarification on
learn.”, “Videos are
partner assignments for
how dance instructors
peer auditory feedback.
learn at conventions.”)
(P4)
(P2) (“It would be good
- Need clarity of session
to see what procedures
length. (P4)
look like for visual
- Need clarification on
learners.”) (P3)
public posting graphs.
- Add pictures for task
• Useful, Interesting, and Valuable
Information, Strategies, and Materials
- Provides useful and important information
on ABA history (“The whole rat thing,
people can relate to it. I think it’s good to
put it in there.”) (P1); (“I liked learning
about data analysis and how you could
tweak it depending on the child.”) (P2); (“I
liked learning the terms.”) (P3)
- Helps instructors, who do not have much
knowledge on ABA, learn history of ABA.
(“I learned a lot from reading the
manual…. it made a lot of sense”) (P2); (“I
learned about ABA principles that could be
used for dancers.”) (P1); (“I understood the
whole Pavlov’s dog example.”); (P3)
- Provides useful and interesting
information. (“It makes instructors think as
a teacher how to integrate some of the stuff
into daily teaching; I liked a lot of stuff in
the book and I thought some of this stuff I
could see myself really applying in my own
dance world”; “shed a whole new light on
some stuff that … never thought of
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Feasibility and Potential Impact

• Overall Feasibility of Using the Manual
- Likely to be used by instructors or studio owners without
difficulty (“Instructors already apply that without even
knowing”; “could be used in the classroom.”; competitive
instructors such as those who coach “gymnastics or
tumbling” would enjoy the manual because the
procedures and the task analysis focus on “points.”) (P1);
(“I understand it for the most part.”, “Studio directors
would find it exciting. If I owned a studio, I would
definitely use it for the competition team.”) (P3)
- Could be applied to all dancers, even those struggling;
competitive dancers would benefit most (“Olympic
athletes, kids that are playing high level football,
gymnastics, different sports, and dance too.”) (P2); (“This
is what were going to implement in the school for the next
season or whatever, maybe not all parts of it, but just so
that teachers can start to analyze themselves.”) (P1)
- Cost effective (“You can buy a clicker in any store on any
corner.”) (P4)
- Might not be feasible to use all of the suggested
assessment and coaching procedures due to the time
constraints and the number of students in a class (“I am
running a business, I mean, I’m just not making fun
but…I think it would be a very time consuming
process.”) (P2); may require staff who could help with
creating graph to monitor student progress (P4); (“Might
only be feasible in a private lesson.”) (P4); (“All of these
would take a lot of time.”, “If I was getting paid to do it,
that would be different.”) (P3)
- May need support or help from director to implement the
assessment and intervention process. (P3)
by Dancers
- Students would enjoy being trained through the use of the s
• Acceptability

Strengths of the Manual

Weaknesses of the
Manual

before”) (P2); (“Overall, I was very
(P3)
impressed with the information) (P4); (“I
- Need clarification on
will use the specific feedback information I which intervention to
learned in my classes.”) (P4)
pick based on each
- The procedures resonate with daily life.
student. (P3)
(“This will not just make me a better
- Not clear how to
teacher, but also a better mother.”) (P4)
calculate percentages
- Includes useful strategies that can be
(“This was confusing, I
applied to teaching dancing (“I took more
did not like that there
away from this than I really thought…I
was math involved.”)
mean it taught me that this could do a lot
(P3)
with dance and help to become an effective - Needed clarification on
instructor.”) (P2) (“…will make you all
auditory feedback. (“I
around better when it comes to being a
still needed clarification
dance instructor.” ) (P2); (“Goal setting
on the regular auditory
and feedback were helpful for dance
feedback procedure.”)
instructors, “You learn to break down a
(P4)
step rather than just yelling at a student.”) • Audience Limitation
(P1)
- Not every dance
- Includes valuable teaching resources and
instructor would like the
materials that would interest dance
manual (“Unless they
instructors (“new, fresh, and cool”
are an instructor who is
materials that “gave me a different
open minded and
perspective and taught me to “think
vulnerable to learning
outside the box”; “it keeps the teacher
new teaching
fresh.”) (P1); (“I think the manual is great
methods.”) (P1)
because you have a resource to go back
too.”) (P4).
• Easy to Read
- Found chapters 3-5 to be interesting and
the most easily readable (P1); (“Chapters
3-6 pulled it all together.”) (P2); (“The
last chapter made the most sense.”) (P3)
- Graphing section was understandable.
(P1)
- Reading about each procedure was
exciting (P1) (“It made sense how it was
organized.”) (P2) (“I loved all of the

Suggestions for
Improvement

Feasibility and Potential Impact

analysis (“You might
behavioral coaching procedures, and using the procedures
need pictures for the
would be a “great thing to do with them because they get
dance teachers that do
bored with current teaching procedures, and adding this
not know how to do a
would hold their interest.” (P1)
chasse properly.”) (P1)
- Acceptability of video modeling and video feedback
(“Pictures would be
procedures by students would be high; however, the right
helpful since different
coaching procedure should be selected based on the
dance instructors call
dancer’s needs (“right type of child”) (P1).
steps different names.”) - Students would enjoy seeing their improvement on paper.
(P3)
(P2)
- Provide a website that
- Competition team kids would like it the best. (P3)
people can look at.
- Recreational dancers would find it too stressful because
(“This would make the
they just want to dance for fun. (P3)
training more hands
• Assessment Procedures
on.”) (P2)
- Could easily be integrated in the studio. (P1)
- Provide templates on a - Might need help with creating the graphs. (P1)
flash drive (P2)
- Already been used to some degree; could easily be
- Provide consultation
incorporated into instructional practices (“I could really see
train.” (P2); (“I would
myself using some of this, and integrating into my
need feedback the first
studio…I really think the manual overall is really helpful.”)
time I try it.”, (P2)
“Consultation holds
- Showing student improvement via graphs is important and
people accountable.”)
similar to how teachers are graded at my studio. (P2)
(P4)
•
Auditory
Feedback
• Presentation
Already
been used in classroom and enjoy using it. (“I
- Consider revising the
know my little clicker class, they LOVE it…they know at
presentation of the
the end of class how many clicks they got.”) (P1)
manual (“Getting
- Liked the use of a clicker as a conditioned reinforcer
something that's just not
(“Auditory feedback is great because of the student
so flimsy…and maybe
associating the clicker with doing something right.”) (P2)
just even a hardback,
- Too intricate with breaking down each component in the
like a notebook.”) (P1)
chain of the dance movement. (P1)
• A Simple Version
- Expect this to be the most effective training tool. (P4)
- Need a “scaled down
- Treats kids like animals. (“It is degrading, I would never
version” for “not
use it.”) (P3); Parents would dislike auditory feedback.
manual people.” (P2)
(“They would think it is a little ridiculous.”) (P3)
- Provide an easier
• Peer Auditory Feedback
graphing option.
- Might be confusing to use in a class setting with all the
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Strengths of the Manual

Weaknesses of the
Manual

Suggestions for
Improvement

Feasibility and Potential Impact

specific dance examples.”) (P4)
(“Students would not
“clickers”; students might not easily discriminate whether
- Liked chapter 1. (“It is applicable to any
understand it so instead they or another student were receiving a click (P2)
aspect of life.”) (P4)
use a simpler scale or
- Liked the aspect of breaking students into groups in class
- Liked that the title had to do with dance
sticker chart to track
(“It would be very useful.”) (P2)
and also signified that the book was “to
performance.”) (P4)
• Public Posting
the point.” (P4)
• Clarity
- Might be the most preferred type by instructors. (P1) (P3)
• Facilitation of Generalization
- Provide clearer
- Could be used for the entire class (“I think it would be a
- The coaching procedures would help
instructions on class
great thing to do with them… the teachers can do it but the
dancers generalize their learned skills to
size, time frame,
students also have to help the other students.”) (P1)
the real stage (“might even help them
specificity of goals,
- Could help students “chart themselves” and would be
definitely on stage.”) (P1)
and more detail
“very beneficial to students (P2); students would enjoy
overall. (P3)
making the board and participating together. (P4)
• Assessment Materials
- Might cause issues with the dance moms being “not so
- Quizzes were helpful in learning and
nice”; it might make certain kids who “are on the not so
testing information learned in the manual.
improved list feel bad.” (P2)
(P1 & P2) (“I liked that I did not know the
- Teens will improve by having graphs shown to others.
quiz answers were provided until the
(“They really care what people think.”) (P2); Competition
end”) (P1 & P4) (“Not knowing the quiz
team kids like show off their scores to others. (P3)
answers were in the back made me re-read
- Children might not understand what their graphs mean and
it and helped me learn.”) (P3)
be discouraged if they did not see improvement. (P3 & P4)
- Liked the checklists at the end of the
chapter to assist with intervention
• Video Modeling and Video Feedback
implementation (P2)
- Using the video technology is important in dance training;
(“You have to be able to change or add something that will
• Length of Content
hold the interests, especially in ballet.”) (P1)
- The content was very thorough and a
- Good procedures for dancers; would help the dancers who
sufficient amount (P2)
just “aren’t getting it.” (P2)
- Students have already asked the instructor to video-record
their moves and look up moves of professional dancers on
YouTube videos. (P2) (“A lot of people learn this way.”)
(P3)
- Would be difficult to edit videos and might require hiring
someone to score videos. (P2)
• Potential Impact
- Likely to promote dancer outcomes. (P1)
- Would use in other styles of dance. (P4).
- Could open a studio dedicated to using the POINTE. (P4)
Note: P1 = Experienced Instructor 1; P2 = Experienced Instructor 2; P3 = Novice Instructor 1; P4 = Novice Instructor 2
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Discussion
The first phase of this research aimed to assess the technical adequacy of the manualized
POINTE Program in the areas of accuracy, appropriateness, relevance, and usefulness of the
manualized intervention content and to refine the POINTE Program. Through collecting
evaluation data from experts and instructors who were asked to review the POINTE Program
manual, we examined the accuracy of the basic ABA background and principles described in the
manual and appropriateness of suggested behavioral coaching procedures. The focus of the
evaluation was to determine whether the POINTE Program was designed to address the needs of
the students learning dance, and the suggested specific behavioral coaching procedures were
relevant to dance studio settings, and considered useful by dance instructors.
The results indicate that overall, the reviewers found the manualized POINTE Program
provided accurate basic information on ABA background and principles, although too much
information on ABA terminology was introduced, which applied more to research than practical
implementation by dance instructors. The behavioral coaching procedures provided in the
manual were viewed as appropriate for use in a dance-training context. Dance instructors
reported that some interventions might be better suited for private lessons or students on a
competition team who perform for judges rather than recreational dancers. They also found that
the POINTE Program was relevant to dance training, given the fact that the assessment of dancer
performance was stressed, and the manual provided useful teaching strategies that could enhance
dancer performance and that would easily be adopted by a dance instructor. They considered the
behavioral coaching procedures to be useful tools for a dance instructor to implement with her
students.
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However, it was found that novice instructors might find it difficult to use the task
analysis and graphing techniques without support from their studio owner or other staff. Some
coaching procedures needed further clarification of certain components such as the ideal class
setting, time frame, and participants. Therefore, modifications and refinements to the POINTE
Program were made based on the reviewers’ feedback prior to the feasibility study in Phase 2 as

suggested in the literature (e.g., Caroll & Nuro, 2006; Kern et al., 2011).
In refining the manual, we addressed the recommendations from the experts in ABA
and instructors from the community who provided constructive feedback for improvement
(Johnson et al., 2007). As suggested by Mhurch et al. (2014), we found that using expert input
and feedback from potential users were helpful in identifying strengths and weaknesses of the
POINTE Program and making changes to the manual. Consistent with prior research in

manual development, the in-depth individual interviews with potential consumers of the
manual provided valuable suggestions for modifying and refining the manual content prior to
the later phase evaluation (Escoffery, McCormick, & Bateman, 2004).
Based on the feedback and recommendations from the experts and instructors, we
focused on improving the practicability and usability of the manualized behavioral
intervention that could be used by dance instructors with varying degrees of experience and
education levels (Caroll & Nuro, 2006). We lowered the reading level to accommodate those
instructors without college educations and ensured that ABA terms were not presented too
frequently and early in the order of chapters. Given that manuals still needs to remain
conceptually systematic for the science for which they are written (Bernal & North, 1978),
ABA terms were maintained, but only those that were relevant for successful use of the
behavioral coaching procedures were included. For example, terms such as conditioned
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reinforcer and auditory stimulus were still explained to justify the use of the clicker in
auditory feedback, but other research-based terms such as “contextual fit” were removed, or
other synonyms used.
Suggestions regarding the revision of manual content were similar to those from
Peterson (2004) in that the reviewers suggested provision of videos of the procedures and
practice (role play and feedback). Therefore, we clarified the coaching procedures and
created videos of short sessions using each coaching procedure, and a short introduction video.
The results of Phase 1 indicated that assessments of the fidelity of using the POINTE
Program components and the treatment fidelity of implementing a selected coaching
procedure in later phases would be necessary and important to determine what further
additions or modifications should be made to the manual. These assessments would also
help determine whether the instructors could implement the general behavioral coaching
procedures and a selected, specific coaching procedure with fidelity without consultation
support. This is especially important given the lack of data on training athletic coaches to
use behavior analytic interventions and testing their fidelity with the use of a manualized
behavioral intervention model.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Phase 2: Feasibility Study
The purpose of Phase 2 was to examine the feasibility of using the manualized POINTE
Program by dance instructors. This was examined through assessments of the instructors’ use of
the manual components (i.e., to conduct assessment, set goals, select an intervention, implement
the intervention, and monitor student progress) and their student’s performance of the targeted
dance movements. The specific aims were to: (a) assess the extent to which the dance instructors
could complete the components of POINTE Program manual and take advantage of the resources
included in the manual, (b) assess the immediate impact of the use of the POINTE Program on
student performance, and (c) examine the practicability, ease of use, acceptability, strengths,
weakness, and recommendations for change of the manual. The following research questions
were addressed in this phase:
(a) To what extent could dance instructors complete all components of the manualized
POINTE Program as intended in the process of assessment, intervention planning,
and intervention implementation?
(b) To what extent were the resource materials included in the manual used by the dance
instructors?
(c) To what extent could instructors implement the selected coaching procedures with
fidelity?
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(d) To what extent did the POINTE Program serve in the process of designing and
implementing a behavioral coaching procedure for affecting dance student
performance?
(e) Was the manualized POINTE Program viewed as practical, easy to use, and
acceptable by instructors for coaching dance students?
(f) What were the strengths and weaknesses of the manualized POINTE Program and
what recommendations for change did the instructors have to improve the quality of
the POINTE Program?
Participants and Setting
Participants were two groups of instructors (two in each group, four instructors total) with
one or three students per dance instructor (a total of eight students) who received a POINTE
Program intervention from their dance instructor. The first group of instructors had been
exposed to the behavioral coaching procedures described in the manual, whereas the second
group of instructors had never been exposed to the behavioral coaching procedures or the manual
itself. This group’s diversity helped us assess the understanding of the manual by instructors
who had been exposed, or not exposed and whether there were any differences in their
understanding of manual content. Each dance instructor was given the option to either have one
student with three different dance movements or three students with the same, one dance
movement. This option was given to provide more convenience to the instructor. In fact, some
interventions (coaching procedures) in the manual were intended for one student, and others for
pairs or groups in a class setting. The instructors were also given choices of behavioral coaching
procedures to implement.
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Dance instructors. “Instructor Group One” consisted of two instructors (P1b and P2b)
who agreed to use the POINTE Program manual to design and implement a behavioral coaching
procedure with a student and who had been exposed to one or all of the coaching procedures
described in the manual (auditory feedback, peer auditory feedback, public posting, video
modeling, and video modeling with video feedback), but had never been trained in the use of
these procedures via a manual. Prior exposure to these procedures was defined as having an
experience of implementing one or all of the coaching procedures discussed in the manual, being
a student in an ABA course, working as a Registered Behavioral Technician, overseeing another
instructor implementing one or all of the coaching procedures, or reading about these procedures
or attending workshops on the behavioral coaching procedures included in the POINTE
Program. Therefore, the same dance instructors from the instructor review group in Phase 1
were allowed to participate in Phase 2; however, this did not occur. Furthermore, the instructors
must have been teaching dance for a minimum of one year and be between the ages of 18 and 40
years old. Exclusion criteria included instructors who: did not possess a high school diploma, or
b) did not believe her students would benefit from behavioral coaching procedures (i.e., the
students were recreational non-competitive dancers or did not audition or perform in recitals).
“Instructor Group Two” consisted of two dance instructors (P3b and P4b) who agreed to
use the POINTE Program manual to design and implement a behavioral coaching procedure with
a student and who had never been exposed to any of the coaching procedures described in the
manual or the manual itself. If the instructors heard about the POINTE Program, but never
actually read the manual or implemented the behavioral coaching procedures, they could be
included in this group. Furthermore, the instructors must had been teaching dance for a
minimum of 1 year and be between the ages of 18 and 40 years old. Instructors who had
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participated as a research assistant, researcher, instructor, or student in any study or class,
implemented any of the procedures, or learned about these procedures, were excluded from the
study. Therefore, the same dance instructors from the review group in Phase 1 could not be
included in this group.
The instructors were recruited from participants in previous studies with the PI if they
met the inclusion criteria, or through word of mouth recommendation from other instructors who
had worked with the PI in previous studies. Both of the non-exposed participants were referred
to the PI by an expert dance instructor reviewer in Phase 1. The participants were asked to sign
an intellectual property agreement to protect the information in the manual, and consent from all
individuals was obtained prior to distribution of the manual. The informed consent process
involved delivery of the consent forms to the potential instructor participants at a specified
meeting time. The study coordinator met with the instructors and reviewed with them each
aspect of the informed consent process and the intellectual property agreement. The coordinator
provided the potential participants an opportunity to ask questions during and at the end of the
meeting. The instructors had 2 weeks to decide whether they wanted to participate in the study.
Exposed Participant 1b (P1b). P1b was a 22-year-old dance instructor for nine years in
the styles of hip hop, ballet, contemporary, and tap, and had taught students ages varying from 3years old to adults. She also had experience coaching dancers for a competition team, as well as
participating in competition dance herself. As an undergraduate student, she completed an ABA
minor program at a university.
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Table 5.
Dance instructor participants’ demographics.

Participant

Age

Ethnicity

Years of
Dance
Teaching
Experience

Years of
Competition
Dance Teaching
Experience

P1b

22

Caucasian

6

2

BA in
Psychology with
ABA Minor

Cechetti Method;
Al Gilbert Tap

P2b
(Exposed)

23

Hispanic

8

7

BA in
Psychology with
ABA Minor

P3b
(Non exposed)

19

Hispanic

1

0

High school
diploma

Board Certified
Assistant
Behavior Analyst
(BCaBA)
American Sports
and Fitness
Certification

P4b
(Non exposed)

27

Caucasian

15

9

BFA in Dance

(Exposed)

Educational
Level

Certifications

Barre;
Pilates

Table 6.
Dance student participants’ demographics.
Participant

Age

Gender

Ethnicity

P1b Student

9

Female

Caucasian

P2b Student 1

13

Male

African
American

P2b Student 2

13

Female

P2b Student 3

10

P3b Student 1

Disability

Years of
Dance
Lessons
5

Years of
Competition
Dance Lessons
0

6

3

Caucasian

7

4

Female

Multiethnic

8

5

9

Female

Caucasian

1

0

P3b Student 2

6

Female

African
American

2

0

P3b Student 3

6

Female

Caucasian

1

0

P4b Student

12

Female

Caucasian

3

0

ASD, seizure
disorder
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Exposed Participant 2b (P2b). P2b was a 23-year-old instructor with 10 years of dance
teaching experience, beginning as an assistant instructor in her teenage years. She had
experience teaching jazz, hip-hop, contemporary, and acrobatics styles. She was an avid
participant in competition dance herself, choreographed her own solos beginning at age 14, and
also taught and choreographed students to participate in dance competitions. She had minored in
ABA as an undergraduate student, and was a student in an ABA Master’s Program.
Non-Exposed Participant 3b (P3b). P3b was a novice dance instructor who was 19
years old with only one year of dance teaching experience and working with children. She had
never heard of ABA, but was excited to learn about behavioral coaching strategies to use in her
class and for working with children.
Non- Exposed Participant 4b (P4b). P4b was an experienced dance instructor who was
27 years old with 9 years of dance teaching experience. She had a Bachelor’s degree in Fine
Arts in dance and had danced her entire life. She also possessed a variety of outside teaching
experience within group fitness classes of varying types. She had never heard of ABA.
Observations conducted across 3 sessions of 20 min before baseline indicated that the
non-exposed instructors provided low levels of specific verbal praise to their students following
the students’ correct performance during their class times. The instructors provided no specific
praise (P3b) or in only 3% of intervals (P4b) during observations, which was similar to what
Quinn et al. (2017) found. Quinn et al. found that on average dance instructors provided specific
verbal praise statements during only 2.7% of intervals. Table 5 provides specific demographic
information on each instructor.
Dance students. Eight students whom were nominated by their instructors for needing
improvement of dance performance, and whom had taken dance class for a minimum of 1 year
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participated in the study. Any students who were older than 17 years, younger than 6 years, or
were not be expected to continue dance for at least one year from the time of recruitment were
excluded from the study. In order to participate in the study, they had to sign an assent form and
had their parents sign a parental consent form. The informed consent process involved delivery
of the informed consent and child assent forms to the parents interested in having their children
participate in the study and meeting with the parents at a specified meeting time by research staff
(Project Coordinator). The research staff sat down with the parents and reviewed each aspect of
the informed consent process during which the parents had opportunities to ask questions. The
research staff told the parents that they had 2 weeks to decide whether they would want their
child to participate in the study and that they did not have to decide right then. If they decided
they wanted their child to participate, the research staff reviewed the informed assent form with
the child in the same manner described above and gave the child the same amount of time (2
weeks) to decide.
Of the 8 student participants, 6 participants were taking classes at dance studios and 2
participants were taking private lessons. The student participants were between the ages of 6-13
with a mean age of 9.8 years old with varying durations of dance backgrounds, ranging from 1 to
8 years with a mean of 4 years. P2b’s three students (P2b Student 1, 2, 3) had a competition
dance background with a mean of 4 years, ranging 3-5 years. One student (P2b Student 1) had a
diagnosed disability of Autism Spectrum Disorder, seizure disorder, and a choroid fissure cyst on
the brain. Table 6 provides demographic information on each student participant.
Seven of the 8 student participants completed their study sessions in a dance classroom at
their respective local dance studio. One student (P1b Student 1) had private lessons that were
conducted in her home in a living room area with carpeted floor. This student did not need a
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dance floor or large area of space because her target behaviors were hip-hop tricks, which were
in a contained space (e.g., balancing her body weight on her arms sideways for the baby freeze,
or lifting her leg behind her and balancing in a scorpion). This space was selected for
convenience of the student and the instructor. For all other students, sessions were conducted in
a dance classroom equipped with at least one mirrored wall across the length of the classroom,
and a large area of space to allow the participant ample space when leaping and turning. P1b’s
three students (P1b Student 1, 2, 3) and P4b’s student (P4b Student 1) had private lessons for
their sessions which were conducted outside of the typical dance class. For P3b’s students (P3b
Student 1, 2, 3), sessions were conducted while they were in an after school care room at the
dance studio. The scoreboard for the public posting intervention for these students was posted in
a public area in the dance studio, outside of the after school care room.
Data Collection
Data were collected through direct observations, survey questionnaires, and interviews
with the participating instructors to answer each of the research questions. The interview
questionnaire form for the dance instructors in Phase 2 can be referenced in Appendix G.
Primary measures, which were obtained through direct observations, were: (a) instructors’
percentage correct of the POINTE Program components implementation without research staff’s
assistance, (b) instructors’ percentage correct of the selected coaching procedure implementation,
and (c) students’ percentage correct of the target dance movement performance. Survey
questionnaires and individual interviews were used to examine the instructors’ use of the
resource materials provided in the manual and perceptions on the practicability, ease of use,
acceptability, strengths, and weakness of the POINTE Program as well as their suggestions for
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change. All sessions of the instructor implementing the selected intervention were videorecorded for later scoring.
Fidelity of the POINTE Program components. To assess the extent to which the
instructors implemented the components of the manualized POINTE Program as intended
without research staff’s assistance, the proportion of the POINTE Program components
implemented correctly was assessed using the Fidelity Checklist for the POINTE Program
Components (Appendix H). The checklist used a yes/no format and included seven major
components with 14 items: (1) assessment, (2) data collection, (3) goal setting, (4) selection of
behavioral coaching procedures, (5) implementation of selected coaching procedures, (6)
monitoring of implementation, and (7) evaluation of the intervention. The checklist was written
from an instructor’s point of view, and was included in the manual for instructors to self-monitor
their implementation of POINTE Program components. Over the course of the study, the PI
used the same checklist to assess the instructors’ fidelity of implementing the components while
observing the instructors engaging in each step of the assessment and intervention activities and
noting the component areas that required clarification or assistance for implementing the
components correctly. The fidelity was obtained by calculating the proportion of the
components that were completed correctly by the instructors without the PI’s assistance.
Instructors’ use of the resource materials. A survey questionnaire, Use of Resource
Material Checklist Form (Appendix I), was used to examine the instructors’ use of the resource
materials (e.g., Behavior Rating Scale, Dancer Intervention Form) provided in the POINTE
Program manual. The instructors were asked to check each time they used a material suggested
for the selected behavioral coaching procedure during implementation of the procedure.
Research staff collected the instructor-completed checklists and calculated the percentage of
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items used. The checklist included a total of 18 items and used a yes/no format. However, only
the items that pertained to the instructor’s selected intervention were included in their total
percentage. For example, if the instructor selected to implement the public posting intervention,
then the two forms, Steps for Designing and Implementing Public Posting (13) and the Public
Posting Implementation (14) checklist were included in their total average. However, they were
not expected to use these same two forms when they pertained to auditory feedback (9 and 10),
peer auditory feedback (11 and 12), video modeling (15 and 16) and video modeling and video
feedback (17 and 18). Therefore their total was out of 10 rather than 18.
Fidelity of intervention implementation. The instructors’ adherence to the steps to
implement the selected behavioral coaching procedures was measured during 37% of the
observation sessions using the Implementation Fidelity Checklist provided in the manual through
direct observation of the instructor during intervention sessions via videotape. The
implementation fidelity was depending on the intervention (a behavioral coaching procedure)
that the instructor selected from the manual. Each chapter of the manual included an
implementation fidelity checklist for the use of the intervention, and this was used to assess the
implementation fidelity, pending which intervention the instructor selected for implementation.
The proportion of the steps implemented correctly was measured. See a sample checklist for
public posting implementation fidelity in Appendix J. The fidelity checklist used a yes/no
response format and included 5 to 15 items. One checklist was used each time the intervention
was implemented for each individual student or movement.
Student dance movement. Data on student dance performance were collected using a
task analysis checklist to examine the impact of implementing a behavioral coaching procedure
suggested by the POINTE Program on their dance performance. The percentage of dance
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movement performed correctly was measured by calculating the number of steps implemented
correctly by the student divided by the total number of steps in the checklist. The task analysis
checklist was developed based on the individual student’s target skills (see Appendix K for the
Sample Task Analysis Data Scoring Sheet). The number of steps for each task analysis averaged
26 with a range of 12-57. The percentage correct of the student’s dance movements was
calculated, by marking “yes” or “no” if the student performed each step correctly based on the
total number of steps. The instructors video-recorded their sessions with the students and scored
student performance by watching the recorded sessions of their student performing the
movements. The PI reviewed the task analysis developed by each instructor, worked with the
instructor to refine the task analysis checklist if needed, and reviewed with the instructor how to
score student performance using the checklist. Each intervention session included three attempts
at a movement, and the intervention sessions ranged from 6 attempts (2 sessions, P3b Student 3)
to 30 attempts (10 sessions, P4b Student).
Instructors’ perception on the use of the POINTE Program. To assess the instructors’
perception on the use of the POINTE Program in the areas of practicability, ease of use,
acceptability, strengths, and weaknesses and to identify their recommendations for improvement
of the manual, instructors were asked to complete a questionnaire that included rating scales and
open-ended questions at the end of intervention. The questionnaire (POINTE Program
Evaluation Form; Appendix C) included 10 items and was designed to assess the instructors’
perception on the practicability, easy of use, and acceptability of the POINTE Program.
Additionally, the instructors participated in individual interviews. The interviews were conducted
using the same procedures as the interviews in Phase 1 (see the interview questionnaire and
scripts in Appendices D and F). The interviews assessed the dance instructors’ perceived
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feasibility of using the manualized POINTE Program and impact of using a selected behavioral
coaching procedure on targeted student dance performance.
Interobserver agreement. Interobserver agreement was assessed for 36.4% of
instructors’ scored video-recorded sessions to ensure the reliability of the direct observational
data on student dance performance. One independent observer, who was a graduate student in
the ABA Program with 20 years of dance experience, scored the videos independently and
calculated IOA. This observer was blind to the experimental conditions of the video-recorded
sessions. The PI trained this observer on task analyses of the dance movements via one-on-one
behavioral skills training sessions prior to data collection, and with the dance instructor if
necessary, who answered questions on the developed task analysis. Sample scoring sessions by
the dance instructor were also provided to the observer with notes in the margins (i.e., if a dance
instructor marked “no” on a step in the sample checklist, they wrote a justification for why they
scored that way). In addition, the video models for the video modeling and video feedback
participants were also supplied to the observer so she could see what a perfect implementation of
the movement looked like. The independent observer was exposed to the dance movement
videos to provide familiarity prior to data collection, with opportunities to rehearse scoring with
the primary researcher. The percentage of IOA was calculated by dividing agreements by the
total number of agreements plus disagreements in the task analysis between the observer and the
instructor and multiplying by 100%. An agreement was defined as when they scored a target
behavior as occurring or not occurring per the task analysis checklist. As presented in Table 7,
the IOA averaged 97.4% (range: 92.3-100%) across students and 98.4% (range: 93.6-100 %)
across behaviors.
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For fidelity of component implementation, the PI and the dance instructors recorded the
presence and absence of the key components for implementing the POINTE Program throughout
the research process. The dance instructors were instructed to fill out the POINTE Program
Components checklist following reading the manual and meeting with the PI for training and
submit their sheets at the conclusion of the study. When the PI met with the instructors to
provide training, she reviewed the checklist, examined what materials the instructors had
completed, and provided training for any necessary materials for which were not completed and
reviewed any components which were completed incorrectly. IOA was 100% for both fidelity
measures in all assessed sessions.
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Table 7.

Bx2

100

Bx3

100

Tx

33.3

%

97.4

S1

99.4

S2

99.8

S3

79

Tx

33.3

%

95.3

S1

100

S2

92.3

S3

100

Tx

38.8

%

100

Bx1

100

Bx2

99.6

Bx3

100

Tx

P4b (Non-Exposed Instructor 2)

Bx1

93.6

P3b (Non-Exposed Instructor 1)

%

97

P2b (Exposed Instructor 2)

33.3

P1b (Exposed Instructor 1)

Interobserver Agreement (IOA)

Mean

Note: % = Percentage of IOA collected for each measurement across conditions; Bx = Behavior (movement type); Tx = Treatment fidelity; S = Student
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Accuracy and reliability of qualitative data. The accuracy and reliability of the
qualitative interview data were assessed as described in Phase 1 of the study. The PI, along with
a trained research assistant independently coded the qualitative data to assess the accuracy of
coding and the inter-rater reliability of the codes. Another member on the research team
reviewed the summarized data to confirm the identified major themes. Additionally, a member
check was conducted to validate the analyzed interview data by sending the coded summaries to
the instructors and asking them to review and comment on the findings. The instructors were
asked to respond to the email and either confirm that the responses were correct, or provide any
necessary edits to their statements. All instructors responded and confirmed that their summaries
were accurate and did not provide any additional comments.
Design and Procedures
Design. A multiple baseline design across participants or behaviors was used to
demonstrate the impact of the use of POINTE Program in the process of designing and
implementing a behavioral coaching procedure on the dance student participants. The instructors
participated in the following research procedures during which the POINTE Program was
introduced and a behavioral coaching intervention was selected and implemented.
Introduction of POINTE Program manual to instructors. Due to the nature of this
study of testing the feasibility of using the manualized behavioral intervention as a stand-alone
training mechanism, the dance instructors did not receive training on how to use the manual
throughout the process of data collection. However, the PI conducted a 30-min meeting with
individual instructors to provide them with the manual and to review the steps involved in using
the manual. The PI provided the manual to the instructors with verbal instructions and explained
how to use the Fidelity Checklist for Pointe Program Components Form during the process of
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designing and implementing an intervention for a student to ensure the integrity of using the
manual. After the meeting, the instructors were given one week to review the first two chapters
of the manual, which described the purpose and theoretical background of the manual, and
general behavioral coaching procedures. A second meeting was scheduled to identify target
skills and develop a task analysis checklist.
Target skill identification and task analysis development. The PI conducted a 2-hr
meeting with individual instructors to assist them to identify their target student’s target skills
(dance movements) for intervention and to develop a task analysis checklist, which was used to
collect data on student performance. The PI briefly reviewed the assessment steps outlined in the
manual with the instructors and asked them to identify target skills and develop a task analysis
checklist for the target student using the guidelines provided in the manual. To make the task
analysis checklist, the instructor took the target skill chosen and broke it down into individual
steps. The checklist had three columns. The first column was the number of the move within the
task analysis (e.g., 1, 2, or 3) with a label of the movement (e.g., partial fifth position). The
second column was a description of the move (e.g., left foot in front with the heel of the left foot
touching the right toe, left foot extends in a maximum of 45 degree angle from the right toe
creating a visible triangle between the toe and heel on the left side). The third column was an
area to mark whether or not the part of the movement was implemented correctly or not with a
space for notes. For example, the teacher could write that perhaps she marked a student incorrect
for a “posture” step because the student was looking down at the floor. An example task analysis
checklist for Phase 2 can be referenced in Appendix K.
The first step in the task analysis was always the initial step (position) of the move, while
each following step would be the next chain in the complete movement. Each step needed to be
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specific, observable, and a measurable move. For example, “toes pointed out in a 45-degree
angle”, rather than saying “toes towards the wall.” This allowed anyone watching the move to
be able to know what he or she was looking for to score the move. The PI observed the
instructor, using the Fidelity Checklist for POINTE Program Components to record if they could
follow the first step, Assessment of Current Performance, outlined in the manual without the PI’s
assistance to identify target skills and develop a task analysis checklist. The PI reviewed the
created checklist and determined if the checklist followed the guidelines suggested in the
manual. If their task analysis checklist did not follow the guidelines, the PI notated this on a
form that documented the major components areas that required clarification and assisted the
instructor to revise the checklist.
Baseline data collection. During baseline, the instructors taught their class as they
typically would. Typically dance instructors began their classes with a warm up where the
students stretch, and then exercised that focused on technique, such as targeting a certain turn,
kick, or leap, are conducted through “across the floor exercises.” This involved the students
performing movements alone, in pairs, or in groups across the floor to music with the instructor
providing corrective feedback quickly through verbal statements. Then the class usually
concluded with the dancers learning choreography for a specific routine, adding on additional
steps to the dance each week, or learning a new routine to music. During baseline the instructors
demonstrated the dance movement by pulling the student aside either before, after, or during
class (times were kept consistent throughout baseline and intervention) and saying to the
students: “please show me your __ (name of dance movement).” If the student had questions
about what that movement looked like, the instructor modeled the movement for the student.
The student was also instructed which side or direction to perform the movement, and to hold the
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landing for 5 seconds. Baseline data were collected until the data showed a representation of
typical performance with minimal variability. Each baseline phase had a minimum of 3 attempts
(one session), with a maximum of 24 attempts (8 sessions, P4b).
Goal setting and selection of the intervention procedures. Following a stable baseline,
the dance instructors met with the PI for about 1 hr to participate in the second and third steps of
the POINTE Program: Measurable Goal Setting and Selection of Intervention Procedures.
Because a specific standard of proficiency should be attained within a specific time period, the
instructors were encouraged to set measurable goals describing what the student actually would
do with criteria of performance and included a time frame for when the goal would be
accomplished by. The time frame included short-term goals, intermediate goals, and long-term
goals as suggested by the manual. The instructors then selected a behavioral coaching procedure
using a matrix and an intervention selection form provided in the manual by rank ordering the
interventions based on responses to the matrix items. The manual provided guidance on
selecting behavioral coaching procedures that had contextual fit, were more likely to work when
they were implemented, and were more likely to be maintained over time. During the meeting
the PI observed the instructors using the Fidelity Checklist for POINTE Program Components to
record if they could follow the steps outlined in the manual without the PI’s assistance. At the
end of the meeting, the PI reviewed with the instructors the identified goals and selected
behavioral coaching procedures, and implementation fidelity checklists provided in the manual.
Intervention implementation. During this phase, instructors implemented the selected
behavioral coaching procedure while self-monitoring their implementation using the
implementation fidelity checklist and monitoring student progress using the task analysis
checklist created by them following instructions provided in the POINTE Program manual. The
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instructors implemented one of the following behavioral coaching procedures which each has its
own chapter in the manual:
(a) Auditory feedback (AF): The auditory feedback procedure follows the methods
outlined in Quinn et al. (2015a). The auditory feedback intervention focuses on breaking down a
multi-step movement into observable and measurable components and providing an immediate
auditory stimulus through the use of a clicker for elements of the movement performed correctly.
The instructor introduces the auditory stimulus to the student by saying something along the lines
of: “This is a clicker. I will ask you to perform some element of a dance movement and if it is
performed correctly you will hear this sound (teacher clicks the clicker). If you do not hear a
sound, I want you to attempt the movement again. If after three attempts you are still having
trouble, I will break down the movement and show you what I want you to do, or adapt what I
am asking you to do. Do you have any questions?” Throughout the session the instructor
proceeds through the task analysis and focuses on only providing feedback on correct elements
of the movements with no verbal statements about what the student demonstrated incorrectly.
The sessions are approximately 5-15 min, and always end at a point of success (something the
dancer can demonstrate correctly). The purpose of the auditory feedback intervention is to
decrease negative verbal feedback that focuses on what the student does incorrectly. It also
minimizes feedback which is convoluted with additional details that might be too much detail for
the student to attend too.
(b) Peer provided auditory feedback (PPAF): The peer provided feedback follows the
methods outlined in Quinn et al. (2015a). The intervention for the peer provided auditory
feedback procedure follows the same format as the auditory feedback intervention; however, the
students are broken up into pairs, and a peer trainer acts as the provider of the auditory feedback
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provider to their partner instead of the instructor. The instructor trains the peer pairs as a group
how to implement the auditory feedback procedure then oversees the student’s implementation.
For any demonstrations of the intervention procedures that are incorrect, for example if a student
provides verbal feedback to her partner in addition to providing the auditory stimulus, then the
instructor discretely whispers feedback into the ear of the student providing the auditory
feedback to correct their incorrect implementation. After 5-15 min the peer pair switches roles
and the individual who was providing feedback now receives feedback (on a different
movement). The purpose of the peer provided auditory feedback intervention is the same as
those associated with Quinn et al (2015a), with some additional benefits in a peer-training
context, including enhancing group cohesion, and support between team members. It will also
free up instructor time, and help document whether the student who provides feedback to her
partner can improve her or his own execution of that movement simply by providing feedback to
another student.
(c) Public posting (PP): The public posting intervention follows the methods outlined
in Quinn et al. (2015c). The public posting intervention involves the instructor posting a group
of student’s scores on particular dance movements in a public location in the studio (such as a
bulletin board next to the front desk), so that individuals in the studio can see. Each week, the
instructor reviews the graphs with the students in a group context and provides feedback if each
student’s performance improved, stayed the same, or declined. If the students performance
declined, the instructor provides an encouraging statement such as: “maybe you just had an off
week, let’s get that score up today!” and redirects any self deprecating statements that the student
might have made as a result of receiving a lower score. If the student maintains a high score (a
pre-determined goal developed from their baseline performance), or improves by obtaining their
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highest score yet, the instructor provides a “star” on the board next to their graph to direct
individuals in the studio to the student’s accomplishment. The criteria for achieving and
maintaining a star are publically written on the board. The instructor praises the student and
provides encouragement for the next session. In addition, each student receives feedback
through receipt of their scoring checklists where they can see which items in the checklist were
marked as correct and incorrect. The student is also provided an opportunity to ask any
questions of the instructor about their scoring sheets or why they might have missed a certain
aspect of the dance movement in their score.
(d) Video modeling (VM): The video modeling intervention follows the methods
outlined in the Quinn et al. (2015d) study. In intervention for video modeling, the dancer is
shown an expert video of a person demonstrating a perfect execution of a dance movement.
Immediately before the student attempts to perform the movement for data collection, she is
shown the expert video and directed to salient elements of the video demonstrating an accurate
performance. For example: the teacher might say something such as “see how the dancer in the
video brushes her toes through the floor before she leaps and you can hear the sound? This is
how the feet should be brushed.” After showing the video and pointing out salient aspects of
correct performance, the instructor prompts the student to try the movement herself, keeping in
mind what she saw in the video. After the student performs the movement, the instructor has the
student watch the video again pointing out any elements the instructor might have noticed that
the student could improve upon, and film again. This continues one to four times or until the
student is visibly fatigued or expresses a desire to terminate the session. The instructor does not
provide any feedback to the student about her particular performance, and if the student asks
questions about a part of the movement being correct or incorrect, the instructor only answers by
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referring the student to the video model demonstrating that specific part. For example, if the
student asks “did I use correct arm in my leap preparation?” the instructor might say, “lets look
at the dancer in the video, see how she uses the opposite arm of the leg that chasses prior to the
leap? Make sure you extend your right arm forward and left arm at 90 degrees if chasseing with
the left foot like the dancer in the video, see?”
(e) Video modeling and video feedback (VM & VF): The video modeling and video
feedback intervention follows the methods outlined in Quinn et al. (2015d). The video modeling
follows the same guidelines described above; however, video feedback is also added. The
session starts by the dance instructor using video modeling prior to having the dancer attempt the
movement. Then, once the dancer attempted the movement, the instructor uploads the video of
the dancer and compared it to the expert video side by side. The instructor provides praise
statements for aspects of the movement performed correctly and corrective statements for
anything different from the model. Any feedback given on the student’s performance is only
provided through referring to the video and comparing it to that of the expert. The session
continues for one to four trials or until the student is visibly fatigued or verbally expresses a
desire to terminate the session.
The instructors had the option to select a behavioral coaching procedure for their student
and selected the following interventions: video modeling and video feedback (P1b and P4b),
auditory feedback (P2b), and public posting (P3b). To ensure treatment fidelity of intervention,
the instructors were given the option to meet with the PI for a 1-hr training on the
implementation of the selected behavioral coaching procedures. All four instructors chose to
receive the training, and this was documented via the Instuctor Training Form (Appendix L).
The PI used behavioral skills training procedures, which involved instructions, modeling, role-
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play, and feedback, to train the instructors. During the intervention phase, the PI observed the
instructors’ implementation sessions and recorded whether the instructors complemented the
remaining components (i.e., collect monitoring data, graph data, data-based decision making, and
evaluation) of the POINTE Program correctly via the Fidelity Checklist for POINTE Program
Components and whether the instructors implemented the behavioral coaching procedures with
fidelity via the Implementation Fidelity Checklist. At the conclusion of the intervention, the
instructors were asked to complete the POINTE Program Evaluation Form and participate in a 1hr individual interview.
Data Analysis
Fidelity data were analyzed descriptively (mean and range) and graphically by individual
participant and by component or participant group (exposed or non-exposed instructor). Data on
the instructor’s use of the resource material were analyzed descriptively and graphically by
participant and material. The student dance movement performance was analyzed graphically by
examining level, immediate effect, trend, and variability within and across phases. Social
validity rating scale data on the instructor and student perceptions of the use of the POINTE
Program were analyzed descriptively, using mean and range of responses. Interview data were
analyzed qualitatively.
Results
Fidelity of the POINTE Program components. All instructors completed the POINTE
Program Components Checklist marking a “yes” to all components indicating a 100%
completion of all components in using the program manual. However, each instructor had
specific areas for which correction was necessary prior to the implementation of the selected
coaching procedure. As presented in Figure 5, the instructors’ correct implementation of the
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program components without assistance ranged 54%-85% across instructors. A difference
between the exposed and non-exposed instructor groups was observed, with a mean of 85%
fidelity for the exposed group and with a mean of 58% fidelity (range: 54%-62%) for the nonexposed group.
Participant 1b (exposed) implemented the program component with 85% accuracy,
requiring assistance on 25% of POINTE Program components. The instructor created the task
analysis checklist on her own using the template provided in the manual, following training with
the PI. However, her task analysis checklist required the PI’s assistance in developing
operational definitions of each step that were clear, concise, and objective for scoring. The
instructor also had difficulty understanding the steps for implementing the selected coaching
procedure in the areas of the timing of when during the session to show the dancer the videos of
herself completing the movement, and when to show the video model.
Participant 2b (exposed) required assistance on only 13% of POINTE Program
components (87% fidelity). She was the only instructor who created a task analysis entirely on
her own without the researcher’s help following training. This participant only needed assistance
on clarifying the steps of the auditory feedback procedure and the levels of verbal instruction and
modeling to be provided during sessions.
Participant 3b (non-exposed) required the most assistance throughout the assessment and
intervention process, needing assistance on 63% of POINTE Program components (37%
fidelity). This participant required significant help with the creation of the task analysis, and the
PI revised the task analysis entirely, after 2 attempts by the instructor following feedback.
Assistance was also provided on how to collect data, assessments, participant selection, and
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implementation of the intervention. In addition, the instructor needed assistance identifying
which dance movement to target for intervention, and setting goals.
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Figure 5. Percentage of POINTE Program components implemented correctly without
assistance across instructors.
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Participant 4b (non-exposed) was fairly independent, and required assistance for 38% of
POINTE Program components (62% fidelity). She chose to create her task analysis with the help
of the PI and knew exactly which movements she wanted to target, and how she wanted to
describe these movements. She understood what needed to be included in each description to
make it clear, concise, and objective. This instructor had some confusion with baseline and
intervention procedures and the difference between them and needed clarification on this aspect.
Overall, the fidelity of implementing the program components was low to medium high
across instructors, and every instructor needed assistance on some aspect of the POINTE
Program components implementation. Differences between the dance instructor groups were
observed. The dance instructors, who had been exposed to ABA, had higher levels of fidelity,
required less assistance, than those dance instructors who had not been exposed to ABA. The
instructors without ABA experiences struggled much more with understanding the difference
between baseline and intervention conditions, steps for implementing a selected coaching
procedure, selecting an appropriate target movement, and creating a task analysis. In particular,
they needed much assistance with developing a task analysis whereas the exposed instructors did
not have difficulty creating the task analysis for an identified target movement. However, none
of the instructors needed assistance for how to score the data with their task analysis following a
short training during which the PI reviewed a sample task analysis checklist and showed how to
use the checklist to score a dance movement.
Instructors’ use of the resource materials. Figure 6 presents the percentage of the
resource materials used by each instructor (top panel) and the percentage of the instructors who
used each specific resource material (bottom panel). The results indicated that, except P1b
(exposed), who used 100% of the materials, the instructors used a few number of the materials:
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25% for P2b, 38% for P3b, and 38% for P4b. Participant 2b (exposed) used them the least of
any instructors, which indicates no meaningful difference in the number of resource materials
utilized between the exposed and non-exposed groups. All of the instructors used the sample
task analysis scoring sheet, the steps for designing and implementing their respective
intervention form, and the implementation fidelity checklist, indicating that these were the most
valued resource materials by the dance instructors. Items, which were the least valued across
instructors, were non-required assessment materials such as the social validity surveys and
assessment materials for selecting a target behavior. All of the instructors valued the sample task
analysis and the implementation checklist for their respective intervention. However, none of
the instructors except P1b used any of the other forms relating to assessment and selection of
target behaviors and follow up assessments of social validity.
Fidelity of intervention implementation. Figure 7 presents data on the fidelity of
intervention implementation across instructors. Overall, the implementation fidelity was
relatively high across the instructors. The fidelity averaged 92% with a range of 75%-100%
across instructors. For each instructor, the mean fidelity was 95% (range: 88-100%) for P1b,
91% (range: 75-100%) for P2b, 94% (range: 83-100%) for P3b, and 88% 77-100). The levels of
fidelity did not differ in a meaningful way between the exposed and non-exposed groups as
shown in the figure. Although the non-exposed instructors required more assistance with
completing the POINTE Program components initially, overall, all instructors did not have much
difficulty implementing the selected behavioral coaching procedures correctly, despite their
varying backgrounds.
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Student dance movement. Data on each student’s percentage correct of dance
movements are presented in Figures 8 and 9. Figure 8, left panel presents data from P1b
student’s behavior on 3-selected hip-hop tricks: a baby freeze, scorpion, and bow and arrow. For
the baby freeze, performance was stable in baseline at 0%, and an immediate level change
occurred once the video modeling and video feedback intervention was implemented with a
steep increasing trend with performance ending around the upper 90% although at times the
performance decreased. The performance level decreased slightly during maintenance to around
80%; however, remained much higher than baseline levels. Baseline for the scorpion also
remained stable at 0% with an immediate level change once video modeling and video feedback
was used and stabilized around 70% with the same level in the maintenance phase. Although
bow and arrow had some slight increases above 0% during one session, baseline remained
extremely low and stable at 0% during the remaining sessions. At the start of the video modeling
and video feedback intervention, performance immediately increased to around 30% ending near
40%. Mean and ranges for each behavior across baseline and intervention phases are as follows:
baseline (0%) and intervention (54%, 12-94%) for baby freeze, baseline (0%) and intervention
(47%, 17-83%) for scorpion, and baseline (2%, 0-9%) and intervention (31%, 26-42%) for bow
and arrow.
Figure 8, right panel demonstrates data from Participant 4b student's performance on
three separate target movements, a step battement kick combination, petit jete leap, and a chaine
pique turn. These were movements that the teacher had been teaching in class throughout the
year; however the student was not identifying lapses in her performance in technique areas in
order for her to execute the movements correctly. For the step battement kick combination,
performance was stable during baseline at 24%. At the first session of intervention, there was an
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immediate small level change to 27%. Although this change was minimal, once intervention was
implemented, only one intervention data point overlapped with baseline. Battement performance
during intervention continued on a steep increasing trend and stabilized around the high 80% (M
= 54%; range: 24-91%). The jete performance was stable during baseline (M = 20; range: 1325%), and again an immediate level change to 44% was observed once the public posting
intervention was implemented. Performance steadily increased and stabilized around 75% (M =
64; range: 38-81%). There was no overlapping data between baseline and intervention
conditions for the jete. The baseline performance for chaine pique was originally on a slight
increasing trend, but then stabilized around the mid 30% (M = 30; range: 11-46%). Upon
intervention implementation, there was an immediate level change to around mid 90% with an
increasing trend. Although data were variable, there were no overlapping data points between
baseline and intervention. Intervention data performance averaged 63% (range: 60-83%).
Figure 9, left panel presents data from P2b students’ performance on a tombe, pas de
bouree, glissade, jete, and leap combination. This instructor chose to use the same dance
movement with three separate participants. P2b Student 1 had stable baseline data around 30%
with variable intervention data points, which did not increase immediately upon the use of
auditory feedback and overlapped slightly with baseline; however, approached an increasing
trend toward the end of intervention reaching close to 70%. Even though no immediate level
change occurred, intervention data demonstrated a much higher mean than baseline. For P2b
Student 2, following a stable baseline between 40% and 50%, an immediate level change
occurred at the implementation of auditory feedback; however, some overlapping data points
from baseline to intervention were still present with a much higher level approaching an
increasing trend toward the end of intervention reaching near the high 80%. P2b Student 3
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showed an increasing and stable trend in baseline, which ended consistently around 50%. At the
start of the auditory feedback intervention, this student’s performance did not initially increase
until later sessions, where an increasing trend was observed with data reaching up to the high
70%. Mean and ranges for each participant’s performance across baseline and intervention
phases are as follows: baseline (27%, 19-33%) and intervention (43%, 26-72%) for P2b Student
1, baseline (43%, 35-49%) and intervention (62%, 47-88%) P2b Student 2, baseline (46%, 3756%) and intervention (65%, 53-79) for P2b Student 3.
Figure 9, right panel demonstrates data from P3b Students’ performance on a straddle
leap. P3b Student 1 showed low and stable baseline data at 18 %, with an immediate level
change once public posting was implemented to almost 70%. Although variable, data continued
on an increasing trend reaching to performance in the 90% at the end of intervention. P3b
Student 2’s performance in baseline was variable but remained around 40%. At the
implementation of public posting, an immediate level change occurred where performance
jumped to around 60% and was on a stable increasing trend throughout intervention. P3b
Student 3 initially showed a stable low trend around the mid 90%, and oddly jumped to a
performance around 70% in baseline and then decreased again to near original baseline level.
Upon implementation of the public posting intervention, two outlier data points occurred, but
mainly data overlapped with the highest baseline data point. Each participant’s performance
across baseline and intervention phases are as follows: baseline (18%) and intervention (75%,
54-95%) for P3b Student 1, baseline (41%, 32-55%) and intervention (69%, 55-82%) for P3b
Student 2, and baseline (42%, 23-68%) and intervention (75%, 64-82%) for P3b Student 3.
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Instructors’ perception on the use of the POINTE Program. Table 8 presents data
from instructors’ ratings on the POINTE Program Content Evaluation Form. None of the
instructors responded to the open ended questions. The rating scores were high, averaging 4.6
and ranging 4.0-4.8 across items and 4.3-4.6 across instructors. For some questions, the mean
rating was 4.8 out of 5. Compared to the responses provided by instructors of Phase 1, the
ratings were much higher across items and instructors. The questions receiving the highest
ratings were: “The interventions presented in the POINTE Program could be used with other
children in my class.” “The interventions presented in the POINTE Program manual seemed like
they would be easy to use.” and “The POINTE Program manual provided me with new ideas and
concepts that will help me with my dance students.” The results indicate that the modifications
to the manual in Phase 1 might have increased the practicability (questions 1, 3, and 4), ease of
use (questions 2, 5), usability (questions 7), and generalizability (questions 8-10) of the POINTE
Program for use by dance instructors.
Table 9 presents the instructors’ responses during structured individual interviews
categorized by the major identified themes and evaluation areas and provides example statements
made by the instructors. As shown in the table, the instructors’ perceived feasibility of the
POINTE Program in the areas of practicability, ease of use, and acceptability was corroborated
with their responses provided on the POINTE Program Content Evaluation Form. They reported
the practicability of using the task analysis method and the suggested coaching procedures (P1b,
P2b), the practicability or ease of using the video modeling and video feedback procedures,
particularly by instructors who are comfortable using technology (P1b, P4b), and the
applicability of using all of the coaching procedures for training dance students (P2b) although
the instructors would have to choose the right student for any suggested procedure (P2b), and
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using the entire assessment and intervention process using the manual would be time consuming
and the instructors might need support from the studio owner or director to implement all of the
components (P3b).
All of the instructors reported high levels of acceptability of the behavioral coaching
procedures by students who participated in the study, commenting that the students were excited
to try something new and liked the coaching procedures used for them to improve dance
performance. They all reported positive outcomes of the behavioral coaching procedures use for
their target students; they observed improvement of dance performance in their students upon
implementation of the procedures. However, it was mentioned that the acceptability of the
coaching procedures would depend on individual students and competitive students would
benefit the most from the coaching procedures (P2b).
Opinions about the strengths of the POINTE Program included the manualized
intervention providing an opportunity for training by helping them gain fundamental knowledge
of ABA principles or preparing them as a dance instructor (P1b, P2b, P3b, P4b), providing
valuable information (P2b), useful checklists (P1b), good examples of task analyses and
procedures (P2b, P3b), and quizzes (P1b), including clear descriptions of procedures and
organization (P1b, P2b, P3b), and being applicable to different sports (P3b).
All instructors noted weaknesses of the program as the need for clarification on graphing
(P1b), baseline condition (P3b, P4b), and implementing video modeling and video feedback
(P1b, P2b), auditory feedback (P2b), and peer auditory feedback procedures (P1b). Suggestions
for improvement of the manual included providing less scientific explanation of the procedures
up front (P2b), session scripts and example scenarios (P21, P2b), a task analysis dictionary book
(P2b), more examples of baseline conditions (P3b, P4b), more and high quality videos or video
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tutorials (P1b, P3b), alternative options for clicker in using auditory feedback (P4b), interactive
scripts of procedures (P1b), interactive practice opportunities for graphing (P1b), feedback or
consultation on implementation (P1b, P3b), and providing a more simple condensed version
(P1b, P3b).
Participant 1b found the manual to be interesting, informative, and easy to read. She
thought the manual helped her as an instructor learn more about breaking down the dance
movement and explain it in a way that her dance student could understand: “I enjoyed reading
about the connection between ABA and dance, and it was a good refresher.” P1b felt confident
implementing the procedures, and liked the video modeling and video feedback procedure.
,However, she would have liked more clarification on the use of the clicker, peer auditory
feedback, and graphing, and needed feedback on her own implementation of the video modeling
and video feedback procedure to ensure she was implementing it correctly. She believed her
student enjoyed the video modeling and video feedback procedures, watching herself, and
correcting her own mistakes: “She could see herself improve and that was exciting.” Overall, the
instructor found this procedure to be very feasible and was pleased and surprised with the
improvement that her student displayed following the use of her selected intervention.
Participant 2b found the manual intriguing and enjoyed learning about how to apply ABA
technologies to enhance dance training and especially liked the “specific ABA examples, which
applied to dance.” She thought that her prior experience with ABA made reading the manual
easier, and thought that a teacher without ABA experience might find the information a bit
overwhelming. However, even though a teacher might be overwhelmed, she still believed with
the forms and details provided in the manual, the teacher would be able to implement the
procedures on her own with fidelity. She believed that the auditory feedback was effective in
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enhancing the performance for most of her students. For the student who did not improve as
much of the others, she noted that the student had a diagnosis of autism, which she believed
presented issues for the student understanding a different form of feedback with an absence of
verbal directions. Regardless, she stated that all of the students enjoyed being trained with
auditory feedback: “They were excited to try something new and all mentioned how much they
liked it.” The instructor did not think that time would be an issue for implementing the
interventions because competitive dancers and coaches are used to spending a lot of time in the
studio, and would be excited to try new strategies. She did not use the supplemental materials
provided in the manual except for the sample task analysis, but believed this might have been
due to her prior exposure to ABA.
Participant 3b found the manual easy to read and understandable. The only elements of
the manual that she found difficult or unclear were the use of the graphs, and also how exactly to
conduct baseline in the sense of how much feedback she could provide. Her confusion with
baseline had more to do with the nature of the research itself (with the different participants
having different lengths of baseline), rather than with the use of the actual teaching procedure
itself. She liked the peer auditory feedback and public posting procedures the best and chose to
implement public posting. The students loved participating in the public posting, and frequently
praised each other and showed off their dance movements to others in the studio: “It was
effective for my teaching and it was effective to them. They felt they needed to do better when
we were doing it.” The dance instructor commented that every time she came to work, the
students asked to see their graphs and if they had improved, and also stated that they were
practicing at home to try to earn a star on their board. She stated that the content of the manual
was very clear and specific, and the manual was “well done” and written in a professional
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manner. She stated that it helped her with her teaching, and with improvement of her students,
and found it to be a valuable teaching resource as a new dance instructor: “It prepares the
instructors well. I learned a lot and it has helped me during most of my classes.”
Participant 4b found the manual interesting and informative. Her initial feelings about the
manual were excitement about learning more information about teaching strategies for which she
already had employed in her classroom such as the use of video and peer feedback. She did not
enjoy reading about the auditory feedback intervention, as she thought using a clicker to teach
students was degrading and treating students like animals. She ultimately selected to try the
video modeling and video feedback intervention. Her student improved “immensely” as a result
of using this procedure. These improvements were credited to the use of the video feedback that
allowed the student to see exactly whether or not she was doing some aspect of a movement
correctly. “She understood how to use her body in dance more from watching the video. Seeing
her performance improve was positively reinforcing for the student.” The instructor noticed that
when she worked on these items for one movement such as a kick, they ended up transferring
into improving in the student’s leap or turn. She mentioned that the teacher and student had fun
during the sessions and using the procedure helped them “bond.” She also stated that these
improvements generalized into class time during the across the floor exercises and was allowing
her to “grow as a dancer.” Minimal resources we required to implement the intervention and the
instructor did not have an issue with this. The resources used included the instructor’s own iPad
and iPhone, and a studio space. The instructor stated that a studio owner might be reluctant to
try these interventions because they require space and time; however, once they were to see the
level of improvement in the student’s using them, they would not have an issue supplying the
necessary space. In other words, the benefits greatly outweigh the resources that are required.
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The instructor did not believe that additional resources or consultation were necessary, although
she stated a website with sample videos and for questions would be a nice perk to have.
Modification of the Manual
The results of Phase 2 led to making necessary changes to the POINTE Program manual
and the program component implementation procedures prior to the pilot testing study of Phase
3. Written scripts of ideal scenarios for each session were added to the manual between a dance
instructor and a student or group of students implementing the session so the teacher could read
about what an ideal session would look like. More task analysis samples were added for the
instructor so they could see more variations. The treatment integrity checklists and descriptions
in the manual were modified to include more clarification on items in the auditory feedback
procedure (such as how much the instructor could talk to the student and model, and how often
they had to repeat each step of the task analysis), and more clarification about the video
modeling and video feedback procedure in regards to when to show the student their own video,
and when to show the expert’s video throughout the session.
It was decided that without the use of an additional software-training tool, instructors
were not able to graph and write task analysis on their own, or implement conditions of baseline
and intervention without guidance. Therefore, it was determined that for Phase 3, the PI would
continue to provide assistance to the instructors for developing their task analysis based on their
requested movements, and instructions for every session as to what their baseline and
intervention sessions would look like. Consultation will be added in the form of the PI providing
the instructors with feedback of their intervention implementation following sessions. This
feedback will be provided electronically using the task analysis implementation checklists that
the instructors use to self-monitor their implementation. The PI will provide feedback by
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pointing out to the instructors what they did well during the sessions, and what was different
from the task analysis or what needed to be changed prior to the next session. This feedback will
be provided through the PI watching the session videos from the instructors and taking notes
from the fidelity checklist.
Discussion
The Phase 2 study aimed to examine the feasibility of using the manualized POINTE
Program by dance instructors with their students. Specifically, with four instructors and eight
students, the study evaluated the instructors’ use of the program components and resource
materials, implementation of a selected behavioral coaching procedure, and its impact on their
student dance performance. The evaluation focused on examining the extent which the
instructors could implement the components of the POINTE Program correctly without
researcher’s assistance, use the suggested resource materials in the process of assessment and
intervention, and implement the selected intervention with fidelity. It also focused on examining
whether their implementation of the coaching procedures with fidelity led to improvement in
student dance performance and how the instructors’ viewed the manualized POINTE Program
after completion of using the program.
Common implementation fidelity errors that we observed during phase 2 for P1b and P4b
using the video modeling and video feedback intervention were the order of presentation of the
videos during the session. The fidelity checklists directed the participants to start the session
with the dancer’s video and compare this to the expert’s video. End the session by showing the
student the expert video.
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Table 8
Instructors’ ratings on items of the POINTE Program Content Evaluation Form.
Instructor
1b
Exposed

Instructor
2b
Exposed

Instructor
3b
NonExposed

Instructor
4b
NonExposed

Mean

1. The POINTE Program manual
provided me with new ideas and
concepts that will help me with my
dance students.
2. The interventions (behavioral
coaching procedures) presented in
the POINTE Program manual seem
like they would be easy to use.

5

4

5

5

4.8

3

5

4

5

4.3

3. The interventions presented in the
POINTE Program manual seem like
they would fit with my typical dance
class curriculum.
4. I understand how to use the
behavioral coaching procedures
presented in the POINTE Program
manual after reading it.

4

3

4

5

4

3

5

5

5

4.5

5. The POINTE Program manual was
organized in a way that made it easy
for me to locate interventions.

4

5

4

5

4.5

6. The format of the POINTE Program
manual (e.g., look, size, etc.) helped
me understand how to use them.
7. I would recommend the POINTE
Program manual to other dance
instructors.
8. The interventions presented in the
POINTE Program could be used
with other children in my class.

4

4

4

5

4.3

5

5

4

5

4.8

5

5

4

5

4.8

5

5

4

5

4.8

5

5

4

5

4.8

4.3

4.6

4.2

5

4.6

Items

9. The interventions presented the
POINTE Program could be used in
more than one dance movement.
10. The interventions presented the
POINTE Program could be used in
more than one genre of dance.
Mean
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Table 9.

Strengths of the Manual
• Unclear
Instructions and
Procedures
- Need clarification on
how to graph, or be
provided practice
opportunities. (P1b)
- Unclear about using
just video modeling
at first or using both
video modeling and
video feedback.
(P1b)
- Unclear how much
the teacher can talk
to the student and
provide feedback
during auditory
feedback session.
(P2b)
- Need clarification on
how to use peer
auditory feedback.
(P1b)
- Did not understand
what a baseline was
at first. (P4b)
- Unclear about the
feedback to provide
during baseline. (“I
didn’t necessarily
agree with not
providing feedback

Weaknesses of the
Manual
• Less Scientific Terms
- Provide less scientific
explanation of the
procedures up front, and
instead reference it later
after providing step-bystep guidance on how to
use the procedure. (P2b)
(“I think it is helpful to
understand what a
conditioned reinforcer is,
but I don’t necessarily
think it is extremely
important or necessary in
order to use auditory
feedback.”). ( P2b); just
teach the teachers how to
do the procedures, rather
than explaining the
science behind all of the
procedures. (P2b)
• Additional Materials
and Feedback, Training,
or Consultation on
Implementation
- Provide session scripts
and example scenarios of
items that could go wrong
in a session. (P21), (P2b)
- Add a task analysis
dictionary book (“so
instructors can see what it
looks like.”) (P2b)

Suggestions for
Improvement

• Overall Feasibility of Using the Manual
- Task analysis is how dance instructors typically think about teaching
a move. (“I think that having to write it down and think about
including more steps made it easier.”). (P1b); Learning to break
down the movement into the task analysis helped the student learn
and the dance teacher explain it better. (P1b)
- Nervous about using graphing. (“But I think I would be comfortable
because the kids would know even less than I did about the graphs.”).
(P1b)
- All of the coaching procedures would work, but instructors would
have to choose the right student for that procedure. (P2b)
- Did not see time as an issue for implementing the coaching
procedures (P2b)
- Video modeling and video feedback is something instructors already
use to some degree (P4b).
- Comfortable using video modeling and video feedback procedures
because they use easy to use technology. (“I only had to use my
webcam, and my phone’s camera to be able to do the video modeling
video feedback.”); however, if an instructor were not comfortable
using technology, then they would not use this intervention. (P1b)
- Video modeling and video feedback can be a high maintenance
procedure because you have to make sure you have the right filming
conditions such as a well lit area. (P1b)
- Using the entire process or components could be very time
consuming depending on whether the studio owner or director
supported the teacher using the manual (P3b)
- Studio owners might be frustrated with the time and space required
to implement them, but once they see the improvement in dancers it
would be worth it. (“The only resources we used were the energy for
the lights and the air which was on and running anyway.”) (P4b)
• Acceptability by Dancers
- Students were excited to try something new. (P2b)
- Student liked using video modeling and video feedback procedure.

Feasibility and Potential Impact

Responses during individual interviews with instructors.

• Opportunity for Training
- Helps gain fundamental
knowledge of ABA
principles. (“I do see how a
teacher would need to use
conditioned reinforcers
when they teach and look
back at the book for that for
the auditory feedback.”)
(P3b); (“I enjoyed reading
about the connection
between ABA and
dance…it was a good
refresher.”) (P1b); (“I could
see how in some parts a
reader could get bored but I
was genuinely really
excited about the whole
thing.”) (P3b); The ABA
terms were not
overwhelming and were
necessary to explain the
concepts. (P4b); Intriguing
as to how to apply ABA
methods to teaching dance.
(P2b)
- Prepares instructors.
(“Prepares the instructor
well”) (P3b); (“I learned a
lot and it helped me during
most of my classes.”)
(P3b); (“The manual
prepared me to do the video
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Strengths of the Manual
modeling and feedback and
I could always re-read it if I
had a question.” (P4b); (“It
helps that I have an
advanced degree in my
background.”) (P4b);
Excited to learn about
video modeling and peer
feedback. (P4b)
• Useful Information,
Examples, and Materials,
and Adaptable Methods
- Valuable new information.
(“I think if someone is
willing to try manualized
teaching, then they would
value anything in here that
is new information.”) (P2b)
- Useful checklists
(“Checklists are a lot easier
to read than paragraphs,
especially when you are
going through information
quickly.”) (P1b)
- Good examples of task
analyses and procedures
(“…used the example task
analysis to create a task
analysis). (P2b); liked the
specific examples, which
applied to teaching dance.
(P2b); examples were
understandable from
participation in dance, even
though they were all
examples from teaching.
(P3b)
- Helpful quizzes. (“It helped

in baseline but I still
chose to follow the
procedure and do
what the book
said.”) (P3b)

Weaknesses of the
Manual
- Provide more examples of
what baseline sessions
look like. (“A more
elaborate example or a
video would help.”) (P3b), (P4b)
- Provide more and high
quality interactive videos or
video tutorials. (P1b), (P3b)
- Add images. (P1b)
- Provide an alternative
option (device) for
auditory feedback other
than a clicker (P4b)
- Develop a website to go
along with the manual for
clients and teachers to see
samples. (P4b)
- Providing more interactive scripts of procedures.
(P1b)
- Provide interactive
practice opportunities for graphing. (P1b)
- Need feedback on the
video of them
implementing the actual
intervention. (“If someone
were to come in and just •
film me implementing the intervention and show me
as a quick snippet, it
would have sufficed.”)
(P1b)
- Provide training or
consultation. (“Someone from the company should
come in and do a little

Suggestions for
Improvement

(“She can see herself improving which is exciting.”) (P1b); using
video modeling and video feedback is fun for students. (“We actually
have a really good time, we laugh a lot.”) (P4b); this procedure
helped us bond as teacher and student. (P4b)
The students found auditory feedback silly at first, but then enjoyed
the procedure. (“They all mentioned how much they liked it.”) (P2b);
auditory feedback would work well for young or shy students. (“A
quick reinforcement or not reinforcement would stick with him better
than having to watch a video of him completing an entire trick.”);
(“Not as much attention is drawn to their mistakes.”) (P2b)
Both students and teachers loved the public posting. (“I think my
students loved the public posting and I think it was very effective. It
was effective in my teaching and it was effective to them. They felt
they needed to be doing better when we were doing it.”). (P3b)
Students liked having their graphs posted in the public posting
intervention and were not embarrassed. (“They loved that they were
being publically posted, they would show off their jumps and all of
that to others.”). (P3b)
Students supported and encouraged each other during the use of
public posting. (“They would read the graphs and say “good job”, or
whatever they could say to make the person feel better, they really
liked it!”). (P3b)
Competitive students would enjoy the methods, but they would be
too time consuming to use with recreational students. (P2b)
Acceptability would depend on the dancer. (“I have had some
students who get really self-conscious when they watch videos of
themselves dancing, so they would probably not benefit from
watching a video of themselves.”) (P2b)
Auditory Feedback
Auditory feedback procedure was effective in improving the
performance of all of the students with the exception of one student
with autism. (“It was hard for me to explain to him what I was
looking for without giving any additional feedback during the
session. I think he had a hard time understanding the concept that if
there wasn’t a click, then he had to try again.”). (P2b)
The use of the clicker is very effective because it focuses on small
easy steps that the student might overlook, rather than a big
component. (P2b)

Feasibility and Potential Impact
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Strengths of the Manual
show me if I was paying
attention or not.”) (P1b)
- Adaptable coaching
methods (“I liked that I
could incorporate my
opinion when using them.”)
(P3b)
• Clearness and Ease
- Clear description of the
procedures (“Understood
most of the procedures.”)
(P1b); Felt confident about
implementing
interventions, especially
after the first few sessions.
(P1b); (“clear steps in the
manual.”) (P2b); (“I think
the first time implementing
is the hardest, but once you
do that, it is pretty easy to
understand.”) (P2b)
- Clear organization (“I
thought it was pretty easy
to read…I like that it was
broken up into sections so
once you first read it, you
can kind of skip to the
procedures you want to
use.”) (P2b); liked how the
manual was split up into
sections. (P1b)
- Well written. (“The book
was professionally written
and understandable.”)
(P3b); Well written and
elaborated. (P3b)
• Applicability
- Applies to environments

Weaknesses of the
Manual

Suggestions for
Improvement

Feasibility and Potential Impact

crash course for a group of - Students would enjoy peer auditory feedback because they are
people who want to be
supportive and “good at helping each other.” (P3b)
trained at that studio.”)
- Students would most enjoy the procedures where they could work
(P1b); Consultation
with their peers (public posting and peer auditory feedback). (“My
service would help (P3b)
students would feel more comfortable in an environment where they
were together instead of being singled out.”) (P3b)
• Simple Version
- Nervous about using auditory feedback. (“I wouldn’t want to click
- Need a more condensed
for the wrong thing, or too many times or not enough.”). (P1b)
version. (P1b)
- Too many examples and - Some instructors might be skeptical about using auditory feedback
(“I could not think about a way I could use the clicker as it just
graphs. (“They could be
seemed wrong to me…. auditory feedback seemed like treating
toned down to just a
dancers like animals.”). (P4b); The clicker is a loud and negative
few.”) (P3b)
sound and will produce a negative reaction for the dancers. (P4b)
• Peer Auditory Feedback
- Peer feedback is great for providing positive corrections to a student
on their performance. (P4b)
• Public Posting
- Students cared about improving their score when their graphs were
publically posted and worked harder. (“My students improved mostly
because of the public posting, not the extra practice. They asked me
all the time if they did better when their graphs were going to go up.
They all wanted a star.”). (P3b)
- Support from others and feedback makes it so effective. (P3b)
- Students engaged in additional practice. (“They said they went home
and they would practice just so they could make their graph go up,
because I elaborated that they needed to try to get a 100%.”). (P3b)
- Public posting could make a student feel embarrassed and could
prevent them from improving. (P4b)
- Would be effective to use as “friendly competition” and something
that the students can look at outside of class. (P1b)
• Video Modeling and Video Feedback
- The changes in student performance from using the procedures have
been shown in class. (“The video modeling and video feedback is
helping her with many steps and it is making her grow as a dancer ...
she has already improved ten fold.”). (P4b)
- Impressed with the effectiveness of the procedure. (“Watching the
video and being able to reference the different shapes that the body
made and then comparing it to her body made her improve quicker
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Strengths of the Manual
outside of dance. (“I was
most excited about the
different aspects of the
manual and all of the
different sports that it could
apply too.”) (P3b)

Weaknesses of the
Manual

Suggestions for
Improvement
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-

-

-

-

Feasibility and Potential Impact

than I expected.”) (P1b)
Student improved immensely from the alternate method of providing
feedback. (“When showing her the video for her step battement, she
has finally realized that she needs to elongate the back of her leg and
not just lift her leg up into it.”). (P4b)
The target student understood how to use her body in dance more
from watching her videos. (P4b); seeing her performance improve in
the video is positively reinforcing for her dancing. (P4b)
Found the procedure fun because the student improved quickly as a
result. (P1b)
The student seemed nervous when filming for video feedback
procedure. (P1b)
Video modeling was a great way to provide feedback to a student.
(“You can tell a student over and over again “straighten your leg” but
until they actually see it while you provide feedback, they don’t
know what you are talking about.”). (P4b)
Even more effective than using mirrors as visual feedback because
the student can watch small parts closely after they have completed
the movement. (P1b)
Video modeling and video feedback would work well in an
individual setting, but not in a group setting. (“In a group setting not
everything can be addressed and you’d have to stop and film students
which takes away from the other student’s time.”) (P1b); for a group,
video modeling could be used for movements such as spacing, turns,
and synchronization, but more so is appropriate for a single person in
a private setting. (P1b)
Video modeling and video feedback would work well for older
dancers. (“I think someone, who is more aware of their bodies when
their dancing, would be more motivated if they watched themselves
in the video after performing.”). (P2b); these procedures use visual
learning, which is how dancers typically learn. (P1b).

P4b often would start the session by comparing the student and expert video, but would
not provide any feedback of similarities or discrepancies and just showed the student the videos,
then later provided feedback after the student attempted the movement again. Therefore, fidelity
discrepancies were more related to the incorrect order of the implementation steps during the
session, rather than missing steps or important aspects of the session such as the nature of the
feedback. The instructors were very good at providing the students positive and corrective
feedback, using the videos only. Therefore, the PI prompted them to review their
implementation checklist and have it with them during sessions. The implementation fidelity
discrepancies for P3b using public posting included the type of praise statements provided to the
students. For example, both the PI and a research assistant marked an “incorrect” for praise
statements such as “you didn’t do that great, but we can get it up next time.” The frequent error
with fidelity for P2b was a common mistake found in auditory feedback, which was providing
verbal praise in addition to the sound of the click. These results indicate that using the
manualized POINTE Program may be feasible for use by dance instructors. The implementation
fidelity discrepancies were minor, and overall, the interventions were implemented with fidelity.
The results of this study indicates that as suggested in the literature, engaging users in
development of the manualized intervention and feasibility testing is beneficial to researchers to
ensure the development of interventions that are practical and acceptable to the users (Kasckow,
et al., 2012). We found that instructors in this phase viewed the manualized POINTE Program as
generally easy to implement and feasible having the potential to improve student dance
performance. However, they struggled with the components of the POINTE Program pertaining
to assessment and evaluation. For example, although none of the instructors struggled with
scoring their dancer’s performance each week and with implementing procedures with
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acceptable levels of fidelity, the non-exposed dance instructors struggled with understanding
how baseline and intervention conditions would be conducted, as evidenced by instructor P3b
who disregarded instructions and started providing feedback to a student during baseline, and by
P4b who accidentally intervened on all of a student’s behaviors at once and had to correct the
mistake by re-starting with a new participant.
In addition, instructors P2b, P3b, and P4b did not utilize the assessment and follow up
evaluation materials such as assessment rating scales and social validity surveys. This may
indicate that providing further explanation of the importance of and rationale for using the rating
scales in identifying the target skills, setting goals for intervention, monitoring progress, and
evaluating the intervention outcomes, and using the social validity in assessing the students’
satisfaction with the intervention would be beneficial to the instructor users. On the other hand,
all of the instructors utilized the sample task analysis scoring checklist and treatment fidelity
checklist in designing the intervention, which indicates that although developing the task
analysis and fidelity checklists might be time consuming, using these checklists might have high
practical values for dance instructors to monitor student progress and self-monitor fidelity of
implementing a behavioral coaching procedure. Similar to research on treatment fidelity, we
found that providing the instructors with the treatment integrity checklist to self-monitor their
own implementation interventions helped with intervention implementation with fidelity which
lead to improvement in student performance (e.g., Mouzakitis, Codding, & Tryon, 2015;
Plavnick, Ferreri, & Maupin, 2010; Rispoli et al., 2017).
However, we found differences between the exposed and non-exposed instructors in that
the exposed instructors struggled less in developing the task analysis of the target dance
movement and could develop the task analysis checklist on their own without (P2b) or with
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minimal assistance (P1b) from the researcher. The non-exposed instructors required assistance
in developing the task analysis following training. The PI worked with these instructors
breaking down the movement into the task analysis, writing out each part while the instructor
demonstrated the movements, and providing suggestions and modifications. Yet, one nonexposed instructor (P3b) required additional assistance with revising the task analysis. These
non-exposed instructors also had difficulty understanding when to implement the selected
behavioral coaching procedure in regards to baseline. Thus, performance feedback would be
necessary for them to maintain high levels of treatment integrity over time (Mouzakitis et al.,
2015; Hagermoser, Fallon, & Collier-Meek, 2013; Pantermuehl & Lechago, 2015). Performance
feedback has shown to be effective in the form of email communication for increasing treatment
integrity of intervention implementation (Rathel et al., 2014).
In the current phase of study, the PI did not provide specific performance feedback and
only answered general questions regarding how to implement the intervention. In addition, when
lapses in implementation fidelity occurred, the PI prompted the participants to view their
treatment integrity checklist. The other two instructors who had more teaching experience using
ABA techniques fully utilized the resource materials and did not have difficulty developing task
analysis and fidelity checklists. They also had no difficulty implementing the selected behavioral
coaching procedures with fidelity without feedback support from the PI. This implies that
additional training or consultation in the form of feedback might be beneficial to instructors with
limited teaching experience who do not have basic knowledge of ABA principles and who are
interested in using the manualized POINTE Program to improve their students’ dance
performance. Providing online video consultation or web-mediated consultation through
feedback on implementation of a behavioral coaching procedure videotaped and shared with the
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consultant on a private website might be a viable option to in-person feedback (Downer, KraftSayre, & Pianta, 2009; Pantermuehl & Lechago, 2015). During the interview, one instructor
mentioned that support through a website would be a beneficial resource for instructors (P4b).
One limitation of Phase 2 is the mistaken addition of written feedback during baseline of
one student in the public posting intervention (P3c Student 3). The student’s straddle leap oddly
shot up during baseline. Originally her baseline remained stable at around 25%; however, once
her friend (P3c Student 2) began her public posting intervention, her performance increased to
around 80%. The public posting intervention involves posting the student’s scores and providing
them written feedback on their scoring checklists from the previous week. When instructor P3c
was questioned about which students had received written feedback in addition to their scores
being posted while Student 3 was still in baseline, the instructor reported that she “felt bad” for
Student 3 still being in baseline and let her watch her friend (P3c Student 2) receive her written
feedback for her performance. Instructor P3c also reported in her interview with the PI that she
“felt bad” for the students who were in baseline and couldn’t receive feedback, and that she did
not like doing the baseline sessions because she could not help the other students.
Another limitation of Phase 2 study is our small sample size of dance instructors and
students. Although more participants with varying experiences and dance backgrounds would
enhance the conclusions drawn from the study, given the fact that we used a strong single-subject
experimental design (multiple baseline design) along with qualitative data collection and
conducted replications across multiple participants, we concluded that the design employed in
this phase was an important tool in testing the feasibility and refinement of the manualized
POINTE Program.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Phase 3: Pilot Testing
In Phase 3, we conducted a pilot test of the final revised manual of the POINTE Program
for the purpose of examining the potential efficacy of the manualized POINTE Program.
Specific aims were to assess: (a) the extent to which the dance instructors implemented the
behavioral coaching procedures designed by using the POINTE Program manual for students
who are in need of improving dance performance, (b) the extent to which the implementation of
the interventions by instructors resulted in positive student outcomes, and (c) the levels of social
validity of the manualized POINTE Program. The following research questions were addressed
in this phase:
(a) To what extent did dance instructors implement the behavioral coaching procedures
with fidelity, which were identified and designed by using the POINTE Program
manual?
(b) Did student dance performance increase as a result of the instructor implementation
of the behavioral coaching procedures with fidelity?
(c) To what extent was the improved student dance performance maintained after
termination of intervention?
(d) How satisfied were the teachers with the outcome of the manualized POINTE
Program?
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(e) How satisfied were the students with the behavioral coaching procedure
implemented by their instructors?

Participants and Setting
Participants included four dance instructors and their four students (one student per
instructor). The same participant inclusion criteria from Phase 2 were used for the dance
instructors and students; however, only dance instructors and students who had never been
exposed to the POINTE Program or an intervention introduced within the manual participated in
the study. The interventions for students of instructor Participant 1 (P1c), Participant 2 (P2c),
and Participant 4 (P4c) were implemented in the dance studios of the instructors and where the
dance students participated in classes. For example, the intervention took place in a room at a
studio, with a dance springboard floor, a mirror stretching across the front wall, and a barre
stretching across the back and side walls of the room. P3c student received the intervention on a
stage at a community theater where she performed prior to dance rehearsals with the dance
instructor who was also a resident choreographer at the theater.
Instructors P1c and P4c implemented the interventions during their typical class time,
whereas instructors P2c and P3c implemented the interventions during private lessons with the
dancers at the studio where they were taking classes. For the instructors who implemented the
interventions during class time, non-target students in the class participated in the interventions
but were not filmed for data collection purposes. For example, Instructor P1c implemented peer
auditory feedback during her class to involve all of the students during which the students were
broken up into pairs and worked with each other scattered throughout the room. On the other
hand, P4c used the auditory feedback in a class with just two students during which each student
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had their own personal auditory feedback session on the same movements with the instructor;
however, only one student was filmed for data collection.
Dance instructors. Four dance instructors at four different studios or locations who had
never been exposed to the behavioral coaching procedures within the POINTE Program and who
were not members of the review group in Phase 1 of the study. Recruitment of dance instructors
proceeded through the same steps as the previous phases. An invitation email was sent to
interested potential instructor participants who were referred from instructors in the other phases
of the study, or whom were participants in the descriptive study (Quinn et al. 2015e), where they
did not have any exposure to these procedures or learn about them. The email script for the
recruitment of dance instructors described the study, the POINTE Program background,
brochure, and participant roles and responsibilities (Appendix M). Inclusion criteria for the dance
instructors were that they had never participated as a research assistant, researcher, instructor, or
student in any study or class, which overviewed any of the procedures listed in the manual. This
also included learning about the procedures and never implementing them. Observations
conducted for 3 sessions of 20 min before baseline indicated that all instructors in phase 3
provided low levels of specific verbal praise to their students following the student’s correct
performance during their class time as follows M = 2% (P1c), 4% (P2c), 5% (P3c), or 1% (P4c).
The mean specific praise provided to students across all dance instructors was 3% (range: 1-5).
These levels are very low and similar to Quinn et al. 2017. Exclusion criteria included
instructors who did not possess a high school diploma or did not believe her students would
benefit from behavioral coaching (i.e., the students were recreational non-competitive dancers or
do not audition or perform in recitals).
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The potential participants were asked to sign an intellectual property agreement for the
procedures outlined in the manual to protect the information in the manual from being used or
distributed prior to its publication. Consent from all individuals in the group was obtained prior
to distribution of the manual by either the project coordinator or approved key personnel study
member. Table 10 provides participant demographic information for all dance instructors and
their students.
P1c was 28 years old with 4 years of dance teaching experience and a BA degree in
Interdisciplinary Studies in Behavioral and Social Sciences and Communication and a minor in
Dance. Despite exposure to behavioral science in her college coursework, this instructor had
never heard of ABA, or the POINTE Program. She identified a dance student from her class to
target for intervention, who was struggling in learning movements from typical feedback
methods. The instructor chose to implement peer auditory feedback during her teen jazz class.
P2c was 33 years old with an extensive dance education background and worked as a
certified elementary school teacher. She had been teaching dance for 15 years with 14 years of
competition dance teaching experience. She possessed a Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA) degree in
Dance, and ran a dance department at a charter school for the arts education. In addition, she
directed her own dance competition team, which rehearsed during after school hours. This
instructor chose to implement peer auditory feedback during private rehearsals with a student at
which they usually rehearsed her competition solo.
P3c was 37 years old with 12 years of dance teaching experience and 1-year competition
dance teaching experience. She possessed a high school diploma. She was the resident
choreographer at a local theater for musical productions and selected one of her dancers who she
frequently trained to perform in shows, and also in outside technique classes at a local dance
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studio. This instructor chose to implement video modeling and video feedback with her student
during private lessons prior to rehearsals.
P4c was also 37 years old and had been teaching dance for 18 years with a 10-year
background in competition dance training experience. She possessed a BS in Business
Administration. She chose to work with a student who she believed had a learning disability and
was struggling with understanding the teacher’s typical verbal feedback in class. This class
included the participating student (P4c Student) and one other student only. The instructor chose
to implement auditory feedback and use it during the typical instructional time of their tap class.
The mean age of the instructor participants was 34 years old (range: 28-37 years old), with a
mean dance teaching background of 13 years (range: 4-18 years old), and a mean competition
dance teaching background of 6 years (range: 0-14 years old).
Dance students. Four dance students at each studio participated with the instructor
implementing the given intervention. Two of these students had a peer partner who had a similar
age and years of dance lessons. The instructor was given the choice for the multiple baseline
design to either conduct intervention with one behavior for three participants, or three behaviors
for one participant. Each of the instructors chose to implement the intervention with one
participant with 3 behaviors and chose the following interventions: peer auditory feedback (P1c
and P2c), video modeling and video feedback (P3c), and auditory feedback (P4c). See dance
student demographics for Phase 3 in Table 11.
Inclusion criteria for the dance students included students who: (a) have never
participated in any study or class that used the behavioral coaching procedures listed in the
manual, (b) were between the ages of 6-18; and (c) had participated in at least one year of dance
class instruction. The mean age of the participants was 10.3 years old with a range of 6-13 years
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old. The student participants scored below 70% in baseline assessments for the determined
target movement. Signed written assent from the students was collected and written informed
consent on behalf of the minor from the parent was also obtained
Measurement
Data were collected via direct observations and survey questionnaires in this phase. The
primary measures were the instructors’ implementation fidelity and the students’ dance
performance measured as the percentage of the intervention steps implemented correctly by each
dance instructor and the percentage of the steps to execute dance movement performed correctly
by each dance student, respectively. The secondary measure was the social validity on the
perceived satisfaction and acceptability of the POINTE Program intervention as measured by the
social validity checklists collected from instructors and their students.
Implementation fidelity. The instructors’ adherence to the steps to implement the
selected behavioral coaching procedures was measured during 36.5% of the intervention sessions
using the Implementation Fidelity Checklist that included 12 to 14 items with a yes/no response
format. All observation sessions were video recorded for later scoring. These checklists were
dependent on the selected and implemented intervention and the target student, and personalized
to correspond to each intervention in the manual.
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Table 10.
Dance instructor participants’ demographics.

Participant

Age

Ethnicity

Years of
Dance
Teaching
Experience

Years of
Competition
Dance Teaching
Experience

Educational
Level

P1c

28

Caucasian

4

0

BA

-

P2c

33

Caucasian

15

14

BFA

Certification in
Education

P3c

37

Caucasian

12

1

High school
diploma

-

P4c

37

Hispanic

18

10

BS

Dance Master’s
of America

Additional Teaching
or Dance
Certifications

Table 11.
Dance student participants’ demographics.
Participant

Years of
Dance Lessons

Years of
Competition Dance
Lessons

Caucasian

-

0

Female

Caucasian

6

3

13

Female

Caucasian

5

3

6

Female

Caucasian

2.5

0

Age

Gender

Ethnicity

P1c Student

13

Female

P2c Student

9

P3c Student
P4c Student

Disability

Gross motor
and speech
delays
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Student dance movement. Data were collected for the percentage correct of the
student’s dance movement, using a task analysis checklist to examine the impact of
implementing a behavioral coaching procedure suggested by the POINTE Program on the
student dance performance. The task analysis checklist was developed based on individual
student’s target skills. The number of steps for each task analysis averaged 26 with a range of
12-57. A sample task analysis data-scoring sheet developed and used for Phase 3 can be
referenced in Appendix N. The percentage correct of the student’s dance movements was
calculated, by marking “yes” or “no” if the student performed each step correctly and based on
the total number of steps. The instructors video-recorded their sessions with students and scored
student performance by watching the recorded sessions of the student performing the movement.
The PI reviewed the task analysis developed by each instructor, worked with the instructor to
refine the task analysis checklist if needed, and reviewed with the instructor how to score student
performance using the checklist. Each intervention session included three attempts at a
movement, and the intervention sessions ranged from 6 attempts (2 sessions, P3b Student 3) to
30 attempts (10 sessions, P4b Student).
Social validity. The dance instructors were asked to complete a Post-Study Survey,
which was crafted to assess the instructors’ perceptions on their selected POINTE Program
behavioral coaching procedure. These were adapted for each intervention. A social validity
form for instructors can be referenced in (Appendix O). The survey included 6 open-ended and
8 Likert-type rating scale questions, which ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to a 6 (strongly
agree). Open-ended questions assessed the perceived effectiveness of the selected POINTE
Program intervention for enhancing their dancer’s performance, likes and dislikes regarding the
use of the procedure, suggestions for improvement, and potential for future use of the procedure
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with the same student for different behaviors (dance movements), and for other dance students.
The eight Likert scale questions assessed the teacher’s perceived effectiveness of the intervention
for enhancing their student’s dance movements as well as effecting a positive change in the
dance instructor’s teaching methods, potential generalization of the dance movements to outside
performances for the student, perceived confidence of the student’s dance performance,
feasibility of using the intervention for teacher and student, and potential for future use of the
intervention in dance training. The dance students also completed the survey with the same
questions from their point of view assessing the improvement of their dance movements,
feasibility, effectiveness, generalization, potential future use of the behavioral coaching
procedure, and suggestions for improvement. The sample social validity form for dancers can be
referenced in Appendix P.
Interobserver agreement. Interobserver agreement was assessed for 38.2% of
instructors’ scored video-recorded sessions to ensure the reliability of the direct observational
data on student dance performance. A trained observer, who was a graduate student in the ABA
Program with 10 years of dance experience and who served as an independent observer in Phase
2, scored the videos independently and calculated IOAs. As in Phase 2, the observer was blind
to the experimental conditions of the video-recorded sessions. The percentage of IOA was
calculated by dividing agreements by the total number of agreements plus disagreements in the
task analysis between the observer and the instructor and multiplying by 100%. An agreement
was defined as when they scored a target behavior as occurring or not occurring per the task
analysis checklist. As presented in Table 12, the IOA averaged 91.6% (range: 46.5-100%)
across behaviors.
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Design and Procedures
Design. A multiple-baseline design across behaviors was used to assess the outcome data
of the student’s dance movements to provide support of the efficacy of the intervention. The
phases consisted of baseline, intervention, and follow-up for one participant (P3c). Each phase
change was conducted once baselines were staggered, and baseline data were relatively stable.
Procedures. The instructors participated in the same research procedures as Phase 2: (a)
introduction of POINTE Program manual to instructors, (b) target skill identification and task
analysis development, (c) baseline data collection, (d) goal setting and selection of the
intervention procedures, and (e) intervention implementation.
Before intervention, one to three 30-min to 1-hr meetings were conducted with each
instructor to conduct the research procedures while collecting data on student baseline
performance. Instructors were given a week to review the manual and participated in the first
meeting with the PI to select target skills and develop task analysis checklists. During all
conditions, the dance instructors scored student data using the developed task analysis checklists.
Based on the finding of Phase 2, the PI assisted the instructors to develop the task analysis
checklists for each dance instructor to ensure that each description of the step components met
all of the requirements of an appropriate operational definition for the movements that the dance
instructor had selected for scoring and IOA purposes. During the meeting the PI and the
instructors worked together to break down each dance movement ensuring that each step of the
task analysis included all of the appropriate components. The dance instructors modeled and
described each part they were looking for to the PI while the PI wrote down the task analysis
checklist items. The instructors approved final versions of the task analysis for scoring.
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Table 12.

Bx3

82.6

Tx

33.3

%

99

Bx1

99.8

Bx2

100

Bx3

80.5

Tx

33.3

%

97.3

Bx1

99.0

Bx2

98.6

Bx3

100

Tx

36.1 46.5

%

79.6

Bx2

83.7

Bx3

83.3

Tx

P4c Student

Bx2

98.4

P3c Student

Bx1

99.3

P2c Student

%

98.0

Bx1

50.0

P1c Student

Interobserver agreement (IOA).

Mean

Note: % = Percentage of IOA collected across conditions and measurements; Bx = Behavior (movement type); Tx = Treatment (implementation) fidelity
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During the second meeting, the PI brought the developed task analysis, and both the PI
and the dance instructor scored sample videos of an individual other than the participant
performing the target behavior. The PI taught the instructor how to use the task analysis to score
the dance movements, and refinements were made to the definitions based on discrepancies in
scoring. The dance instructors were instructed to be strict in their scoring and score the videos
the same way throughout baseline and intervention. The PI warned the dance instructors about
observer drift (the likelihood of the scorer to stray from operational definitions), and was told
about the outside observer conducting IOA and the importance of the accurate scoring. The
dance instructors were told that the PI must receive all data from the dance instructor at least 2
hours before their next session so the PI could advise which dance movements would be in
baseline, and which would be in intervention. The task analysis was revised by the PI and
approved by the dance instructor.
In the third meeting, the PI trained the dance instructor on how to submit the videos to the
researcher for implementation fidelity scoring and IOA assessment of the dance movements.
The dance instructors were informed that the PI would tell them prior to each session what they
needed to do for each dance movement (i.e., which movements to film for baseline, and which to
conduct their selected behavioral coaching procedure with). For example, when Instructor P3c
was conducting video modeling and feedback for the student’s developpe only, she was informed
to do the following at her session: “conduct video modeling and video feedback for the
developpe only, then film the student doing the developpe three times. Film the student
performing the pirouette and coupe jete three times each with no video modeling and video
feedback. Score all movements with your checklists and send scores to the researcher.”
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The dance instructors were taught how to break up the filming in their session (i.e., film
each video modeling and video feedback session for each movement separate from the videos of
the 3 attempts of each movement). Therefore, when the dance instructor had all 3 target
behaviors in intervention, she would submit six videos total. These six videos included three
session videos (one for developpe, one for pirouette, and one for jete), and three videos of the
dancer doing each movement three times each. These videos were submitted to separate
locations so the IOA scorer for the dance movements did not see session videos so she would not
know which dance movements were in baseline or intervention for each participant. The
explanation of filming sessions and the dance movements usually was the longest meeting, and
the PI also offered to complete this for the instructor (film sessions and dance movements) and
upload these for the instructor to score, if the instructor was not willing to do this herself or it
was not feasible for her to do so during class. Two instructors P1c and P4c selected this option.
Following the meeting, the PI emailed the dance instructors a form with “weekly duties” to
remind them of their tasks each week regarding the video uploads and scoring described above.
See Appendix Q for this form.
Baseline. During baseline the student was instructed to perform their movement by the
instructor saying “show me your __ (name of selected movement).” If the students had questions
about what the movement looked like, then the instructor modeled the movement for them, and
did this prior to the first baseline session for all participants. The student was instructed to
perform the movement on the same side every week. Therefore, if the pirouette was to the inside
direction, this would remain consistent from baseline to intervention. The student also was
instructed to wear the same footwear each week. The timing of sessions was kept consistent
from baseline to intervention (i.e., before or after class).
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Goal setting and selection of intervention procedures. Following the first session of
baseline data collection, intervention goals were set. During this meeting, the instructors
selected their intervention and conducted goal setting for their students. The PI offered
suggestions for interventions based on the information provided by the instructors and to use the
forms for intervention selection included in the manual. However every instructor came to the
meeting with their intervention already selected, and excitement regarding their choice. In order
to complete the goal setting, the PI sat down with the instructors using the finalized
implementation fidelity checklist and reviewed each step of the checklist and instructed the
dance instructors to mark a “yes” if the step was something they expected their student to
complete by the end of the intervention (i.e., the student was physically able to complete the
component of the TA or could learn the required technique during the course of the study). The
proportion of yeses for each step was calculated and a total % goal for each step was calculated.
Intervention. Instructors implemented their selected behavioral coaching procedures
(i.e., peer auditory feedback, video modeling and video feedback, auditory feedback) while selfmonitoring their implementation using the implementation fidelity checklist and monitoring
student progress using the created task analysis checklist. (see details on the implementation
procedures for each coaching procedure in Phase 2). As described in Phase 2, no training was
provided to the participating dance instructors on how to use the manual; however, the manual
came with an introduction video in which the dance instructors were introduced to the manual
and taught how to use the Fidelity Checklist for POINTE Program components and their selected
intervention. An addition was made in this phase; dance instructors were provided with
electronic performance feedback on their intervention implementation via text message, private
social media messages, or emails where appropriate following their last session of
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implementation of intervention before the new session began. The PI watched the videos using
the implementation fidelity checklist and provided feedback to them with praise for correct
elements and corrective feedback and encouragement for moves that were not correctly
implemented.
Maintenance. Following at least 2 weeks of completion of the intervention,
maintenance sessions were conducted for the each target behavior to examine maintenance
effects if time permitted. During maintenance, no behavioral coaching procedures were
implemented. These conditions were conducted the same way the baseline conditions were
implemented where the instructor simply asked the student to perform each target behavior 3
times each.
Social Validity. Social validity data were collected from dance students and their
instructors by providing a survey to them at the final data collection session for intervention or
maintenance. The students and instructors were instructed to fill out the surveys at home, and to
please provide their most honest feedback and critiques. The researcher was not present when
the surveys were filled out. They were told to either email their responses to one of the
researchers, or turn it in to their studio owner for pickup if they were more comfortable with this
option.
Data Analysis
Implementation fidelity data were analyzed graphically using bar graphs and
descriptively using means and ranges. Student outcome data were analyzed graphically using
line graphs. Student data were interpreted through an analysis of level, trend, variability and
intervention effects as follows. The social validity surveys were analyzed descriptively for rating
scale items and qualitatively for open-ended questions. Qualitative data obtained from open-
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ended questions on the social validity measures were coded and analyzed according to common
themes of: dancer improvement (effectiveness), likes, dislikes, suggested changes and potential
future use. Two research assistants independently read all responses and categorized them
according to these themes.
Results
Fidelity of intervention implementation. Figure 10 demonstrates the implementation
fidelity for each instructor. Procedural fidelities across instructors for this phase were somewhat
lower than those in Phase 2, with an overall mean of 80% and a range of 67-100%. Means and
ranges for each instructor are as follows: P1c (M = 77%; range: 57-100%), P2c (M = 81%; range:
75-87%), P3c (M = 92%; range: 75-100%); and P4c (M = 75%; range: 58-84%). The overall
mean and range for instructors who implemented any type of auditory feedback (by instructor or
peer) in this condition was 78%; range: 75-81%, in comparison to the instructor who
implemented video modeling and video feedback (P3c, M = 92%; range: 75-100%).
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Figure 10: Treatment integrity data for each instructor.
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5

6

Student dance movement. Data were collected on each student’s percentage correct of
dance movements according to a task analysis checklist. Figures 2-5 present data on the students’
dance performance across conditions. The results indicated that the behavioral coaching
procedures implemented by the instructors led to improvement in student dance performance for
all students. In all four students, immediate or gradual improvements were observed across target
dance movements following implementation of the interventions.
Figure 11 displays P1c Student’s performance on three target behaviors: a battement step
kick and a petit jete leap. Battement data were relatively stable (M = 24; range: 21-27%) during
baseline with an immediate level change once intervention is implemented, with one data point
overlapping with baseline. Intervention data were variable with an increasing trend and then
stabilized at a lower rate around 50%. The jete baseline was relatively stable (M = 20; range: 1331%). Although slight, an immediate level change occurred once intervention was implemented
with data on a variable increasing trend and stabilizes around the mid fifties range.
Figure 12 displays P2c Student’s data on three target behaviors: a tilt extension, grand
jete leap, and pique turn. These were each movements that were incorporated in this student’s
upcoming solo dance competition number. The instructor thought it would be valuable to target
these difficult movements for improvement. Although the student was executing them
completely, some small details were being overlooked according to the teacher. The baseline
data for the tilt extension was relatively stable (M = 21%; range: 17-28%) and an immediate
high-level change occurred once intervention was implemented, reaching the upper 50%. There
were no overlapping data points between the baseline and intervention conditions. Data
continued on a steady increasing trend and stabilized around 90% (M = 81%; range: 61-100%).
On one attempt of tilt, she obtained a perfect score of 100%. For the grand jete leap,
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performance was variable; however, remained between 40% and 50% (M = 47%; range: 4155%). An immediate level change occurred once intervention was implemented. Although two
data points in intervention overlapped with baseline data, a variable increasing trend was
observed with performance stabilizing in the high 90%. A perfect score (100%) was also
obtained on one attempt of this movement. The intervention data averaged 78% with a range of
55-100%. Baseline data for the pique turn was variable and followed a decreasing trend, which
then increases and stabilizes at high performance levels in the high 80% (M = 73%; range: 5086%). Intervention data showed an immediate level change with only one overlapping data
point, and stabilized at a level of 100% (M = 98; range: 86-100%).
Figure 13 demonstrates P3c Student’s performance on three ballet based target behaviors:
a developpe extension, pirouette an de dans, and coupe jete leap. This instructor chose these
target behaviors because the student would “rush through” the movements relying on her
flexibility and “natural talent” rather than focusing on the details of the technique elements of
each movement. Her baseline data for developpe was perfectly stable at 11%, with an immediate
level change once intervention was implemented. The data showed a steep increasing trend
during intervention with no overlapping data points with baseline. The mean score during
intervention was a 65% with a range of 21-90%. During the maintenance phase, scores remained
high (M = 87; range: 79-90%). The pirouette data in baseline was relatively stable (M = 13%;
range: 6-18%), with an immediate level change once intervention is implemented. Only one
intervention data point overlapped with baseline, with intervention data on a steep increasing
trend ending in the upper seventies (M = 55%; range: 18-82%). During maintenance, the scores
drop slightly and stabilize around 60%, indicating that performance maintained high but not as
high as the ending intervention levels. However, the maintenance mean and range is still higher
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than baseline and intervention (M = 71; range: 59-82%). The coupe jete data in baseline were
variable but relatively stable in around 25% (M = 26; range: 10-40%). Once intervention was
implemented, an immediate level change occurred with data reaching 30%. The jete data then
demonstrated a steep increasing trend and stabilized around 75% (M = 65%; range: 45-80%).
Maintenance data dropped and stabilized around the mid sixties, still remaining much higher
than baseline levels (M = 68; range: 60-95%).
Figure 5 shows P3c Student’s performance on three target behaviors which were tap
dance movements: a cincinatti step, off to buffalo or buffalo step, and a double irish step.
Baseline performance for the cincinatti step was perfectly stable at 7%. Once intervention was
implemented for the cincinatti step, an immediate high-level change occurred with data jumping
up to 60% and stabilized at 71%. Although data in intervention were variable (range: 43%83%), there were no overlapping data points with baseline. Baseline performance for the Off to
Buffalo step was variable but relatively stable around 30% (M = 22%; range: 0-57%). An
immediate level change occurred once intervention was implemented, increasing to 70%;
however, data were variable and three intervention data points overlapped with baseline. Data
for the off to buffalo also stabilized at 71% for the last 6 attempts of the movement. The double
irish data in baseline were variable with lower percentages at the beginning of baseline, and
higher points towards the end; however, always clustering around 50% range and ending
relatively stable at 50% following a decreasing trend prior to the start of intervention
implementation.
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Figure 11: Outcome data for P1c Student whose instructor selected and implemented the
peer auditory feedback intervention.
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Figure 12: Outcome data for P2c Student whose instructor selected and implemented the
peer auditory feedback intervention.
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Figure 13: Outcome data for P3c Student whose instructor selected and implemented the
video modeling and video feedback intervention.
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Figure 14. Outcome data for P4c Student whose instructor selected and implemented the
auditory feedback intervention.
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Social validity. Table 13 depicts social validity data from the dance instructors. Overall,
the ratings indicated that the behavioral coaching interventions identified and implemented
through the POINTE Program steps were highly acceptable and effective in enhancing the
performance of their students, and also feasible for the instructors to implement. On the 6-point
rating scale, all items, except a few, received perfect scores from all four instructors. The
responses with perfect scores reflected that their students had improved on their movements from
being in the study, that their students were more confident in performing the dance movements,
and that they would be comfortable incorporating the movements from the study in the students’
recital or competition number. Many other responses received high mean responses in the range
of agree-strongly agree (above a 5.0 rating). These responses included that they enjoyed
providing feedback to their students on dance movements via the selected POINTE Program
intervention (M = 5.8; range: 5-6), that they would like to use the procedure again in the future
(M= 5.8; range: 5-6), that the procedure they used would help other dancers (M = 5.8; range: 56), and that participating in the study and using the POINTE Program made them a better dance
instructor (M= 5.5, range: 4-6). P2c had the lowest responses on two items; however, her overall
mean score was a 5.0. Overall, the instructors’ ratings averaged 5.7 out of 6.
Qualitative data obtained from open-ended questions also indicated that the instructors
were highly satisfied with the intervention outcomes. They mentioned that the target student had
generalized her performance to dance class during technical application and during performances
for an audience such as for competitions. P1c student had shown improvement during rehearsals
for her recital dance and P2c reported that her target student scored platinum on her competition
dance and the student’s peer partner who participated in peer auditory feedback received the
second highest score at the competition. P3c indicated that video feedback was especially
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helpful with her student who was “still getting comfortable with her own body”. P4c stated that
using the auditory feedback procedure helped not only the target student, but also other students
focus in class as because they were not as distracted by her outbursts. The instructor mentioned:
“When she was concentrating, they could concentrate as well, so this was a win-win for
everyone”. P2c noted that she observed her student, a competition dancer practicing before and
after class and that the student reported she “wanted to do her best.” This instructor noticed that
the student’s motivation greatly increased. She was “surprised” with the dramatic improvement
in her student’s dance performance.
On the question of what the instructors liked most about the procedure, each instructor
had a different response pertaining to their selected intervention. P1c who used auditory
feedback stated that what she enjoyed the most was observing the peer interaction and how the
students interacted to help one another. P2c mentioned her favorite part was breaking down each
step into “tiny digestible pieces.” This instructor stated she could be “OCD” about technical
elements of performance and that this really helped the students realize all the small components,
which make up a dance movement. P3c, who implemented video modeling and video feedback
stated her favorite part was the one-on-one aspect and seeing her participant’s performance
improvement over the course of intervention. She stated: “to see her improve session to session
made me so proud. She actually improved with her overall confidence with her dancing. That
was the best part of it all.” P4c, who implemented auditory feedback, stated her favorite part of
the procedure was that it required more concentration on behalf of the student and the instructor.
She said “they were more focused on getting the moves correct, and I was more focused when
watching them and ensuring I was not providing additional auditory (verbal) feedback of my
own.”
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Table 13.
Instructors’ ratings on the social validity survey.
Items

P1c

P2c

P3c

P4c

Mean

1. My dance student’s movements have
improved from being a part of this
research study.

6

6

6

6

6.0

2. Participating in this study made me a
better dance teacher.

6

4

6

6

5.5

6

6

6

6

6.0

6

6

6

6

6.0

6

5

6

6

5.8

5

3

-

6

4.7

6

5

6

6

5.8

6

5

6

6

5.8

5.9

5.0

6.0

6.0

5.7

3. My dance student is more confident
in performing these dance
movements than she was at the
beginning of the study.
4. I would feel comfortable
incorporating one or all of these
movements into a choreographed
number for this dance student to
perform, such as in a recital or
competition.
5. I liked providing my student
feedback on her performance through
my selected POINTE Program
intervention.
6. My student receiving feedback on
her performance through my selected
POINTE Program intervention
helped her more than receiving
feedback in class through my typical
methods.
7. I would like to use this procedure
again in the future.
8. This procedure would help other
dancers improve their dance
movements.
Mean
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All of the instructors indicated there was nothing they disliked or would change about
their training. P3c noted that using her selected intervention was “well set up and easy to
execute.” P4c stated: “not a thing, in fact, I used this on the rest of the class on a day that the
student (P4c Student) wasn’t even there because I noticed how well it was working for her. It
worked well for them too.” Three of the instructors said there was nothing about the procedures
that they would change (P1c, P3c, and P4c). P2c stated the only thing she would change was
that the scoring was “a bit tedious.” She suggested “a checklist” to solve this. P4c stated all she
would want to change was that she could “keep the clicker”, and mentioned, “Using the clicker
was fun as I am easily entertained.”
All instructors responded that they would use their selected behavioral coaching
procedure in the future with the same student for a different movement or with other students and
that the procedure had a positive impact on the entire class and her. P1c stated: “There are many
techniques in dance that this student can benefit from the use of this training, because this
training has proved effective in improving the performance of my student.” P2c mentioned that
her student loved positive feedback. She stated that the procedure helped the child with her
confidence, as she got more clicks. She said the focus increased as well during clicker sessions.
She stated: “I think this method is a winner.” All of the instructors indicated that they would like
to use the procedure in the future with a different student. Two instructors (P3c and P4c) stated
that they had already done so with another student prior to the study’s conclusion from seeing its
effectiveness. P1c stated that she would use it again for other students because it was “fun and
interactive.” P4c mentioned she had some students who would benefit from the use of peer
auditory feedback and that she knew the value of positive feedback from being a certified school
teacher.
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Table 14.
Students’ ratings on the social validity survey.
P1c
Student

P2c
Student

P3c
Student

P4c
Student

Mean

1. My dance movements have improved
from being a part of this research study.

-

6

5

-

5.5

2. Participating in this study made me a
better dancer.

-

5

6

-

5.5

-

3

6

-

4.5

4. I would feel comfortable incorporating
one or all of these movements into a
choreographed number for this dance
student to perform, such as in a recital or
competition.

-

6

5

-

5.5

5. I liked receiving feedback on my dance
performance through my teacher’s
selected POINTE Program intervention.

-

5

6

-

5.5

6. Receiving feedback on my performance
through my teacher’s selected POINTE
Program intervention helped me more
than receiving feedback in class through
my teacher’s typical teaching methods.

-

3

6

-

4.5

7. I would like to use this procedure again
in the future.

-

5

5

-

5

5

6

-

4.5

4.8

5.6

-

5.1

Items

3. I am more confident in performing these
dance movements than I was at the
beginning of the study.

8. This procedure would help other dancers
improve their dance movements.
Mean

-
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The students’ ratings to the social validity responses are presented in Table 14. Overall,
the ratings averaged 5.1, ranging 4.8-5.6 out of 6. Qualitative data obtained from open-ended
questions indicated that both students believed that their dance movements had improved as a
result of the use of the behavioral coaching intervention, that they found participating in the
intervention enjoyable and wanted their teacher to use the procedure with them again. In
addition, their suggestions for changes were minor (P2c) or not suggested (P3c).
P2c Student indicated that her favorite part of using the auditory feedback procedure was
“getting the clicks!” She said her least favorite part was repeating the steps so many times. The
student mentioned that the only thing she would change about the auditory feedback intervention
would be to “put on music so its not so quiet.” P2c indicated that she would like her teacher to
use auditory feedback with her again because it “improved her dancing.”
P3c indicated that she had improved because the video modeling and video feedback
made her focus on the detailed components of the movements in which before she was just
focusing on the bigger components of the movements and losing the important details. This was
the same information that the dance instructor reported to us as justification for selecting this
procedure and target behaviors for this student at the beginning of the study. This dancer
enjoyed participating in the intervention and said it was “cool” and “fun” to watch other people
perform her selected dance movements. She said her favorite part was watching herself perform
the step and seeing what she did wrong so she knew what she needed to work on because the
video was very helpful for this. She said there was nothing she would change and that
participating in the training was a “fun and amazing experience.”
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Discussion
In Phase 3, we pilot tested the refined manualized the POINTE Program for the purpose
of examining the potential efficacy of the program. This was conducted with four dance
instructors who did not have any basic knowledge on ABA and who did not have any experience
with behavioral coaching procedures and their students. The results indicate that overall, the
participating dance instructors successfully implemented the behavioral coaching procedures,
which were designed using the steps suggested in the POINTE Program with minimal
consultation. Minimal consultation was provided through electronic performance feedback on
intervention implementation ensuring that the dance instructors completed the POINTE Program
components successfully prior to beginning data collection. Although the levels of fidelity
across the instructors were not as high as expected even though the researcher’s consultation
support in the form of electronic feedback (emailing, text messaging) was provided, the
instructors successfully implemented the selected behavioral coaching procedures by utilizing
the resource materials provided in the POINTE Program manual. In designing and implementing
the specific coaching procedures for their target students, the instructors received much
assistance from the researcher for developing task analysis checklists and required feedback on
their implementation during intervention. In particular, the instructors, who implemented the
auditory feedback, still made novel mistakes when implementing the auditory feedback
procedure even with the provision of researcher’s feedback.
This implies that clarifying the auditory feedback procedure might be necessary in the
future revisions of the manual following Phase 3, including improving the video examples. The
supplementary training videos provided in the current Phase 3 explained the auditory feedback
coaching procedure and demonstrated how the clicker would be introduced to students with an
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ideal example auditory feedback session. However, given that the instructors struggled to
implement the auditory feedback procedure even with the feedback support, it might be
necessary to provide new training videos on the auditory feedback procedure following this
phase (for future revisions of the manual). In addition to the video examples used in Phase 2, the
new videos could include many other examples of “what not to do” when implementing the
procedure. A few examples of common misconceptions of using auditory feedback that we
observed in this phase, which could be added to the new videos of the “bad example” scenarios
include the following:
Multiple clicking: when the instructor or student would click the clicker multiple times
for a movement that was done correctly. Taking too long to click: when the instructor or student
would not click the clicker immediately as the behavior they were looking for, but rather wait
until the entire movement chain was complete to click. For example, if a peer partner was
clicking for “straight legs” during a leap in the air, she should immediately press the clicker
during the jump while the student is in the air rather than waiting for the student to land and hold
this position. Praising and correcting student performance right after using the clicker:
providing the student praise and/or corrections in addition to using the clicker. For example,
saying something along the lines of “good job but…” or “yes, but next time can you do this?”
following providing the sound from the clicker. Pointing the clicker like a remote: during peer
tagging, when a student would extend her arm toward the student performing the movement and
click the clicker like a remote. The other student would usually display facial expressions
indicating that this made them uncomfortable; therefore, we would provide prompts for the
partner providing peer feedback to keep her clicker by her side. Requesting too long of a
behavior chain was asking for the student to do a long chain of behavior rather than focusing on
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one thing at a time. For example, if the student was completing shuffle, hop, brush, step, the
instructor could have her complete the movement but only click for the shuffle. Instead, what we
observed was the instructor asking for “shuffle, hop, brush, and step” (the entire chain) and
clicking for this.
The results of this phase study also indicates that fidelity challenges for the video
modeling and video feedback intervention sessions were minimal and included initially: P3c only
providing her student criticism on what to fix, rather than any praise for correct elements of her
dance movement. Another minor issue was the order of steps for using the videos during the
sessions. The instructors were instructed to start the session with the dancer’s videos, compare
that to the expert video, point out correct and incorrect elements, then have the student try the
movement again, and repeat this at least 2 more times in the session, and finally end with the
expert video model immediately prior to data collection. Once P3c was provided corrective
feedback on these incorrect elements of implementation fidelity, she adjusted her training of her
student accordingly, and intervention fidelity reached 100% and remained high (above 85%) for
all remaining sessions after session 2.
Despite some lapses in fidelity, all of the instructors’ students increased in their
performance from baseline to intervention, and performance maintained at much higher rates
than baseline (P3c) during follow-up. P2c Student demonstrated only two overlapping data
points in any of the target behaviors for which peer auditory feedback was used with 2 out of 3
of her behaviors ending at rates in the high eighties and nineties and the performance of the
pique turn stabilizing at a perfect 100% for three sessions. Participant P3c also had impressive
performance on her dance movements during intervention, with her developpe beginning around
10% and ending intervention and maintaining at the high eighties. Similarly, her pirouette and
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coupe jete show steep increasing trends during intervention and maintain at much higher levels
than baseline.
The outcomes of these procedures in enhancing student dance performance are similar to
results reported in the previous research on auditory feedback (Quinn et al., 2015), public posting
(Quinn et al., 2017), video modeling and video feedback (Quinn et al., in press), and peer
auditory feedback (Quinn et al., in press). This indicates that the POINTE Program with the
addition of the minor form of consulting may have the potential to be a feasible and useful tool
for use by dance instructors to train students using the research-based behavioral coaching
procedures without much reliance on a researcher or behavior analyst. In previous research,
dance instructors reported that they would not be able to score the dancer’s performance or use
the procedure themselves and reported this as a single limitation to the use of the behavioral
coaching procedure with their dancers in the future (Quinn et al., 2017). We expect that offering
feedback support to dance instructors who are interested in using the POINTE Program,
particularly, to instructors with limited experience with using evidence-based coaching
procedures, would help them use the manualized intervention as intended and enhance dance
performance outcomes for their students.
The results of the current phase study also indicate that overall, the participating
instructors and students were extremely satisfied with the outcomes following use of the
POINTE Program intervention. All responses to the rating scales were high (agree-strongly
agree), and responses to the open-ended questions were also very positive. Instructor P4c
provided a comment that the her intervention was “easy and fun” to use, and 3 out of 4
instructors (P1c, P3c, and P4c) said there was nothing they would change about using the
manualized POINTE Program, indicating that the manualized intervention was feasible for the
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dance instructors to use. The students also indicated that their dance movements had improved
as a result of the use of the intervention and that they found participating in the intervention
enjoyable and wanted their teacher to use the procedure with them again.
It is interesting to note how much higher these instructors rated the use of the POINTE
Program procedures as compared to a prior published study, which evaluated one of the same
procedures presented in the manual (Quinn et al., 2017). For example, in evaluating public
posting, Quinn et al. had an instructor fill out a social validity questionnaire, for which she stated
she did not believe the procedure worked for all of the students, even though the data and student
responses clearly indicated positive outcomes and satisfaction among the students. However, as
a secondary social validity measure, she blindly scored videos of the students performing the
dance movements, which were randomly shown to her from baseline and intervention, and her
ratings were compared across conditions. This instructor said: “I wish I saw these videos prior to
filling out the surveys” because she did not realize how much the students had improved until
she watched the videos. This implies that when instructors score their students dance
movements and can view the weekly progress of their students, they may more likely rate the
interventions as effective.
One key aspect of the manualized POINTE Program is requiring active involvement of
dance instructors in the process of assessment and intervention. As suggested in the general
coaching procedures of the PONTE Program manual, the instructors in this phase read the
POINTE Program manual, selected target behaviors, conducted baseline data collection,
identified goals and selected intervention procedures, and implemented their selected behavioral
coaching procedure with minimal consultation. The instructors assessed student performance
throughout the phase by scoring their students performance on a task analysis checklist without
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assistance from the researcher. In addition to the instructors demonstrating similar positive
outcomes for student performance to the literature on these behavioral coaching procedures, the
instructors also rated the interventions much higher on social validity assessments than prior
studies that used these same methods (Quinn et al., 2017). Literature on teacher-selected
interventions has demonstrated positive outcomes when teachers can select and implement their
interventions rather than researchers (e.g., Tanis & Sullivan-Burstein, 1998; Johnson et al.,
2014).
As suggested by Kern et al. (2011) and Carroll and Nuro (2006), using the multi-step
approach to select and implement a behavioral intervention, the current phase study demonstrates
the potential benefits of using a manualized intervention that incorporates the multi-steps in the
process of assessment and intervention for dance instructors to train their students. Similar to
Phase 3 of Kern at al. and Carroll and Nuro, the procedures in the current phase allowed us to
determine what training was necessary for dance instructors to use a selected behavioral
coaching procedure with their student to enhance student performance.
This phase provided us additional information about how to adapt training tools to meet
the needs of instructors. As mentioned above, future revisions of the manual should include
videos which demonstrate “what not to do” in sessions based on common mistakes we observed,
rather than just providing examples of a perfect session. An addition of software such as a web
portal, or training cd would also be interesting to test if the use of software during training would
allow instructors to implement sessions with little to no consultation from the researchers.
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CHAPTER SIX
Overall Discussion
The current study addressed the need for developing a manualized behavioral
intervention designed for use by dance instructors who have no training or experience in
coaching dance students with behavioral techniques to improve student dance performance. The
study focused on examining the technical adequacy and evaluating the feasibility and potential
efficacy of the POINTE Program, a manualized behavioral intervention, which is designed for
use by dance instructors and which guides them through the assessment, intervention selection
and implementation, monitoring, and evaluation process of using research-based behavioral
coaching procedures. Using a 3-stage model of a manual development and evaluation, the study
validated and refined the initial POINTE Program before pilot testing the potential efficacy of
using the manualized behavioral intervention.
In phase 1, the study assessed the technical adequacy of the initial POINTE Program
manual with four experts in the field of ABA and four dance instructors as it pertained to the
science of ABA and the potential feasibility and applicability of the manual for use by dance
instructors. Following feedback from the experts and dance instructors, who favorably evaluated
the manual and who provided constructive feedback, the manual content was refined. Revisions
to the manual following this phase included the addition of sample session videos, lessening
technical terminology, and clarifying aspects of coaching procedures. As indicated in a study by
Mhurch et al. (2014), using expert and potential user inputs through the use of questionnaires and
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interviews were helpful to identify strengths and weakness of the POINTE Program and to make
adequate changes before pilot testing of the program.
Phase 2 assessed the potential for successful use of the manualized POINTE Program by
dance instructors, using a single subject experimental design and a qualitative data collection
approach. With four instructors and eight students, this phase study focused on evaluating the
feasibility of the program by identifying how and the extent to which the dance instructors used
the POINTE Program including the resource materials provided in the manual, evaluating the
initial impact of the use of the program on student dance performance, and identifying the
instructors’ perceptions on the program as well as their suggestions for improving the quality of
the program. Phase 2 identified that dance instructors could use certain components of the
POINTE program without difficulty such as implementing a coaching procedure and scoring and
assessing their student’s dance performance whereas other components of the program such as
creating a task analysis and conducting baseline and intervention sessions might not be as
feasible for them to implement without performance feedback and instruction on the distinction
between baseline and intervention conditions. Therefore, modifications to the manualized
POINTE Program intervention were required prior to Phase 3, which included the addition of
consultation from the researcher in the form of written performance feedback, the addition of
written scripts of ideal sessions, more task analysis samples, and revisions of implementation
fidelity checklists to include more details of intervention implementation.
Phase 3 evaluated the potential efficacy of using the behavioral coaching procedures by
dance instructors with their students, designed by and implemented through the use of
manualized POINTE Program components for enhancing student dancer performance and
assessed the social validity of the behavior change program with the dance instructors and the
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students. This phase employed a multiple baseline design of the single subject experimental
design to examine the potential efficacy of the manualized intervention with four instructors and
their four students. The results of Phase 3 demonstrated a strong evidence of experimental
control for the effectiveness of the behavioral coaching procedures implemented through the use
of manualized POINTE Program components in enhancing performance for every participant
with high ratings of social validity on behalf of dance instructors and their students. Implications
of phase 3 led to suggestions for addition of interactive training content to the manualized
POINTE program to enhance fidelity, such as software (web portals, or a CD), and the creation
of a more specific task analysis template or training tool.
The current study extends the literature on the development and evaluation of manualized
behavioral interventions. As indicated in the literature (Carroll & Nuro, 2002; Kern et al., 2011),
the results of the study suggest that using the stage approach to developing a manualized
intervention (e.g., testing accuracy, feasibility, and efficacy) was paramount to the appropriate
refinement of the manualized intervention. The increase in evaluation rating scores from each
phase dance instructors indicates that the iterative process used to refine the manualized POINE
program in the study was beneficial to producing a manual that is appropriate and well received
by dance instructors. As discussed earlier, the 3-stage approach used in the current study to
develop and pilot testing the POINTE Program resulted in specification of the POINTE
Program’s defining characteristics.
It is important to note that a variety of instructors, dancers, behavioral coaching
procedures and dance movements were targeted or used in the current study. The dance
instructors who participated in the study were a wide variety of ages (19-37 years old), education
backgrounds (high school diploma- certified teachers and bachelors of fine arts), and years of
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dance teaching experience (1-18 years). The dance students with whom we evaluated the
behavioral coaching procedures also ranged in age from 6-13, had a broad range of dance
backgrounds (1-8 years), and two students had disabilities or developmental delays. Despite
these differences, the interventions were effective for all students. We did not manipulate which
coaching procedures the instructors should select, and it is important to note that all of the
behavioral coaching procedures were selected for use by at least one instructor (auditory
feedback, peer auditory feedback, public posting, and video modeling and video feedback). In
addition, these interventions were tested for movements from various styles such as ballet, jazz,
hip-hop, and tap. This indicates that the POINTE Program may have high applicability and
practicability.
Limitations
It is important to note that even though we believe the POINTE Program can be
applicable to all styles of dance, it was only evaluated within the styles of ballet, jazz, hip-hop,
and tap in the current study. Therefore, its potential efficacy can only be stated within these
styles. Future research should evaluate its use with outside styles such as acrobatics, African
dance, ballroom, and contemporary. All of the behavioral training techniques provided in the
POINTE Program focus on increasing positive reinforcement between the instructor and the
student by the instructor providing specific positive feedback and identifying student success,
and minimizing excessive verbal corrections or criticism.
Although we ensured that all our selected dance instructors provided very low levels of
specific verbal praise prior to introduction to the POINTE Program, no follow up evaluation was
conducted to determine whether their teaching in their classroom had changed as a result of
using the POINTE Program intervention. In this context, we simply collected data as part of
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participant selection criteria. Future research could measure the use or generalization of the
positive feedback provided in intervention sessions to outside context (classes), individuals, or
behaviors (dance movements for the same student). Although we have mentioned that the
POINTE Program can potentially increase positive reinforcement between a dance instructor and
student and decrease coercive or authoritarian training methods, this was not specifically
measured. Another limitation of the study is that although the task analysis appropriately
captured the technical components that make up a multi step dance movement, it did not measure
subjective aspects of a dance movement such as the quality or artistic form of the movement.
Implications
Given the fact that manualized interventions have significant impact not only on research,
but also on practice (Wilson, 2007), a detailed and user-friendly treatment manual should be
developed to promote the use of evidence-based behavioral coaching procedures. As utilized in
the current study, the development of a treatment manual should be ongoing and dedicated to
testing the manual’s feasibility in training practitioners and evaluating outcomes of the treatment
proposed in the manual.
The intended users for this manualized intervention would be instructors of a competitive
team who value data-based assessment and performance tracking. While some instructors might
find the scoring checklists to be a bit tedious, any studio or facility owners or directors who are
interested in enhancing the competitive level and success of their students, would find the effort
involved in using the POINTE Program worthwhile. We did observe some differences in
improvement in students who were participants in competition dance in the form of performing
for judges in the community. Future studies could perhaps narrow the definition of competition
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dance for participant selection to only involve students actively performing for judges in a
context where rewards and rankings are delivered for performance.
Dance is considered a sport in regard to the intense conditioning and muscle and body
movements required to execute a step; however, it is unique from other sports in the nature that it
also is an expressive art form. A student could increase from 0% to 60% on a pirouette in regard
to arm placement, head spotting, posture, and location of a passé. Yet, the flow of the movement
could not be considered desirable. We did attempt to capture some quality aspects when we
added in the task analysis items such as the latency of the jump being less than 2 s after the prep,
and maintaining a landing position; however, this was not our main focus. Future studies could
attempt to transfer a subjective measure of quality into an objective measure or task analysis, or
social validity surveys could be used to assess the instructors’ perception on overall “look” of the
movement, with emphasis other than on the technical elements listed in the task analysis, in
order to assess student outcomes following the instructor’s use of the POINTE Program.
The dissemination of ABA is important and recommended by researchers in our field
(Morris, 1985). However, many barriers exist to dissemination including the ability to spread
our science to others and still maintain the treatment fidelity of interventions. Interventions
using the ABA principles are based on science and are evidence-based. It is important that they
should be implemented as they were meant to be, or they will not be effective in enhancing
student performance. It is our responsibility as researchers to identify ways that we can
disseminate ABA, yet still uphold the integrity of our interventions. One way that we can do this
is through the use of manuals. It was identified in this study that dance instructors who had a
background in ABA used more program components included in the manual, and could create
task analysis checklists for scoring with little to no researcher’s assistance whereas instructors
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without prior ABA exposure needed additional assistance and performance feedback, and did not
use as many supplied program components. Ways to enhance the perceived importance of these
components for individuals without prior exposure to ABA should be explored in the future
studies. Future research should identify more effective ways to increase fidelity other than
consultation which is time consuming and costly. For example, in addition to providing more
detailed templates for creating task analysis for the scoring of dance movements, the use of a
software or online portal would be useful for instructors to practice opportunities for
generalization and receive quick performance feedback.
Conclusion
The POINTE Program is the first of its kind in a user-friendly and feasible dissemination
of behavioral coaching procedures for dance instructors. Through a stage approach, this manual
has been adapted to be enjoyable for use by dance instructors, effective for enhancing dancer
performance, and still remains true to the science of ABA. Typical dance instructors are not
familiar with common ABA techniques, but through the use of the POINTE Program they are
given the opportunity to learn about behavioral techniques and use them. Making principles
utilizing ABA techniques accessible to a wide population of individuals (dance instructors) is a
major contribution of this research. For example, even though dance instructors had trouble
developing and writing their task analysis, they were able to score their students dance
movements effectively and use the interventions provided with relatively high fidelity. The
POINTE Program manual encourages dissemination of ABA techniques in dance instruction.
This study is the first study that evaluated the feasibility and potential efficacy of the manualized
POINTE Program in community dance studios. Future research that further examines the
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potential efficacy of the program may substantially increase the dissemination of the efficacious
manualized behavioral intervention.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A - Email Script for Recruitment of Expert Reviewers and Dance Instructors
Email script for expert reviewers:
Subject Line: Potential Participation in a Behavior Analysis Dissertation
Dear Dr. __,
My name is Mallory Quinn and I am a Board Certified Behavior Analyst and third year
doctoral student in the University of South Florida’s Applied Behavior Analysis Doctoral
Program.
I am emailing you today to determine your potential interest and participation in my
dissertation study titled: An Evaluation of the POINTE Program to Train Dance Instructors to
use Behavioral Coaching Procedures with Competitive Dancers. My dissertation is three phases,
which evaluate the technical adequacy, feasibility, and efficacy of an intervention manual I
created for dance instructors to read and learn about behavioral coaching mechanisms to
implement with their dance students. The manual includes information on a background of
applied behavior analysis, behavior assessment and data collection, and a focus on 5 behavioral
coaching procedures I have researched with dancers including: auditory feedback, peer provided
auditory feedback, public posting, and video modeling and video feedback.
For phase 1 of my study I am conducting a formative evaluation of this manual to assess
the technical adequacy of the interventions provided. This phase will be conducted using two
different groups of individuals. One group will consist of four experts within the field of ABA
and the other will comprise of four dance instructors from the community.
I am contacting you today because you meet the qualifications of being an expert
reviewer for my study, which are as follows:
a) You possess a doctorate degree in Behavior Analysis or other related field
(e.g., psychology, behavioral science, education)
b) You have published at least three research studies in a scholarly peer
reviewed journal in which you assessed an intervention to improve skill
performance of individuals with varying needs.
c) You possess expertise in providing training to professionals on behavioral
coaching and
d) If you consent to sign an intellectual property agreement and consent form
for participation.
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If you choose to participate in this study your responsibilities would be as follows:
a) Sign an intellectual property agreement and consent form for participation
(which I have attached to this email for your review).
b) Read the entire manual I send you within one month’s time. The manual is
approximately 150 pages in length.
c) Fill out a formative evaluation form, which asks Likert questions assessing
your opinion of the manual. I have also attached this document for your
review.
At this time I cannot offer compensation for your participation; however, I believe that
you will find the information in this manual interesting to read and the form easy to fill out, and
should I receive any type of funding for this study, I will update you about potential
reimbursement. I would sincerely appreciate your time if you choose to provide your expertise to
my development of this tool to potentially disseminate the science of behavior to a new and
exciting population of sports coaches.
Please let me know whether or not you choose to participate in this study. If I can
provide any additional information to assist your decision-making, please let me know and I
would be happy to do so.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Mallory Quinn, Principal Investigator
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Appendix A - Part 2
Email script for dance instructors:
Subject Line: Potential Participation in a Dance Research Dissertation
Dear Miss/Mrs./Mr. __,
My name is Mallory Quinn and I am a Board Certified Behavior Analyst and third year
doctoral student in the University of South Florida’s Applied Behavior Analysis Doctoral
Program.
I am emailing you today to determine your potential interest and participation in my
dissertation study titled: An Evaluation of the POINTE Program to Train Dance Instructors to
use Behavioral Coaching Procedures with Competitive Dancers. My dissertation is three phases,
which evaluate the technical adequacy, feasibility, and efficacy of an intervention manual I
created for dance instructors to read and learn about behavioral coaching mechanisms to
implement with their dance students. I have spent the last 5 years researching these procedures
provided in the manual with dance instructors at studios in the Tampa area.
I need your help specifically because for phase 1 of my study I am conducting a
formative evaluation of this manual to assess the technical adequacy of the interventions
provided. This phase will be conducted using two different groups of individuals. One group
will consist of four experts within the field of ABA and the other will comprise of four dance
instructors from the community.
I am contacting you today because you meet the qualifications of being a dance
instructor reviewer for my study, which are as follows:
For an experienced instructor:
a) You own a dance studio or act as a supervisory role in the running of a dance
studio (e.g., manager or assistant manager) for at least 5 years
b) You currently or have served as a professional dance instructor for at least
ten years
c) You have no prior experience with implementing a behavioral coaching
procedure (i.e., TAGteach, auditory feedback, public posting, clicker training,
video modeling, video feedback, etc.).
d) You are between the ages of 30 to 70.
e) You possess a minimum of a high school diploma.
For a novice instructor:
a) You have taught dance class professionally for a minimum of one year but no
more than 5 years.
b) You have no prior experience with implementing a behavioral coaching
procedure (i.e., TAGteach, auditory feedback, public posting, clicker training,
video modeling, video feedback, etc.).
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c) You are between the ages of 18-35 years old.
d) You possess a minimum of a high school diploma.
If you choose to participate in this study your responsibilities would be as follows:
a) Sign an intellectual property agreement and consent form for participation
(which I have attached to this email for your review).
b) Read the entire manual I send you within one month’s time. The manual is
approximately 150 pages in length.
c) Fill out a content evaluation form, which includes questions about the manual
items with 5-point rating scales and open-ended questions.
d) Participate in one individual interview conducted by the Principal Investigator
(myself) to receive feedback from you regarding manual content and what to
change or revise in the manual.
At this time I cannot offer compensation for your participation; however, I believe that
you will find the information in this manual interesting to read and the form easy to fill out, and
should I receive any type of funding for this study, I will update you about potential
reimbursement. The interview will be scheduled at a time and location at your convenience and
should not be more than an hour in length. I would sincerely appreciate your time if you choose
to provide your time and expertise to my development of this tool to disseminate the science of
behavior to a new and exciting population.
Please let me know your decision either way, and if I can provide any additional
information to assist your decision-making, please let me know and I would be happy to do so.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Mallory Quinn, Principal Investigator
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Appendix B - The POINTE Program Content Evaluation Form for Experts
Thank you for taking the time to review the POINTE Program manual. This review form is
intended to assess the technical adequacy of the POINTE Program manual in the areas of
accuracy, appropriateness, relevance, and usefulness of the intervention content presented in the
manual. Please answer the following statements as openly and honestly as possible.
Accuracy and Appropriateness of Content:
Introduction:

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree
Agree
Agree

13. The background of ABA was
accurate.
14. The background of ABA was
important and needed to be included.
15. The applications of behavior analysis
principles to sports training were
accurate.
16. The applications of behavior analysis
principles to sports training were
important and needed to be included.
17. How to use the manual was accurate.
18. How to get the most from the manual
use was important and needed to be
included.
19. How to use the manual was important
and needed to be included.
20. How to get the most from the manual
use was accurate.
21. The simple definitions of scientific
terms referenced in the manual were
accurate.
22. The simple definitions of scientific
terms referenced in the manual were
important and needed to be included.
23. The quiz adequately assessed the
information presented in chapter 1.
24. The quiz was important and needed to
be included.

General Behavioral Coaching
Procedures:

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree
Agree
Agree

7. The information of assessment, goal
setting, intervention implementation,
progress monitoring, and evaluation
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were accurate.
8. The information of assessment, goal
setting, intervention implementation,
progress monitoring, and evaluation
needed to be included.
9. The quiz adequately assessed the
information in chapter 2.
10. The quiz was important and needed to
be included.
11. The sample forms and resources were
accurate.
12. The sample forms and resources
needed to be included.

Auditory Feedback:

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree
Agree
Agree

9. The background and description of
how to use auditory feedback were
accurate.
10. The background and description of
auditory feedback were important and
needed to be included.
11. The quiz adequately assessed the
information in chapter 3.
12. The quiz was important and needed to
be included.
13. The sample forms and resources were
accurate.
14. The sample forms and resources
needed to be included.
15. The frequently asked questions were
relevant and needed to be included.
16. The comments from dance instructors
and students were relevant and needed
to be included.

Peer Provided Auditory Feedback:

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree
Agree
Agree

9. The background and description of
how to use peer provided auditory
feedback were accurate.
10. The background and description of
peer provided auditory feedback were
important and needed to be included.
11. The quiz adequately assessed the
information in chapter 4.
12. The quiz was important and needed to
be included.
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13. The sample forms and resources were
accurate.
14. The sample forms and resources
needed to be included.
15. The frequently asked questions were
relevant and needed to be included.
16. The comments from dance students
were relevant and needed to be
included.

Public Posting:

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree
Agree
Agree

9. The background, variations, and
description of how to use public
posting were accurate.
10. The background, variations, and
description of how to use public
posting were important and needed to
be included.
11. The quiz adequately assessed the
information in chapter 5.
12. The quiz was important and needed to
be included.
13. The sample forms and resources were
accurate.
14. The sample forms and resources
needed to be included.
15. The frequently asked questions were
relevant and needed to be included.
16. The comments from dance instructors
and students were relevant and needed
to be included.

Video Modeling and Video
Feedback:

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree
Agree
Agree

9. The background, variations, and
description of how to use video
modeling and video feedback were
accurate.
10. The background, variations, and
description of how to use video
modeling and video feedback were
important and needed to be included.
11. The quiz adequately assessed the
information in chapter 6.
12. The quiz was important and needed to
be included.
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13. The sample forms and resources were
accurate.
14. The sample forms and resources
needed to be included.
15. The frequently asked questions were
relevant and needed to be included.
16. The comments from dance instructors
and students were relevant and needed
to be included.

Relevance of Content:

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree
Agree
Agree

1. The manual will help dance
instructors understand and implement
behavioral coaching with their
students.

Usefulness of Content:

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree
Agree
Agree

5. The manual is user friendly.
6. The manual will help dance
instructors teach their students.
7. The interventions (behavioral
coaching procedures) can be easily
modified for dancers with different
backgrounds.
8. Dance instructors can use this manual
efficiently to train their dancers.

Quality of Content:

Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree
Agree
Agree

4. The manual will improve the overall
quality of dance training.
5. The manual can support dance
instructors working with dancers
within competitive environments.
6. The manual will have an impact on
the quality of dance training as far as
increasing positive reinforcement
between the dance instructor and the
student, and decrease typical training
methods that may include punishment
(e.g., yelling, coercive statements, et
cetera).

Any additional comments/questions/or feedback regarding the manual?
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Appendix C - The POINTE Program Content Evaluation Form for Dance Instructors
Manual Evaluation for Dance Instructors
Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

9. The POINTE Program manual provided me
with new ideas and concepts that will help me
with my dance students.
10. The interventions (behavioral coaching
procedures) presented in the POINTE Program
manual seem like they would be easy to use.
11. The interventions presented in the POINTE
Program manual seem like they would fit with
my typical dance class curriculum.
12. I understand how to use the behavioral coaching
procedures presented in the POINTE Program
manual after reading it.
13. The POINTE Program manual was organized
in a way that made it easy for me to locate
interventions.
14. The format of the POINTE Program manual
(e.g., look, size, etc.) helped me understand how
to use them.
15. I would recommend the POINTE Program
manual to other dance instructors.
16. The interventions presented in the POINTE
Program could be used with other children in
my class.
17. The interventions presented in the POINTE
Program could be used in more than one dance
movement.
18. The interventions presented in the POINTE
Program could be used in more than one genre
of dance.

What changes need to be made to the POINTE Program manual?
a. Changes in the POINTE Program manual (e.g., size, color, external features, etc.).

b. Changes in materials/ interventions (e.g., size, color, arrangement, fewer, more, different, etc.).
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Appendix D - Dance Instructor Interview Questionnaire, Phase 1
Interviewer Name: ________________________
Evaluator Name(s): ______________________________________________________
Date: _________________
Meeting participant:

Duration of the meeting session:

___ hours

____ minutes

Introductory Questions: Tell me about your position as a dance instructor and your
experience teaching dance?
Background: Before we begin asking specific questions regarding the manual content, I
was curious as to what your general reactions were when you read the manual. Can you
tell me about that?
1. What sort of initial feelings did you have about the behavioral coaching procedures
when reading the manual?
•
•
•
•

Excitement
Intrigue
Disdain
Boredom

Background for next questions: In Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) we work off
principles of human behavior to create these interventions we use. We tried to build the
manual around these principles and explain them in a user-friendly manner that other
people outside of our field could understand. Since we started the manual by introducing
these procedures I wanted to ask your opinion with the following questions:

2. How was your understanding of ABA principles to be used with dancers following
reading the manual?
•
•
•
•

Understood well
Did not understand
Understood some things but not others (explain)
Understood ABA principles but not how it applied to dancers

If you did have any unanswered questions, why do you feel you have unanswered
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questions regarding ABA principles?
•
•
•
•

History of ABA was confusing
Research conducted was too brief
Research conducted was too long
Terminology was confusing

Background: We are interested if you felt learning about the principles of ABA (such as
reinforcement) was valuable to you as a dance instructor in learning about these
interventions. The manual provided terminology, history, and discussed some research about
these principles. We are interested to see if you found this information valuable or not and
why or why not?
3. Did you find there was value of learning about the ABA principles (history of ABA,
research conducted, and terminology)?
•
•
•
•
•

Found it interesting
It was a waste of time
Not sure how it applies to dance
Excited to learn how it applies to dance
It could apply to dancers

4. In terms of how helpful the principles were, can you tell me why you think they would be
helpful to you or not?
•
•
•

It helped me understand the procedures better
I don’t think it was helpful (e.g., not necessary to know about reinforcement to implement
auditory feedback)
I now know why I’m doing it

5. How effective do you feel the interventions (behavioral coaching procedures) provided in
the manual will be for improving the performance of your dancers?
•
•
•
•

Very effective
Somewhat effective
Not sure.
Depends on ___?

Why or why not do you think it will be effective?
•
•
•

It is easy to do
It is too difficult to do
I could see my studio using procedures like these
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•

My dancers will like utilizing these procedures

6. How do you feel about the possibility of trying these interventions with your students?
•
•
•

Excited
Afraid
Not sure

Why do you feel this way?
•
•
•

I don’t want to make a mistake
I don’t really understand it
I think I’ll need some help

7.

How do you think your dance students might improve or not improve from these
interventions?

•
•
•
•

Improvement in technique
Improvement in performance
Improvement in practice
No improvement

Why or why not would you expect these improvements?
•
•
•
•
•

More practice time
More individualized training
More focus on a specific movement
Focusing on correct elements of performance instead of incorrect
Research shows it is effective
8.

How enjoyable do you think the dance students will find being trained on the coaching
procedures in the manual from you?

•
•
•
•

Enjoyable
Not enjoyable
More enjoyable than the typical class
Not as enjoyable as the typical class

Why or why not?
• The extra attention
• They are singled out
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•

All of the extra practice

9.

Which, if any, intervention (i.e., auditory feedback, public posting) or intervention
component (i.e., creating the task analysis, use of the clicker) did you feel was unclear or
required further explanation?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment and goal setting chapter
Public posting
Peer auditory feedback
Auditory feedback
Video modeling and video feedback
Assessment
Implementation
Follow up
Specific parts of an intervention
What to do when __ happens

Why was the intervention or component unclear?
•
•
•
•
•

There was not enough practice within the manual
Needed more examples
Example(s) did not seem relevant
Forms were confusing
Difficult to imagine what the procedure would look like

10. How confident would you feel about implementing these behavioral coaching procedures
in your studio following reading the manual?
•
•
•

Very confident
Not confident
Somewhat confident

Why do you feel this way?
•
•
•
•

It seems easy
There is a lot to remember
It seems complicated
The forms will make implementation easier

11. What could be included in the manual to make you more confident?
•
•

Needs videos
Need one on one instruction in addition to the manual
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•
•

Opportunities for practice in addition to the manual
Needs pictures

12. Was there anything that made you less confident in implementing procedures from the
manual?
• The forms included were overwhelming
• I don’t feel knowledgeable enough about the procedures
• I have never graphed before
Background: Some of the procedures in the manual such as public posting, required
resources in your dance studio to implement the intervention (such as money for materials,
space to implement the procedure, video, etc.). That being said we are curious to know:
13. How would the resources in your dance studio support you implementing these
interventions?
•
•

There is plenty of space to run the sessions
I have extra support from other individuals in implementing the procedures

Why would the resources or lack of resources in your studio make the intervention
easier or more difficult to implement?
•
•
•
•

Lack of time to implement interventions due to other obligations such as competitions
Lack of money to buy resources needed for implementation
Lack of space to conduct interventions
Lack of support such as from dance moms, or admin help would make it harder to
implement the intervention

14. If you mentioned any barriers to implement interventions, would this cause you to
implement one intervention over another?
•
•
•
•

Yes, lack of space would cause me to choose an intervention I can do during a typical
class
Yes, lack of money would cause me to choose an intervention in which I didn’t need to
purchase materials
Yes, lack of support would cause me to choose an intervention where I do not need
another person to help implement
Yes, lack of time would cause me to choose an intervention which was not as time
consuming as another

15. Could there be anything presented in the manual to make the interventions easier to
implement?
•
•
•

Additional checklists
Practice opportunities
Videos
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16. How was the manual in terms of readability or your ability to understand the concepts
presented?
• Easy to read
• Hard to read
• Had to look up meanings of words

Why was the manual easy or hard to read?
•
•
•

There were words I did not understand
There was a lot of information
I was able to understand the terminology from the thorough explanations

17. What did you like most about the manual?
•
•
•

What I learned
Fun reading
New ways to improve dance performance

18.
•
•
•

What did you like least about the manual?
Overwhelmed with info
Not fun reading
Seems complicated

19. Suggestions, changes, or general comments regarding the manual:
•
•
•
•

What to add
What to remove
Will others like it?
Generalizability
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Appendix E - Email Instructions for Experts and Dance Instructors
Dear ___,
Because you have signed the Consent form and the Intellectual Property Agreement
form, I have attached a PDF version of the manual in this email for your review with the
evaluation form attached for you to fill out while you read the manual. Should you prefer a
paper copy of the manual, please email back and we would be happy to get you a binded paper
copy to your location ASAP.
Instructions for reading the manual:
a) Please do not skip over any pages and review all enclosed assessments and forms.
b) Please complete quizzes at the end of each chapter before moving on to the next
chapter.
c) Please fill out the evaluation form as you read the manual so the information is fresh
in your mind. We are interested in immediate reactions and opinions and do not want
you to forget any of this later. The evaluation forms are presented in the same order
as the manual content.
d) Please be as honest as possible when filling out the forms. We value your honest
opinion in order to make the manual the best it can be prior to publication.
e) Please read the manuals and return the evaluative forms within one month. It is
important that each phase of the study is completed in a timely manner since we
cannot start the next phase until the previous is completed. Should an event arise that
requires you to need more time please contact the researcher.
(Additional statement for dance instructors: Once you turn in your form, an
interview with the principal investigator will be scheduled at a time and location at
your convenience).
We cannot thank you enough for your time and expertise in reading this manual and providing
feedback. If you have any questions throughout this process or there is anything we can do to
make this process easier for you, please let us know.
Sincerely,
Mallory Quinn, Principal Investigator
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Appendix F - Introduction and Background of Principal Investigator and Manual
Directions: This script is to be used as a guide for conducting the expert interview with the dance
instructors in phase 1 of the study. Please memorize the general content of this script rather than
reading directly from the page in order to sound as natural as possible.
Interviewer:
General Greeting: “Thank you for attending this interview today. You were chosen to participate in
this interview due to your extensive knowledge of dance as an expert dance instructor. Thank you
for taking the time to read this manual and provide us your opinion.”
My Background & Background of the Manual: “Just to give you a brief background of myself
and the development of this manual. I am a Board Certified Behavior Analyst and doctoral student at
the University of South Florida. I have worked as a musical theater performer in numerous
professional and non-professional productions across the Tampa area since 1995, and grew up
learning dance from the age of 3 until I was a teenager. I have always loved performing and now
teach Pure Barre, musical theater, and baby ballet classes, in addition to continuing to teach behavior
analysis and conduct research at USF. As a behavior analyst, I was always interested in how I could
adapt the principles of behavior analysis to a new area such as dance training. Behavior analysis as a
science has been demonstrated to be effective in numerous areas such as autism therapy,
organizational behavior management, geriatrics, parent training, etc. There are also many research
articles on behavioral coaching in journals in our field, however little to no research investigated the
effects of these procedures with dance. Even in dance journals, very few experimental research
articles have been conducted with dancers or their instructors. I was interested to see if these
techniques were as effective or even more effective than standard coaching methods, which
instructors currently use in dance training. I have devoted my research to answering these questions.
After the research was conducted, I knew that this information did not have a way to be easily
distributed so that dance instructors could learn and adapt these procedures with their students. The
purpose in writing this manual for my dissertation was to do just that! I want to find out if these
procedures can be easily trained and widely learned through the use of a manualized training process,
and your feedback is imperative in the development of this manual to make it user friendly, and
attractive for the use by dance instructors.”
Purpose of Interview: “The purpose of this interview is to find out your honest and straightforward
reaction to the manual as a whole, and aspects of the manual specifically. I am asking your opinion
because you are the expert, and your feedback is extremely important to me in developing this tool.
Please understand I want you to provide your most honest feedback to the questions I ask, and please
don’t worry about hurting my feelings. Also, if any terms or questions I use are not clear, please let
me know and I would be happy to rephrase the questions. Please take your time in delivering
responses and do not feel rushed. Do you have any questions before we get started?”
General notes for the interviewer:
•
•

If the person you are interviewing goes off on a tangent, allow them to do so and listen carefully
to what points they make.
Transition points are included in the interview form. Make sure every time you switch gears of
topics in the interview that you use transition points.
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Appendix G - Dance Instructor Interview Questionnaire, Phase 2
Interviewer Name: ________________________
Evaluator Name(s): ______________________________________________________
Date: _________________
Meeting participant:

Duration of the meeting session:

___ hours

____ minutes

Introductory Questions: Tell me about your position as a dance instructor and your
experience teaching dance?
Background: Before we begin asking specific questions regarding the manual content, I
was curious as to what your general reactions were when you read the manual. Can you
tell me about that?
1. What sort of initial feelings did you have about the procedures when reading the
manual?
•
•
•
•

Excitement
Intrigue
Disdain
Boredom
Also what sort of initial feelings did you have about the procedures when implementing
them?

•
•
•
•

Excitement
Intrigue
Disdain
Boredom

Background for next questions: In Applied Behavior Analysis we work off principles of
human behavior to create these interventions we use. We tried to build the manual
around these principles and explain them in a user-friendly manner that other people
outside of our field could understand. Since we started the manual by introducing these
procedures I wanted to ask your opinion with the following questions:
2. How was your understanding of ABA principles to be used with dancers following
reading the manual?
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•
•
•
•

Understood well
Did not understand
Understood some things but not others (explain)
Understood ABA principles but not how it applied to dancers

If you did have any unanswered questions, why do you feel you have unanswered
questions regarding ABA principles?
•
•
•
•

History of ABA was confusing
Research conducted was too brief
Research conducted was too long
Terminology was confusing

Background: We are interested if you felt learning about the principles of ABA (such as
reinforcement) was valuable to you as a dance instructor in learning about these
interventions. The manual provided terminology, history, and discussed some research about
these principles. We are interested to see if you found this information valuable or not and
why or why not?
3. Did you find there was value of learning about the ABA principles (history of ABA,
research conducted, and terminology)?
•
•
•
•
•

Found it interesting
It was a waste of time
Not sure how it applies to dance
Excited to learn how it applies to dance
It could apply to dancers

4. In terms of how helpful the principles were, can you tell me why they were or were not
helpful to you when learning about the procedures?
•
•
•

It helped me understand the procedures better
I don’t think it was helpful (e.g., not necessary to know about reinforcement to implement
auditory feedback)
I now know why I’m doing it

5. How effective did you feel the interventions provided in the manual were for improving
the performance of your dancers?
•
•
•

Very effective
Somewhat effective
Not sure.

Why or why not did you think the interventions provided in the manual were effective
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or not effective in improving the performance of your dancers?
•
•
•
•

It is easy to do
It is too difficult to do
I could see my studio using procedures like these again in the future
My dancers liked utilizing these procedures

6. How did you feel about the possibility of trying these interventions with your students?
•
•
•

Excited
Afraid
Not sure

Why did you feel this way?
•
•
•

I didn’t want to make a mistake
I didn’t really understand it
I thought I would need some help

7.

How did you think your dance students improved from these interventions? Or do you
don't think they improved?

•
•
•
•

Improved in technique
Improved in performance
Improved in practice
Did not improve

Why or why not do think you saw these improvements?
•
•
•
•

More practice time
More individualized training
More focus on a specific movement
Focusing on correct elements of performance instead of incorrect
8.

How enjoyable do you think the dance students found it being trained on the procedures
in the manual from you?

•
•
•
•

Enjoyable
Not enjoyable
More enjoyable than the typical class
Not as enjoyable as the typical class

Why or why not?
• The extra attention
• They were singled out
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•

All of the extra practice

9.

Which if any intervention (i.e.: auditory feedback, public posting) or intervention
component (i.e.: creating the task analysis, use of the clicker) did you feel was unclear or
you wanted further explanation?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment and goal setting chapter
Public posting
Peer auditory feedback
Auditory feedback
Video modeling and video feedback
Assessment
Implementation
Follow up
Specific parts of an intervention
What to do when __ happens

Why was the intervention or component unclear?
•
•
•
•
•

There was not enough practice within the manual
Needed more examples
Example(s) did not seem relevant
Forms were confusing
Difficult to imagine what the procedure would look like

10. How confident did you feel about implementing these procedures in your studio
following reading the manual?
•
•
•

Very confident
Not confident
Somewhat confident

Why did you feel this way?
•
•
•
•

It seems easy
There is a lot to remember
It seems complicated
The forms will make implementation easier

11. What could have been included in the manual to make you feel more confident?
•
•
•

Needs videos
Need one on one instruction in addition to the manual
Opportunities for practice in addition to the manual
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•

Needs pictures

12. What if anything, made you less confident in implementing the procedures from the
manual?
•
•
•

The forms included were overwhelming
I didn’t feel knowledgeable enough about the procedures
I have never graphed before
Background: Some of the procedures in the manual such as public posting, required
resources in your dance studio to implement the intervention (such as money for
materials, space to implement the procedure, video, etc.). That being said we are curious
to know:

13. How did the resources in your dance studio support you implementing these
interventions?
•
•

There is plenty of space to run the sessions
I have extra support from other individuals in implementing the procedures

Why did the resources or lack of resources in your studio make the intervention easier
or more difficult to implement?
•
•
•
•

Lack of time to implement interventions due to other obligations such as competitions
Lack of money to buy resources needed for implementation
Lack of space to conduct interventions
Lack of support such as dance moms, admin help would make it harder to implement the
intervention

14. If you mentioned any barriers to implementing the interventions, did this sway you to
choose the intervention you chose?
•
•
•
•

Yes, lack of space caused me to choose an intervention I was able to do during a typical
class
Yes, lack of money caused me to choose an intervention where I did not need to purchase
materials
Yes, lack of support caused me to choose an intervention where I did not need another
person to implement
Yes, lack of time caused me to choose an intervention which was not as time consuming
as another

15. Could there have been anything presented in the manual to make the interventions easier
to implement?
•

Additional checklists
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•
•

Practice opportunities
Videos

16. How was the manual in terms of readability or your ability to understand the concepts
presented?
•
•
•

Easy to read
Hard to read
Had to look up meanings of words

Why was the manual easy or hard to read?
•
•
•

There were words I did not understand
There was a lot of information
I was able to understand the terminology from the thorough explanations

17. What did you like most about the manual?
•
•
•

What I learned
Fun reading
New ways to improve dance performance

18. What did you like least about the manual?
•
•
•

Overwhelmed with info
Not fun reading
Seems complicated

19. Suggestions, changes, or general comments regarding the manual:
•
•
•
•

What to add
What to remove
Will others like it?
Generalizability
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Appendix H - Fidelity Checklist for the POINTE Program Components
POINTE Program Manual—Specific Activities for each Step for Manual Use
Circle Yes,
No, or N/A

Comments
Step
Each step is completed in sequential order.

Yes / No / N/A

1. Read the POINTE program manual and complete all quizzes in
each chapter.

Yes / No / N/A

2. Select a student or student(s) with whom you would like to use a
POINTE intervention.
3. Obtain all necessary consents and permissions from the student and
parent.
4. Conduct an assessment of the student’s current performance using
assessment tools in Chapter 2 (e.g., assessment of dance form).
5. Select which dance movement(s) to be targeted
6. Create a task analysis checklist for each dance movement(s) to be
targeted.
7. Clearly define each step in the task analysis in observable and
measurable terms.
8. Test the clarity of the task analysis by practicing scoring the
movements with multiple observers and ensure each person who
will be scoring the dance movement understands how to use the
checklist to score the movements.
9. Collect baseline data and use the baseline data to make a decision
for goal setting.
10. Established a start date for using the selected POINTE intervention.
11. Complete the form: “Steps for Designing and Implementing”
(selected POINTE intervention) using the corresponding checklist
from each chapter.
12. Print implementation checklist for the selected intervention and fill
in throughout implementation.
13. Collect, and score student data weekly using the guidelines in
chapter 2.
14. Make changes as necessary following the “Monitoring of
Intervention Implementation” and “Monitoring of Progress for
Decision Making” guidelines in chapter 2.

Yes / No / N/A
Yes / No / N/A
Yes / No / N/A
Yes / No / N/A
Yes / No / N/A
Yes / No / N/A

Yes / No / N/A
Yes / No / N/A
Yes / No / N/A

Yes / No / N/A
Yes / No / N/A
Yes / No / N/A
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Appendix I - Instructors Use of Resource Material Checklist Form
Please fill out the following checklist to document your use of the resource materials provided in
the POINTE Program manual. Please check the materials you used for each component of the
manual by marking a “yes” or a “no” for each component/step and turn this in to the principal
investigator.
Circle
Yes/No/ NA

Resource Material

(Only circle yes if
implemented correctly)

1. Assessment of Dance Movement Skills (p. __)

Yes

No

NA

2. Behavior Rating Scale (p. __)

Yes

No

NA

3. Task Analysis Data Scoring Sheet Sample (p.___)

Yes

No

NA

4. Dancer Intervention Selection Form (p.__)

Yes

No

NA

5. Social Validity Survey Examples (pp.__)

Yes

No

NA

6. Dance Instructor Video Social Validity Assessment
(p. __)

Yes

No

NA

7. Sample Participant Post-Study Survey (p.__)

Yes

No

NA

8. Social Validity Video Assessment Sample (p.___)

Yes

No

NA

9. Steps for Designing and Implementing Auditory
Feedback (p.__)

Yes

No

NA

10. Auditory Feedback Implementation Checklist
(p.__)

Yes

No

NA

11. Steps for Designing and Implementing Peer
Provided Auditory Feedback (p.___).

Yes

No

NA

12. Peer Auditory Feedback Implementation Checklist
(p.___).

Yes

No

NA

13. Steps for Designing and Implementing Public
Posting (p. ___)

Yes

No

NA

14. Public Posting Implementation Checklist (p.___).

Yes

No

NA

15. Steps for Designing and Implementing Video
Modeling (p. ___)

Yes

No

NA

16. Video Modeling Implementation Checklist (p.___).

Yes

No

NA

17. Steps for Designing and Implementing Video
Feedback (p.___).

Yes

No

NA

18. Video Feedback Implementation Checklist (p.__).

Yes

No

NA
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Notes

Appendix J - Sample Public Posting Implementation Fidelity Checklist
Public Posting Implementation Checklist
Participant (dancer):

Date of Session:

Instructions: Mark yes or no to indicate if each step was implemented and write notes when
necessary.
*Note: this can be completed in a group or for each participant.
Circle
Yes/No/
NA
What to Do

(Only circle yes if
implemented correctly)

1. Teacher has graphs from researcher (one for each
participant), which depict data points of each dancers
performance.
2. At __ am/pm or (once teacher has all the participants
attending), she removes the graphs and stars from the
previous weeks and posts the new graphs on the poster.
3. After she posts the new graphs, dance instructor
directs the dancer’s attention to the graphs through a
verbal statement I.E.: “here are the graphs with your
added performance from last week, let’s see how you
did!”
4. Teacher verbally praises students who improved from
the previous week.
5. Teacher provides praise for students who had their
“best score yet” or met their personal goal of __% or
higher with a gold star and congratulates them.
6. Teacher provides a statement of encouragement to
students who did not improve if applicable.
I.e.: “I am confident you will get a star next week!”
“Don’t worry, you will get it soon!”
7. If students engage in any negative self-talk about their
scores the dance instructor redirects these statements to
a new topic.
8. Dance instructor prompts each of the participants to
look at the binder with their scoring sheets so they can
see how their percentage was calculated and what steps
were missed and which steps were correct.

Yes

No

NA

Yes

No

NA

Yes

No

NA

Yes

No

NA

Yes

No

NA

Yes

No

NA

Yes

No

NA

Yes

No

NA

Notes

_____/8 steps completed accurately = _____%
*Note: If percentage correct is below 80%, retraining should occur to ensure that the intervention is implemented
with fidelity.
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Appendix K - Sample Task Analysis Data Scoring Sheet
Student’s Name: _______________

Date of Session: ________

Video Scorer’s Name: ______________

Step Label
1. Prepare Feet

2. Prepare Arms
3. Port de bras
Arms Prep

4. Posture
5. Step into
Battement
6. Step Posture
7. Tendu

8. Step
Brush/Degage

9. Hips Tucked
10. Posture
During Battement
11. Battement
Height

Date of Scoring: ________

Description
-Feet are in first position.

Correct Yes/No
Yes/ No

-Heels are together toes are apart.
(All ten toes must be pressing into the floor in
order to be correct).
Both arms en bas. Low to the body rounded, a
few inches away from the body.

Notes:

-Both arms moves through first position (in
front) then up to second (out to the side).
(Top of arm must be at shoulder height during
first and second with the fingertips open.
Forearm slightly lower from elbow down.
Hands are never touching the body).
Head is lifted and back is straight. Shoulders
are away from the ears. Ribcage closed, hips
tucked under.
Step through first position, left foot must step
toe ball heel, to be considered correct (flat foot
step is incorrect).
Leg is turned out on the step (the student’s
natural turnout), leg is straight pulled up out of
the hip (no leaning in).
Foot slides across floor, pushing the ground
extending out straight.
(Ankle must be turned out facing the ceiling in
order to count as correct). (Push through heel;
toes are last to come up).
Back (right leg in tendu turned out), brushes
through first position. Toe brushes the floor
(same as tendu) when it lifts up to the
battement.
Hips remained tucked during battement.
(Square and underneath the torso).

Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:

Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:

Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No

Back is straight and not hunched.

Notes:
Yes/ No

Leg lifts up off the floor up to 45 degrees.

Notes:
Yes/ No
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12. Battement
Height

Leg lifts up off the floor up to 90 degrees.

Notes:
Yes/ No

13. Battement
Height

Leg lifts up off the floor past 90 degrees.

Notes:
Yes/ No

14. Battement Leg Leg must remain straight during the entire
battement in order to be considered correct.
15. Battement
Feet
16. Battement
Arms

Toe is pointed during battement.

18. Step
Brush/Degage

Arms in second position, shoulder height with
a slight bend in the elbows, like an umbrella
during entire battement (slightly rounded,
fingertips slightly lower than shoulder height).
Right leg comes down to the floor toe first in a
point. Shifting weight onto front leg (right)
keeping leg straight, lifted up out of the hip.
(Leg stays straight and the foot does not slam
or make an audible noise when it hits the floor
in order to count as correct).
Back (left leg in tendu turned out), brushes
through first position

19. Step
Brush/Degage

Toe brushes the floor (same as tendu) when it
lifts up to the battement.

17. Battement
Landing/
Transition to Step

Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:

Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No

20. Hips Tucked

Hips remained tucked during battement.
(Square and underneath the torso).

21. Posture
During Battement

Back is straight and not hunched.

Notes:
Yes/ No

22. Battement
Height

Leg lifts up off the floor up to 45 degrees.

Notes:
Yes/ No

23. Battement
Height

Leg lifts up off the floor up to 90 degrees.

Notes:
Yes/ No

Leg lifts up off the floor past 90 degrees.

Notes:
Yes/ No

24. Battement
Height

25. Battement Leg Leg must remain straight during the entire
battement in order to be considered correct.
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Notes:
Yes/ No

26. Battement
Feet

Toe is pointed during battement.

27. Battement
Arms

Arms in second position, shoulder height with
a slight bend in the elbows, like an umbrella
during entire battement (slightly rounded,
fingertips slightly lower than shoulder height).
Left leg comes down to the floor toe first in a
point. Shifting weight onto front leg (left)
keeping right leg straight lifted up out of the
hip. Just the big toe pressing (toes curling into
the floor would be considered incorrect).
(Leg stays straight and the foot does not slam
or make an audible noise when it hits the floor
in order to count as correct).
Right leg comes to first position leg straight
and turned out.

28. Battement
Landing/
Transition to Step

29. Finish

30. Finish Posture

Both legs straight, hips tucked, ribcage closed,
shoulders over hips.

31. Finish Port De Arm port de bras from second position (side)
Bra
back to en bas (low).
(Top of arm must be at shoulder height during
second position with the fingertips open.
Forearm slightly lower from elbow down.
Hands are never touching the body).
32. Hold First
-Feet are in first position.
Position
-Heels are together toes are apart.
(All ten toes must be pressing into the floor in
order to be correct).
-Position is held for 5 seconds (all toes remain
on the floor).
33. Head
Head is turned in an upward angle outside (to
the right). Eyes looking at the ground would be
considered incorrect.
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Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:

Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:

Yes/ No
Notes:

Yes/ No
Notes:

Appendix L - Instructor Training Form
Instructor Areas of Further Clarification
Circle Yes
or No
Yes / No

Comments
Step
1. Task analysis needed to be edited.

Yes / No

2. Instructor needed further clarification on assessments (e.g.,
collecting data, graphing, participant selection, reading graphs,
etc.)

Yes / No

3. Instructor had questions about the use of the procedures (e.g.,
what using auditory feedback looks like).

Yes / No

4. Instructor had difficulty selecting dance movement(s) to be
targeted.

Yes / No

5. Instructor had difficulty selecting intervention to use.

Yes / No

6. Instructor had difficulty selecting ideal participants for the
selected intervention.

Yes / No

7. Instructor had difficulty collecting baseline data and using the
baseline data to make a decision for goal setting.

Yes / No

8. Instructor had difficulty scoring the data collected.
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Appendix M - Email Script for Recruitment of Dance Instructors
Email script for dance instructors Phase 3:
Subject Line: Potential Participation in a Dance Research Dissertation
Dear Miss/Mrs./Mr. __,
My name is Mallory Quinn and I am a Board Certified Behavior Analyst and third year
doctoral student in the University of South Florida’s Applied Behavior Analysis Doctoral
Program.
I am emailing you today to determine your potential interest and participation in my
dissertation study titled: An Evaluation of the POINTE Program to Train Dance Instructors to
use Behavioral Coaching Procedures with Competitive Dancers. My dissertation is three phases,
which evaluate the technical adequacy, feasibility, and efficacy of an intervention manual I
created for dance instructors to read and learn about behavioral coaching mechanisms to
implement with their dance students. I have spent the last five years researching these
procedures provided in the manual with dance instructors at studios in the Tampa area.
I need your help specifically because for phase 3 of my study I am conducting an
evaluation of this manual to assess the feasibility of the interventions provided and potential
efficacy for improving student dance movements. This phase will be conducted using three
dance instructors from the community and their dance student(s).
I am contacting you today because you meet the qualifications of being a dance
instructor for my study, which are as follows:
f)
g)

You have no prior experience with implementing a behavioral coaching
procedure (i.e., TAGteach, auditory feedback, public posting, clicker training,
video modeling, video feedback, etc.).
You possess a minimum of a high school diploma.

If you choose to participate in this study your responsibilities would be as follows:
e) Sign an intellectual property agreement and consent form for participation
(which I have attached to this email for your review).
f) Read the entire manual I send you within two weeks time. The manual is
approximately 150 pages in length.
g) Select a coaching procedure from the manual and implement it within your
dance-teaching context for a minimum of 1 month.
h) Score student data weekly and communicate with the researcher.
i) Fill out a post study evaluation survey
At this time I cannot offer compensation for your participation; however, I believe that
you will find the information in this manual interesting to read and the form easy to fill out, and
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should I receive any type of funding for this study, I will update you about potential
reimbursement. I would sincerely appreciate your time if you choose to provide your expertise to
my development of this tool to potentially disseminate the science of behavior to a new and
exciting population of sports coaches.
Please let me know whether or not you choose to participate in this study. If I can
provide any additional information to assist your decision-making, please let me know and I
would be happy to do so.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Mallory Quinn, Principal Investigator
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Appendix N - Sample Task Analysis Data Scoring Sheet
Step Label
1. Tendu Prep

2. Tendu Arm Prep

3. Posture

4. Shift Weight

5. Coupe Plié

6. Half Turn

7. Arms in Half Turn

8. Fifth Position Prep

9. Grand Battement Right
10. Jete

Description
Right foot extended forward, left
foot turned out. (Right foot must
be pointed; right leg straight, and
left foot parallel would be
incorrect. Must be croise to be
correct).
Arms in third position. Right arm
rounded, left arm extends. (Arms
must be shoulder height, not
hyperextended, fingertips
separated, thumbs in).
Back is straight, hips tucked
under, ribcage closed, and head
lifted and facing the right. Head
must be over the arm, eyes
looking at the floor would be
considered incorrect.
Steps onto right foot. Must step
toe ball heel. Stepping flat foot
would be considered incorrect.
Right leg plies (knee over toe,
turned out), and left foot coupe
derriere. Sickled foot would be
considered incorrect. Toe must be
pointed in the coupe.
Hold coupe position and half turn
with weight on the toes. Any toes
lifting would be considered
incorrect. Back must remain
straight in order to be correct.
Arms move to first position.
Rounded from the shoulders and
held from underneath. Fingertips
separated and thumbs tucked in.
Feet move to fifth position. Left
foot in coupe goes toe ball heel to
fifth. Stays in plié. Flat foot would
be considered incorrect.
Right leg battements. Leg is
straight toe is pointed. Must be
turned out and brush the floor.
Left leg pushes off the floor into a
jete split.
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Correct Yes/No
Yes/ No
Notes:

Yes/ No
Notes:

Yes/ No
Notes:

Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:

Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No

11. Jete Leg Height Right

Right leg reaches 90 degrees.

Notes:
Yes/ No

12. Jete Leg Height Left

Left leg reaches 90 degrees.

Notes:
Yes/ No

13. Jete Right Leg
Extension

Right leg is straight, no bend in
the knee.

14. Jete Left Leg Extension

Left leg is straight, no bend in the
knees.

15. Jete Arms

16. Jete Posture

17. Landing Legs

18. Landing Arms
19. Balance Landing

20. Landing Posture

Arms extend to first arabesque
over the legs. Left arm must
remain in front of the left
shoulder. R arm in front of the
nose, slightly above shoulder, L
arm at or below shoulder,
fingertips extended, thumbs in.
Back is straight, head is lifted,
shoulders down, eyes extended
past the fingertips and chin past
the right arm. Eyes looking at the
floor would be incorrect.
Land in first position arabesque.
Right leg is turned out in plié, the
left leg is extended into arabesque
in line with the head. Both legs
must be turned out. Weight in the
front leg (curling the left toes into
the floor would be considered
incorrect).
Arms remain in jete arabesque
position (same criteria as before).
Hold land position to 5-second
count on video. Any leaning over,
lifting toes, or wobbling would be
considered incorrect.
Back is straight, head is lifted,
shoulders square.

Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:

Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:

Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
Yes/ No
Notes:
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Appendix O - Sample Social Validity Form for Instructors
Peer Auditory Feedback Dance Instructor Post-Study Survey

1. Do you think participating in this study helped your dancer’s moves improve? Why or
why not?

2. What did you like most about the training as a dance instructor?

3. What, if anything, did you dislike about the training as a dance instructor?

4. What, if anything, would you change about the training?

5. Is peer auditory feedback something you would like to use in the future with this student
on a different movement? Why or why not?

6. Is peer auditory feedback something you would like to use in the future with a different
student? Why or why not?
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Strongly
Disagree
My dance student’s movements have
improved from being in this research
study.
Participating in this study made me a
better dance teacher.
My dance student is more confident in
performing these dance movements than
she was at the beginning of the study.
I would feel comfortable incorporating
one or all of these movements into a
choreographed number for this dance
student to perform, such as in a recital or
competition.
I liked providing my student feedback on
her performance through a clicker using
peer auditory feedback.
My student receiving feedback through
the clicker helped her more than
receiving feedback in class through
typical verbal methods.
I would like to use this procedure again
in the future.
This procedure would help other dancers
improve their dance movements.
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Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Slightly
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Appendix P - Sample Social Validity Form for Dancers
Peer Auditory Feedback Participant Post-Study Survey

1. Do you think participating in this study helped your dance moves improve? Why or why
not?

2. What did you like most about the training?

3. What, if anything, did you dislike about the training?

4. What, if anything, would you change about the training?

5. Is peer auditory feedback something you would like your teacher/peer partner to use with
you in the future on a different movement? Why or why not?
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Strongly
Disagree
My dance movements have improved
from being in this research study.
Participating in this study made me a
better dancer.
I am more confident in performing these
dance movements than I was at the
beginning of the study.
I would feel comfortable incorporating
one or all of these movements into a
choreographed number, such as in a
recital or competition.
I liked receiving feedback on my
performance through a clicker from my
peer.
Receiving feedback through the clicker
helped me more than receiving feedback
in class through typical verbal methods.
I would like to use this procedure again
in the future.
This procedure would help other dancers
improve their dance movements.
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Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Slightly
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Appendix Q - Weekly Duties for Dance Instructors, Phase 3
Weekly Duties for Dance Instructors Sample - POINTE Program Research
This list will help organize duties that the dance instructor engages in each week for the POINTE
Program research project. If you have any questions please contact Mallory at ____, or email
____.
Please refer to this list if you have one dancer in your sessions that is completing three different
movements.
•

•

Before every session, make sure you have communicated with the researcher (Mallory) so that
you are aware of which movement(s) you are only filming the dancer complete (baseline), and
which movement(s) you are completing training with (peer auditory feedback) and then filming
(intervention). This is extremely important.
You will start by just doing baseline for all movements…then move on to only doing
intervention for one movement and baseline for 2 movements…then intervention for 2
movements and baseline for 1 movement…then later intervention for all movements. Your
sessions will start short and get longer throughout the study. Mallory will tell you each week
what you are doing!

•

Each week make sure that you have a “Peer Auditory Feedback Treatment Integrity” checklist in
your provided binder (this is also in your manual and emailed to you). During your session, go
through the treatment integrity checklist and make sure you are completing each item correctly as
indicated by the checklist (someone will be scoring your videos on this, so this is like your little
cheat sheet J ).

•

Film each session with you doing the teaching strategy for EACH move. I.e., Make one video of
___ doing the peer feedback for ___ for the jete, and another of __ doing peer feedback for __ for
the pirouette, and another for the battement.

*Note: the session filming is only completed for the movements for which you are doing the
training. Not all movements will receive the training at the same time. For the movements in
baseline, you just film the participant doing the movement 3 times each with no session.
•

At the end of all sessions conducted, film each participant doing each movement 3 times as 3
separate videos.

*Note: regardless of how far you got in the session, film the dancer doing the entire movement,
just like you did in baseline.
*Note: do not provide the student any feedback on their attempt. Just thank them for their
participation.
•

Upload each video within 5 days of your session. I.e., __, jete 1.11.17, ___ pirouette 1.11.17, ___
battement 1.11.17

•

Score each dance movement using the checklist you developed with the researcher and email this
to Mallory within 5 days of your session. You may hand mark the checklist with the data sheet
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provided to you or electronically mark the checklist, however you must provide your scores to
each step of the checklist, and not just a percentage correct for the session.

*Example: Jete, ___. Step 1: No, foot turned in Step 2: Yes, Step 3: Yes, Step 4: No, toes not
pointed, Step 5: Yes…. And so on and so forth.
*Note: your session videos of you using your selected intervention, and the videos of your
student’s attempts of each movement for scoring purposes must be uploaded to the two separate
locations provided to you.
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Appendix R: IRB Letter of Approval
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